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IN the following Memoir I propose to give a detailed account of the 

progress of our Geographical Discoveries on the N. E. Frontier from the 

time when our armies advancing in that direction opened to us countriesof 

which we had till then a very imperfect knowledge. 

Narratives of some of the journies have been already published, and 
much of the new information has been included in a paper in the 16th 

Vol. of the Asiatic Researches : but the former are scattered in the News- 

papers or Periodicals withont connection to enable the enquirer to collect 

the scattered gleams of information into one common focus, while the 

latter, including only the results obtained by one of the individuals engag- 

ed in that quarter, and applying also to statistic enquiries ; gives neces- 

sarily an inadequate idea of our acquisitions in Geographical information 

properly so called, as it also stops short of the date at  which our enquiries 

terminated. This appears to have been felt by the Society, who have 
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expressed a wish in a note attached to that paper by their Secretary, that 

some task Similar to the one I propose to myself should be undertaken. 

The interest too excited by the question of the identity of the 8 a n p  and 

~ r a / b n u ~ u t ~ a ,  evidenced by the notice taken of the subject in Europe, 

seems to call for the execution of such a task : and I have therefore I 

been induced to draw up the following Memoir. 

I should have been well pleased to have seen the task fall into other 

hande, and I have delayed undertaking it in the hope of some one better 

prepared anticipating me, yet I would not be understood to disqualify 

myself more than necessary. Having been on the spot from the begin- 

ning, a t  first an interested observer, and latterly employed in egploring 

myself much of the Terra incognita of that quarter, I consider that 1 
ought to be able to give a connected view of the p ropss ive  steps made, 

as well as to supply many particulars nmesary  to the full comprehension 

of the subject, not yet generally adverted to. 

In October 1824, several of the Officers employed in Revenue Sur- 

veys were taken from those duties, mad placed (to continue during the 

war) under the enperintendance of Major SCHALCH, in order that sccampa- 
nying tbe s e v e 4  divisions of the army and receiving his instructions, 

they might derive advantage to the utmost practicable extent of the 

opportunities so suddenly and unexpectedly opened of pushing our in-- 

tigations beyond those barriem which the well or ill-fonnded jealousy of 

oar Eastern neighbours had hitherto opposed to us, and which we had 

till .then no immediate hope of surmounting. 

In  the distribution I was appointed to act with Captain BEDFOBD 
his Assistant, and our province was Asam. Besides the instructions given 

g e m l l y  to his mrpa by Major SCHALCH, (EM conveyed in a circular letter) 

Captain BEDFORD was verbally directed to consider the Brahmputra 
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as the chief object to which his attention should be directed. H e  was 

to endeavour to unravel the mystery in which was enveloped each notice 

or tradition respecting its fountain head by proceeding up its streams 

as far as the influence of the neighbouring force, or the safeguard of a 
t detached escort might permit. 

I 

We arrived at Goalpara, on the frontier of Asam, in the latter end 

of January, 1825, immediately after the capitulation of the Burma force 

at  Rangpr ,  and we were then eager to join the Head-Quarters in full 

expectation of an attempt being made to advance towards Anaurapure. 

We were already making anxious enquiries respecting the source of the 

Brhwput ra ,  and we were given to understand that the Asanrese per- 

sisted in a common declaration that i t  rises in the East beyond their terri- 

tories. We were told of a cataract, which imagination perhaps, rather 

than report, founded on respectable information, long continued to 

magnify into a splendid fall of the whole river from the bordering ridge 

of mountains. 

Mr. SCOTT,* indefatigable and ardent in the cause of scientific 

research, had in the meantime, on arriving at X a q p r ,  caused Lieutenant 
BUBLTOW to be detached, to survey the river beyond as far as practicable ; 

but there no longer existed such extreme doubt about the direction and dis- 

tance of the navigable part of its course. The Natives knew well that 

the boats of Bengal could not pass more than one day's journey beyond 

8udiya; (in Lat. 27" 48' Long. 95" 401) they spoke confidently (and their 
information could no longer be doubted) of the Brdmukuncd, the origin 

of the river, being situated in the Eas t ;  and, indeed, they had presented 

Ensign (now Colonel) Wood's Survey reached no further than Rangpur, and be leaves the 
space beyond a perfect blank. He aocoants for the paucity of his Geogmphical ioformation bey04 
the mere line of the river, by the difficultiee he laboured under in llolding intercourse with the 
~a t ivee .  
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a Map drawn in their own incorrect style, shewing the situation of the 

notable'villages or districts, and exhibiting the various nalas'feeding the 

Brahmaputra within their limits. I t  was afterwards remarked that in this 

production, the D i h g  and the Dibmg were not distinguished from other 

tributary streams. 

The commission with which Lieutenant BURLTON was charged was 

executed by him in a highly creditable manner. With a surveying com- 

pass only, and unfurnished with any instrument for measuring distances, 

he surveyed the river to Sadiya and a short distance beyond, and subse- 

quent measurement has detected but little error in the Map he made. 

/ 

In the Government Gazette of 9th May, 1825, appeared an extract 

from Lieutenant BURLTON'S letter, giving an account of this expedition, it 

is dated " On the river Burrampooter, N. Lat. 27" 54' E. Long. 95" 24' 

March 31st, 1825."* He reports that he had that day got as high up the 

river, as it was navigable : its bed, he says, was a complete mass of rocks,t 

with only a depth of threeor four feet waterin the deepest part, the rapidity 

of the current was also so great, that no boat could track against it, put- 

ting the danger of striking on the rocks out of the question. He consi- 

ders it as about the size of the Kdlong river, (one hundred and fifty yards 

across) and the extreme banks as being not more than six hundred yards 

apart. Lieutenant BURLTON regrets that hecould not proceed further either 

by land or water. I t  was represented to be at least ten days' journey to tbe 

Brahmakund, and he had but a few days provisions left-what he had 

learnt respecting the course of the river above, was " that it  runs easterly 

The true place wan about Lst. 97" 49' and Lonk. 95O 52'. 

t Not rocks in situ, but rounded stone8 and pebbles brought down from the mountains in 

the rainy season. R. W. 

K 2 
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till it reaches the lowest ran@ of mountains,* (Lieutenant BURLTON 
could see the range, and supposed it to be about fifty miles diutant,) 
where it falls from a perpendicular' height of about one hundred and 
twenty feet, and forms a large bottomless bay, which is called the B r h  
Kud." Above the low range are some high mountains, which are 
covered with snow, and from the narrowness of the water he imagined, 

that the source of the Brahmuptra must be there, as it seemed very 
improbable such a small body of water could run the distance it is repre- 
sented or supposed to do. 

From what the Natives said respecting the Sfri Sirhit,?. or Irawadi, 

Lieutenant BURLTON was inclined to think that that river rises at the 
same place. 

The impression made by the foregoing account is apparent in the 

n m s r b  made upon it by the Editor of the Government Gazette. Dis- 
cusing RENNELL'B inference of the connexion of the S a p  and B r k -  
p t m  rivers, he says, The where left by the Chinese is aalled 
a very large river, and the name itself Sanplc, is said to imply the river par 
excellence. How happens it then upon entering Asam to have lost all 
claim ta 8uch a character, and to be little more than a hill torrent, with only. 
three or four feet water in its greatest depth." Had Lieutenant BURLTON 
added an account of the discharge of the river, according to the sections 
he took below the Bdn' D i h n g  mouth, and near Sadya, this idea of the 
character of tbe river could never have been farmed. For the quantity of 

water discharged per second in the former place, wss fbund to be 86,727 

It is hardly necessary to obrewe, that Liwt. BURLTON mean8 @I bd Bart, or Jhn tbe 
lowest range of mountain8 m r l y .  

t It wan eo printed, but Lieut. B o u r n  must have printed and probably wrote the &ras 
Lohit, or Sri Lohk , 
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cubic feet per second, and of the sacred Bdmaprtra, or eastern branch 

passing Xadiyu, 32,413 feet in the same time. It is however to b 
observed, that there had h e n  a considerable rise before the latter 
measurement was made, and that divided as the river is in that 

part of its stream near Ruugpur into many channels, it is probable 
that the former did not embrace the whole river, or that some of the minor 

channels had been omitted, being inaccessible. 

The next notice that appeared is in the Government Gazette, 9tb June, 

and it is important to notice it, if merely to show that attention wae 
not yet directed to the navigation of the Diirong, though it is men- 
tioned in these t e rm:  " The river (i. e. BmInra*) washes Sikfni  

M4kh or M i ,  eo called from the numerous stones and fragments of 
rock washed down from the hills by the D h g  and D b g  rivers, 

which soon after empty themselves into the Lohit; these rbe and 

flow from perceptible openings in the high chain of hills to the north- 

ward, and considerably contribute to the mwa of. the river, which after 
passing above their mouths, diminish- materially in balk and im- 
portawe." The writer further says, " But the object of greatest interns& 

to topographical science ia, a clear and distillot opening in the lover lo* 
ranges bearing ,due eaet, behind which is pointed out by all ranks and 
clrtlasee, the Brahmu K d ,  or reservoir, whence flom the Brdmapwtra, 
and dietant from hence not more than forty or fifty miles-six days' jour- 
ney. The stream is described aa taking its rise from a c i d a r  basin or 

well in the side of the mountain beneath the slaowy region, while behind 
and above it are stupendous rangee of impracticable traneiL" 

In  the mean time Captain BEDFORD and myself had reached Bislicz- 
math, where directions were received in a letter from Colonel RICHARDS, 
commanding the force, to survey the B4rf Lohit, or old channel of the 
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river, to the head of the Majicoli island, and as both Officers might be 

profitably employed, we' were directed to separate, one of the two 

re-surveying in progress to Rangpur, the Dihing, or southern branch. 

I may here endeavour to elucidate a point which I observe has caused 

considerable difficulty-I have it on the authority of the present Bar 

Gohayn of Asanc, corroborated by the evidence of other well-informed 

Asamese whom I had questioned, that before the remarkable flood from 

the Dihong altered entirely the state of its channels, and the direction 

of the principal body of the river, the Dihing did not disembogue itself 

where it does now into the Brahmaputra, but turning to the south-east 

received the Disang, and Dikho, the Jazi, and Disai river, and was dis- 

charged into the great river near Mahura. A peninsula, or rather long 

neck of land then existed, and the channel of the Dihing was then in the 

bed of that branch still retaining the name. The great river from near 

Sildni M6r to Sisi, flowed in a bed which still continues to fill in the 

rains, though it is of diminished size to the north of the present channel. 

I t  is called the Bdri Shti, or Sdti Lohit. The Bkri Lohit, since this 

singular division of its former supply of water has become of so little 

consequence that above the junction of the Subanshim', it is barely naviga- . 

ble in the dry season. The division of the waters of the Dihing is an 

event of much later date. I t  is said that the passage through the low 

land in the direction of S d y a ,  was aided by some rivulet draining the 

jungles, that an accumulation of stones in the vicinity of the Kusan hills, 

was the immediate cause, and that the opening now called the new Dihing, 

was very gradually enlarged by  the influence of successive rains, causing 

an equivalent diminution to the ancient Dihing, the old communication 

with' which has no water in the cold season, and indeed, the name of 

Bkn' Dihing might fairly be 'dropped in favor of the Nanzrup, from 

which it derives its present supply. Whether there existed a channel of 
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communication between the Diiu'ng and Zohd near the spot where the 

Bu'ri Dihing now meets the latter, I never coddl satisfactorily learn. 

But to return from this digression, Captain BEDFORD Cfioae the 

Birl M t ,  as i t  presented novelty,' and left me to retrace Ensign 

 WOOD'^ steps toward$ Rangpr:  he ampletad his surrey ; but I met with 

aaa unfortunate accident in the progress of mine : about M f  way. from 
Bt&zn&h, my map and field book, with the gmatest part 'of my pro- 

perty, were lost by- the sinking of my boat. Captain BEDFORD ' after- 
wards continued his route towads S d y a ,  making a more a m r a t e  survey 

- than Lieutenant BURLTON had the means of doing; and before the expira- 

tion of the month of June, he had ~sumqed n8t only' the W e  d i h n c e  

on the great river from BiOh& .to ,Tangs, Prini, b e t  'having acccunpa- 

nied Captain NEUNILLE on the expedition against the' &&o Chiefb, 
he oleo added a hasty surmy of the Ndcr DiAing. 

Soon after my arrivrl at Didcho Bliikh irr April, C M  E 1 1 c a ~ a ~  
permitted me to accompany a party of the 46th Regiment, which was to 

proceed up the Disang' river t o  Boo-Mth, tn protect tha Asumm of the 

intermediate district in advawe af Rnngpur, diDm imarsisols s f  .the 
Singfos, who had lately, in considerable strength, made a very daring and 

wcctwful kcoraim dose in the neighbounbaod of the faace. 

After pasbing Be1 Bhria the Ihisaag, 3 fmnd $he bank0 of .tie .+i~ar 

clothed 'with ctn impenetrable tree fonest, and the distances I yas com- 

pePled to estirlnate in time, gu iddby  tbe ~~nperience I had of the progress of 
my boat at tho= places &Ihece i t  wae'pmdoabb to.nee my ~~~~~~. 
About five milea .by ;the river below &rRllith, we tfirst eacannrtered the. 
shallow rapids formed by the accumulation of the pebbles brought down 

by the stream, and further progress in Bengali boats was impossible ; 

but one of the Asam guides offered to conduct rue to BotOilith; and after 

L 2 
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s most laborious march through jungle, where no trace of a path waa to 

be found, I reached the place. 

Near to BorMlh, are several salt springs, whence a considerable 

quantity of ealt used Eormerly to be obtained. Those at present worked 

were too far removed within the Ndga hills, for me vigit them ; the 

evaporation is carried on in green bamboos, and the ealt presented was 

generally of 8 grey colour, extremely hard and compact, having the form 

of the bamboo in which it had been boiled, and possessing the radiated 

atructure in perfection.* 

After pasaring eighteen rapids in an attempt to survey the river 

beyond Borhdth I desisted ; the hills which I, had then an opportunity of 
examining, for they were generally covered with soil to some depth, were 

either of grey or yellow sandstone : the formes of a close hard texture and 

the latter coarse, and when exposed to the action of the waters converted 

s@y into day ; coal is f a n d  at  no great distance. 

I wss told that the produce of the N 6 p  hills is limited to ginger, , 

Mack pepper, a few vegetables, iron and salt. 

With the aid .of an elephant a d  a party of qcdiee, I attempted to 

drag a canoe across to the old fort of Jypur, but on my arrival there I 
hund my boat eo much injured by rough usage in the way through the 

close f m ~ t  Chat it was no longer serviceable. An A s a m  captive had 
fortu%ably made his escape that day from the hands of the SirrgJou, 

and having robbed them of a c a m ,  in addition to such triage as he could 

conveniently seiee and carry off in it, he preeented himeelf to oar d o e ,  

* May not these salt spriogr belong to the new red sandatone formation ? 
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singing most lustily and memly the song of liberty, and he readily yielded 
his prize to me. In his canoe I dropped down the Blirl Diking to its 

mouth, taking the bearings of its numerous reaches, and noting the time. 

I mention this incident as a note of the mode in which the s u m y  wak 

performed. The Bdri Dihing wandels through a forest as dense as  that 

of the parrellel river Disang, and the country between the two a t  that 

time was eaid to be an inhospitable tract of rank jungle, without a vertige 
of inhabitants. 

The fort of Jypur I found so much overgrown with high grass jungle, 

that I m w t  have pmsed it unawares, had not my guide pointed it out. It 
is a square .of three hundred and fifty yards, with a dry ditch of six feet 

deep, the earth h m  which is thrown up in the form of a wall or bank nix 
feet high. , 

My next employment was a survey of the river D i k h ,  which was 
made under more favorable circumstancea for arriving at  accuracy, as the 
distance by the bund road both to Kauarpara and to GliePgong was sumeye 

ed, and hills determined in position from this base served to correct the 
remaining portion, but here as in the Disung, after arriving within o 

certain distance of the hills, I found it impossible to proceed : i t  is similar 
in character to the before named rivers. 

As my object is to give a connected view of the oeveral steps of our 

discoveries, I must not omit to mention Lieutenant JONES'S Journal of his 

March from Rangpur with the detachment, which I found at  Borhdth on 
my arrival there. 

The Journal was noticed in the Government Gazette of 23d of June, 

and its contents though interesting, scarcely require repetition, as they 
chiefly describe the embarrassments of a party moving on bad roads 
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t h k g h  a jnngly and swampy traet intersected by swollen rivers. For 
the first fourteen miles, they encountered swamps, jheels, and tree jungle; 
then, after coming on a good broad road, and proceeding one mile along 

it, they found a fine stone bridge, of three arches, in good repair, over the 

T e x a k h  nullah. The broad road continued (occasionally broken) 
through a more open country with the Nhga hills on the right a t  no great 

distance. The C+a river was cmsed  by the help of a party of Ndgas, 
who are very expert in felling timber, and a raft was constructed for pase- 
ing the baggage over the Tsokak, which could not be forded by elephants. 

On the 20th of June, appeared some further inbwatioa,  derived 

from Lieutenant NEUFVILLE, who, by meane of some Xkng-tir, (K&s) 
originally from the Ror Kkungti country, had been enabled to add to his 

former account, that " The Bm Kirangti country, before remarked, lies 
in a direction from this spot a little to the south of east on the other side 

of the high mowy hills of the Brdntakund. Theee ranges he now finds 

extend back to a far greater depth than he had a t  first suppmed, and he 
ia assured to a far higher altitude than any of those mow visible.* The 
Bnrrampder or Lohit, accessible only as far as the reservoir of the Br& 

awkulld, (unless perhaps to the hill & s k e e s )  takes its original rise wry 
considerably to the eastwad, iasuiag from the snow a t  one cd the loftiest 

of the ranges, thence it falls a mere mountain rivulet to the brim of the 
Brdunukund, which receives also the tribute of three streams from the 

Mesanee hills, called Juhjung, Ti& and Digmso.?. From the opposite 

* T o  the north east of Sudiya, there are higher mountains than tho= visible from the  station- 
but directly towards the sources of the Brahmaputra, it does not appear that there are any higher. 

t The only sheam Mling into the Kund or near it, is the a mountain rU. The 
Digani falls into the Brahmaputza - miles west of the Kund, on the north bank the Mitee is 

the nearest, falling in fram the south about half mile bvond. The Tieseek and Juhjung, I d o  
not recognise. 
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bide of the same mountain, which gives the primeval rise to the Bur- 

rampoter, the Kirangtis state (as they had before stated to Lieutenant 

BURLTON,) " that the I r a w d y  takes its source running south, intersect- 

ing their country and flowing to the Ava empire. This theory of the sources 

of the streams is thought by far the most probable ; and it agrees more 

with the general accounts and the geographical features of the country." 

A little to the northward of east the opening of the Brahmctkund is 

another less defined dip in the lofty line of the MeeshPraee bills, through 

which Lieutenant NEUFVILLE has received a route, accel~sible to the moun- 

taineers, of twenty days to the country of the Lama.* 

It would be unjust to omit in these details notice of a service 

rendered to geography by Lieutenant BEDINGFI ELD, when communi- 

cation bas opened with the Burmas after the fall of Rangpur; from 

several compared accounts he compiled a map of the K e n d w ~  river, 

from the latitude of Amarcrpvm to its sources, which is no doubt 

very nearly correct in its general features and also in many particu- 

lars. Subsequent accounts derived from Sdngfos, have enabled us t o  

improve on tbe central part and add more topographical detail respect- 

ing the time of route of the BUFII(LIS, nor ought I to omit an account 

of a journey into Bhutan, performed by a Persian, under Mr. SCOTT'S 

orders, and from which we learn principally that a route from Goirati 

to Mbrsitag g m ,  in a northerly direction, or a little inclining to east, crosses 

the Bhcirkli river, which falls into the Brahmaputra, opposite Kaliabar. 

. Given in the 16thvol.of Researches: the number of days I suppose nearly correct, but I can- 
not recognine more than one of the names of the stages, i. e. Tidong for Tiding river, whicll might 
be reached in one day from the K d  by an active 211-," but the first cane bridge across the 
river is, I think, above the confluence of the Tiding, and in that case the Tiding would not require 
to be crosaed in proceeding eastward. The route to the Lama country generally used is on the 
bnnkP of the river. 

M 2 
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Mdrsing gam is eituated on the left bank of the Bkinili. The information 

collected by him from respectable Tourang people, places that town three 
days farther north on the Bunash river, which joins the Bmhtnuputra at 

GvalpaYd. 

The possession of the whole of Asam, by giving us access to  so many 

points for enquiry on the north baok of the Brahmyutra, appearkg now 

so much in favour of an attempt to solve the geographical problem of the 

connexion which this river has with the Sanpo, I was detached from 

the Asam force, by Colonel BLACKER, and instructed to aet under tAe 

guidance and support of  Mr. SCOTT, in the prosecution of this moat 

interesting inquiry, and for the purpose of mnanlting with that gentleman, 

was directed to proceed to Gwdpara. 

I received Colonel BLACKER'S instruction at 'GO~ZZ'. Mr. SCOTT 
had, in' the meantime, neglected no opportunity of gathering information, 

but the Asam~ae p r o d  fully as incurious as our anbjects of H i n h t a n ,  

and we found that even in directing our attention to the poiote Best fitted 

for our first attempt, we should receive scarcely any aid from the beet 

informed amongst them. AB a specimenof the style of the few traditions oa 

the subject which they were hnnd possessed of, I shall give an extract from 

one of their books furnished by Booa DAMRA PHOKEHD,* who, we were 
told, is rich in the possession of such lore. 

Judging from this wild story as a specimen, it might be inferred, that 

the Asamese account of the singular rise of the Dihong in 1735 ( ? ) is  not 

well authenticated. No't only, however, have we the evidence of their his- 

tories for this fact, but sufficient proof exists in the great alterations in the 

* Boaa DAMRA, white calf, a jocular name given here by the common people : hie d name 
I do not recollect. 
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state of the rivers which then occurred, as I have before ~~. The 
A h s  and 2bliris ought to be in possession af all the facts dat ive  ta 

this occurrence, as they were the first observers of it, and the latter tribe 
having their villaga on the east bank of the D i h g  in the plains besolat- 

ed by it: but they deny all knowledge of these remarkable circumtances; 
and indeed tbe Bars, when questioned about the elephant trappings, (or 

shackles for binding eiepbaota) as I believe the statement i n  hiatery g h  

it, immediately accounted for the appearance (of the latter) by the resem- 

blance to some of their own implements.* The Abors gave a reason for 

the rise of the D&wg ; but tbey did not speak oonfidently ; they thought 

it was occasioned, by the river having suddenly penetrated, at a sharp 

t u k g ,  the earthy banier oppoaed to it, or overtttmed*a ledge of raks. 
That this enormoas body of water having so large a fall in that part of itcJ 

conme southward through the Abw mountains, must exert an extraordi- 
nary force, cannot be doubted. 

&tea some deliberation as to the mute I should attampt, Mr. SCOTT 
recommended that I sbmld try the S4hedird before proceeding fnrtbw 
eastward, and I started with a liberal supply of red doth, beads, and such 
other articles as were likely to pleaee the mountaineers. Haviug arrived 

at its mouth on the 28th November, I commenced my survey on the follow- 

ing day ; but I was disappointed to find my further progrew impeded on 
the sixth day by rapids, occasioned by the accumulation of round stones 

brought down from the hills, where, from its month, I had got but twenty- 

two miles latitude to the north. 

Some of the Chiefs of an Abor tribe had arrived at this time, to majle 

tlreir annual collections from the district north of the Bein' Lohit. They 

* Tbe Writer m the 16th vol. U i c  -arches, app- to c o d e r  thu tradition ar of nome 
authority. I 
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claim the whole of those plains as their domain, but whether this claim is 

the origin of their exactions, or whether the imbecile government of 

Asam had allowed to grow into a confirmed custom, an evil which they 

could not counteract, does not appear; however, from the Bhlirrili to 

the banks of the Dihmg, the whole of the hill tribes pretend to similar 

rights, and have never been interfered with, when, at  the accustomed 

season, they have descended from their strong holds and peaceably taken 

their dues from each separate dwelling. 

I had an interview with TALINO GAM, the most powerful of these 

Abor Miris, and my presents of rum and cloth wrought so well with 

him, that I entertained .hopes of starting for his village in his company, 

and had arranged to move off in canoes, to have the advantage of water 

conveyance for my provisions the remaining navigable portion of the 

river, which is said to be but three days. 

My enquiries had not elicited any information to warrant the apec- 
tation of a sliccessful result from this trip, as it appeared that the fm 
articles of Thibetan manufacture, found amongst this people, were acquired. 

by traffic with tribes more to the eastward : they would not acknowledge 

any acquaintance with the countries to the north, but described them as 

an uninhabited wild tract of hill and jungle. To their N. W., however, 

they place the Onka Miris, whose country, they say, is a level table land, 

and they are of opinion that these come in contact with the Bhtyas-I 
thought that by gaining a footing in the first villages in the hills, I might 

either iuduce the people to throw off this reserve, if my suspicions of their 
\ 

concealing their kaowledge were correct, or perhaps advance eufficiently 

far towards the north to make more effectual enquiries. I was dieappointed ' 

through the interference of the Asamese of the Sonari villages, who * 

anticipated some unknown evil from our communication with their hill 

neighbours, and this friendly Chieftain positively refused to accompany 



me, or to let any of his people guide me till he should have returned and 

consulted his people. 

Of the Sdbanshiti, they could.only tell me that it is divided above into 

three branches. I t  is called by them K a d ,  and the principal branch 

rises in the N. or N. W. Snow, which I had seen lying on the mountain 

in a northerly direction, they told me was fifteen days' journey from their 

villages, and 'added that in the north east, they could perceive it hanging 

on'the mountains, in great quantity, throughout the year. The Mi& 
bring down to exchange 'with the lowlanders, ginger, pepper, manjit, 

(madder) and wax. The A h r s  of Sueng Meng and DoAar Doowars, more 

eastward, hare alsocopper vessels, straight swords and elephants' teeth. 
0 

The Sdbcmshiri river is scarcely inferior to the Ganges at Allahabad 

in December. I found the discharge at its mouth 16,000 cubic feet 

per second, and up to the hills its tributary streams are few and of little 

eonsequence. I think there is no doubt of its being the OmcAu of Du HALDE 
and RENNELL. I ts  low banks are covered with tree jungle and are subject to 

inundation ; there are very few villages visible from the river, but inland, 
an both sides, the country is better cultivated and more populons than 

other parts of upper Asam, with the exception of Jurluith and Chdr Dwdr. 

I t  had been agreed with Mr. SCOTT that in the event of my meeting 

with no succebs here, I should go on to the D i h g  and Dibong, and if 

Captain BEDFORD had not already explored those rivers as far as  practi- 

cable, that I should make my attempt there. 

My own belief, founded on the reports of the 211i&, now on the 

Wanshiri, who had emigrated from the banks of tbose rivers, was that 

neither would be found navigable, and I was prepared to move overland 

wherever I could find admittauce./ The Miris did not pretend to any 
N 2 
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certain knowledge of the origin of the Dibung, and t h q  seemed to think 
that the notions current amongRt their tribe and the b a m e ~ ~ ,  as litde 
worthy my attention. They informed me that a tradition prevails with 

the A b r s  of the $~am/ rm,  that their hunters once, travelling in quest of 
game, went much further towards the north than usual, and that they 
arrived at the banks of a noble and rapid river separating their wiM hille 

from cultivated spreading plains, whence the lowing of oxen u m  distinctly 

audible. Another singular account they mentioned of the ~ i h g  A h ,  
that the Dihoq is an anastomoeing branch of a river of great magnitude, 
called SFi Lohit, which also throws off the Bralia~pwtra, and passes into 

unknown regions to the eastward. The A h s  are supposed to nee thic Sd 
Loll&, and oa the opposite bank numbers of people, of a strange tribe, are 

perceived coming down to the ghaut to bathe, but it is too rapidaad too broad 

to be crossed. Another tale is, that the ~ " s  not finding the sand equally 
productive as usual in their old washing haunts, continued their way in a 
nmall canoe up the river, renewing their search for gold continually, but 

in vain, but that they suddenly arrived in a populous country, the man- 
ners and appesrance of the inhabitants of which were strange to them ; 
that on mentioning what had brought them so far from their born, 
they were iostantly rewarded for their toil by a large gift of the pemioue 
ore, end sent back debghted. 

The Asarmwe are of opinion that the families of a Bor Bohyn, who 
had been seot for under w p k i o u r  circumstances by the reigning Raja, 
took refuge in the Ka&& country ; but they seem to want antharity fbr 
the opinion, and at all events it is extrea~i~ly doubtful, whether any inter- 

course was kept up afterwards. I hesitate to express this opinion, 

because an opposite statement has been made. My grounds b r  it are 
that, when perusing the Asallrere history, I did not meet with a satisfac- 

bery a c m t  of what k a m e  of them. My recollection is, that " the 
s o w  and family of the G h n  fled up the DiAorg," d the present 
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very reaptable  Bor Gol'n of Asam could not give me better authority 

than mere tradition for the additional circumstances of their finding 

refuge iu the KuZiba country, and after intercourse with their friends in 

Awa. 

On my arrival at Sculiya, I found that Captain BEDFORD had already 

praeeded up both the Dihong and D i b q ,  a~ far as he was permitted by 

the mountaineers, d I had great reason to fear that the same obstacles 

which he had experienced, would also interfere with my progress ; but 

being provided with  abundance of cloth, salt, and various articles in 

request amongst them, besides having the means of taking with me a 

sdicient guard to insure personal safety, an advantage which Captain 
BEDFORD wanted ; moreover, having letters addressed in the h m e u  
language to the Abors, given me by the Junior Commissioner, and Mri 
Interpreters, who were accustomed to intercourse with them, I did not 

hesitate to make tbe trial. 

.AR Captain BEDFORD'S journey of this river waa anterior to mine, \ 

so his account, extracts of which were published in the Government 

Gazette af Id February, deserves a preference, I shall therefore endeavour, 

from these extracts, to convey the best idea I can of this most interesting 

river. 

18th November.-On the h t  day after leaving the Brdmapsrtru, 

Captain BEDFORD was struck with the placid and mild character of the 

river, expecting as he did fron all accounts of the utter impoesibility 
of navigating it, to find it abounding in rocks and with a violent current. 

Sands were as frequent ae in the B r o J c m ~ a ,  and the jungle similar, 

h t  im, grass covers the ielands and grounds formed by alluvial deposits, 

while the forests clothe the banks of older date : deer were numemtm in 

I the grass jungles. 
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19th November.-The second day no material obstacle was encountered, 

however stone beds were found to be taking place of sands, and several 

rapids were gassed. The hills appeared near a t  hand, and in them a 

remarkable break, which was afterwards found to be, as conjectured, the 

channel of the river. 

20th November.-The third day the rapids were more numerous, 

and more troublesome, but on the fourth, (21st of November,) they 

obstructed progress materially. Wherever encountered, the people 'were 

obliged to get out of the canoes, both to lighten them and to assist with 

their strength in ,  pushing the111 against the currents. The direction of 

the river hitherto, nearly N. and S., is suddenly from the N. W. . Deer 

and buffaloes were seen in numbers, as well as the large water fowl, called 

Kemaree. Musk beetles were very annoying from the intolerable odour 

communicated by contact with them ; the hills were now so near, that 

trees and the colors of the foliage were plainly distinguishable on the 

nearer ranges, as well as the patches cleared for cultivation, but no habi- 

tation was yet seen. 

22d November.-After tolerable progress, Captain BEDFORD arrived in 

the evening near Pusial, an Abop village, which is half a day's journey inland 

from the river, on the right bank. This was the limit of his excursion, 

as, on various pretences, the Abors of that place opposed his further pro- 

gress. One plea urged was, that any one, having met them on friendly 
terms, would, no doubt, be very ill received by the Abors higher up, with 

whom they were at enmity. I t  was, therefore, necessary to return, after 

a stay of two days, and with such information as was to be obtained from 

the Natives, who, though obstinate on the score of a further advance, 

and troublesome, from their rude habits and childish curiosity, were, on 

the whole, amicable and communicative. 
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The hills on the right bank belong to the PQsial and Mqmg A h s ,  
and those on the left to the Padoo, &boo and Mdoo,  and Golieuar Abm. 

The Pasia2 Abors were armed respectably enough ; every man had a 
bow and quiver of arrows, part of the latter of which were poisoned.* 

They also carry light spears, or the sharp heavy sword (Dn) of the Sing- 
fos. The Abors are not particular in their diet, and eat the flesh of the 

elephant, rhinoceros, hog, buffaloe, kid, and deer, as well as ducks and 

fowls, but they expressed an abhorrence of feeders on beef. They exhi- 

bited also a marked predilection for brandy, although some of t h m  
pretended to give a preference to a fermented liquor prepared by them- 

selves. Salt, cloth, and tobacco were in great request amongst them. 

Tbe -dress of the Abors consists principally of a choonga (Aaanwe 

name for dhoti) made of the bark of the U W  tree. It answers the.dou- 

ble purpose of a carpet to sit upon, and of a covering. I t  is tied round the 

loins, and hangs down behind in loose strips, about fifteen inches long, like 

a white bur~hy beard. It serves also as a pillow a t  night. The rest of their 
dress is, apparently, matter of individual taste ; beads round the neck are 
not uncommon ; some wore plain basket eapa : some hd the cane cap. 

partly covered with skins, and others wore them ornamented with stained 

hair, like our helmets, and reuembling the head dresees of the Singfos.~ 

Almost every man had some article of woollen d res~ ,  varying from a rudely- 

made blanket waistcoat to a comfortable and tolerably well shaped cloak. 

* They kill buffaloes with poisoned arrows ; tiley track the beast which they have successfully 
wounded, knowing that be will not move far before the fatal effects of their deadly poison will 
become sensible ; within half an hour the noble beast staggers and falls. 

t The beak of the Buceros (Nepalensis) is a ivorite and striking ornament of their caps ; this, 
on the top i n  front, and h e  red chow ry tail flowing down behind, giver very much the apperraPco 
of a helmet. 

0 2 
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One of these, of a. figured pattern, was made with sleeves ; i t  was said to 

.corn& from the country of the Bot- Abors ; the texture was good, though 

coarse, as was that of a red cloak worn by the Chief of the village. 

The Abors seem to have been in the habit of levying contributions on 

their low-land and less martial neighbours of Asam, and to have resented 

any irregularity in their payment, by predatory incursions, carrying o$ 

the people prisoners ; several A s m s e  captives were found amongst the 
Abors of Pasial; some of whom had been so long amongst them, as to 

have become completely reconciled to their condition. 

Captain BEDFORD'S account of his voyage up the Dibong, which M- 
lowed, is the only one we have of that river, and as it was also the next 

excursion, in order of time, I continue the extracts from it, as published 

in the Appendix to WILSON'S History of the Burmese War. 

" On the 4th of December, Captain BEDFORD entered the mouth of the 
.Dibong; the water was beautifully clear, running in a bottom of sand and 

stones. On the 5th, a shallow, or bar, was crossed, abo? which the stream 

was much obstructed by the trunks of trees brought down by the current. 

The river continued deep, and although several rapid; were ~ o u n t e d ,  

they were passed without much trouble; numerous tracea of buffdoes, 
deer, and leepards were observed, and also of elephants, which last had not 

seen ahng the Diicong, nor on one of its feeders, the Lalee. Amonget 
the trees on the banks, were several, of which the wood is  serviceable 

in the construction of houses and boats, as the Sa'ti and Soleanu. The 
,Zlma&. yielda a bark which is eaten by the Asmne~y! with pawn. 

On the 6th, a t  11 A. M., the most formidable rapid that had been 

met with, was passed with much difficulty; and on the following day a 

shallow, extending across the river, over which the boata were forced. 
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On the 8th. the part of the river reached was wide, ayd @parated 
into many narrow and rapid streams ; in the forenooa, the mouth af .the 
B h g a  Nudi was paseed, so named by the fishermen, from an idea *t 
i t  is a branch of the Dibowy which forces its way through the forest ; 
h t ,  according to other information, it is a distinct stresun, flowing from 
the bills. I t  was not navigable even Eor canoes, but the mouth was one 
hundred and fifty yards broad, and, if i t  rises from e distinct sou- is 
the. mountains, it must bring down a considerable body of water iu the 

d n y  season* 

The progreslp of the Survey was suspended, for the greater part of 
the W, by an accident to one of the canoes, which was split &om atem 

to stem. I t  was repaired, however, by the fishermen, in a oiogular 
manper. Having collected some of .the fresh bark of the Sinwl tree, 
about half an inch thick, and tolerably strong, they fastened this to the 
bottom of the dingee with bamboo pine, about an inch and a quarter 
long, and 6lled up the crevices with cloth, sr, ae to keep out the water, 
and this shght apparatw succeeded in rendering the dlagee almwt ao 
axviceable as before. 

On the 10th~ the river, although mu& irrtereectgd with f o e  coati* 
nuad still to widen. I t  appears rather extraordinary, that a stream, the 
mouth of which is ecamly navigable, sbould have thus continued k im- 
p m  in practicability, a d  tbat it should have presented mune thdn 

one branch larger than the undivided river at its debouch. Tbedifiulty 
is to conceive what becomes of the surplus water, unless it be absorbed 
partly in the sandy soil over which i t  flows, or stagnates in the M o w s  
of the deepest portions of the bed. I t  seems not improbable, h o w ~ t x ,  
that in the rains, at  least, i t  communicates, in the upper p r t  of ita 
conrse, with the Di+, and that part of its water is carried aff by dnf 
channel. On Captain BEDFORD'S voyage up that.river, be notiadd, ei& 
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miles from its mouth, a wide opening in the forest on the left bank, 

through which a.stream, in the rainy season, probably comes either from 

the hills or from the D i h g .  Along this day's route a number of otters 

were observed ; buffaloes, and deer, and wild ducks were numerous ; the 

cry of the hoolloo, or small black long-armed ape, was constantly heard 

-and the print of a tiger's footsteps were noticed. Some of the people 

declared having seen the animal. 

On the following days, the division of the river into numerous chau- 
nels, and the occurrence of many shallows and rapids, rendered the 
advance very inconsiderable. On  the afternoon of the 12th, the river 

presented three branches, two of which were found impracticable. la  
order to enter the third, which appeared to be the main stream, i t  m 

necessary to clear away a number of large blocks of stone, and employ 

dl hands to force each boat singly over the rapida, by  which means an 
advanoe of about half a mile was effected in about two hours. In  the 
course of this day's navigation, the action of mountain torrents on the forests . 

skirting the banks was strikingly illustrated. Besides the numerous water 
courses tracked through the jungle, small clumps.of trees were o h .  

able, growing upon isolated masses of rock, which had been detached by 

the passage of a torrent from. the circumjacent surface. The sub-division 

of a.river near the hills, and consequent destruction of the forest, seems 
the ,natural effect of the accumulation of the mountaiu debris, which, 

choaking the beds of the torrents, forces them to seek new channels, and 

spreads them annually in fresh directions through the woods. 

The progress of the 13th, was equally tedious .and laborious, and two 

miles. and a half only were made with the greatest exertions. About 
won, direct advance was stopped by an impassible rapid, and the course 

diverged thmugh a channel to the left, which led again to the stream 

above the fall, the banks of tbe river began here to contract, and the hills 
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were no great distance. Foot track8 of men and animals were seen, inil 

smoke observed amongst the forests, but hitherto no human dwelling had 

been seen, and none but a few stragglers occasionally encountered. On 

the 14th, the width of the river was reduced to between twenty and thirty 

yards, and as it was not above knee deep, it appeared not unlikely to be 

near the head of this branch, but an advance, for the purpose of ascer- 

taining the fact, was disappointed by the appearanee of the Ma+,  
who showing themselves unfriendly to the further prosecution of the 

Survey, Captain BEDFORD thought it expedient to return. There are five 

villages of these people under the first range of hills, extending nearly 

south-west towards P a d  on the Di/mg. Zillee and Anuvuheu con- 

taining from thirty to forty familieil, Mcrboom containing ten, AIM(ga 
twenty, and Chundcr twelve, making a total of eighty families, or about 

five hundred persons of all ages. They are at  variance with the Abors on 

the Dilrtmg, and also with the M ~ s b  on the left bank of the D i b q .  

A party of these people made their apperance on the evening of the 14th, 

occupying the high bank which commanded the passage of the river, and 

upon opening a communication with them, it appeared that they were the 

precoraors of the Ganan, or head man of Zdk, far whose arrival, as well 
as that of other Chiefs, it was fanod necessary to halt. The people 

evinced more apprehension than hostility, and suffered the land opekatim 

of the Survey to proceed withant interruption. 

The people collected on this occasion were variously attired; some 
I 

of them, like the Abors, were dressed in skins, but the moat common 

dress was a coarse cotton cloth ; no woollen garments were seen ; many 

wore rings below the knee. Their ears were pierced with pieces of metal 

or wood, and some of them wore semi-circular caps, ribbed with cane. 

They were armed with d h s ,  and bows and arrows, the latter are poisoned 

with the extract of some root. The H d e s b  and Abors eat together, and 
acknowledge a common origin. They profess to worship at a different 

P 2 
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shrine, which, the former assert, is a t  a considerable distance. The 

Dibong is said to be divided, on its issue from the hills, into four branches, 

but above them is a deep and even stream, occasionally intersected by 

rocks. The source is described to be remote, but none of the villagers 

could give any account of it, nor of the general course of the stream, from 

personal observation, as they seldom leave the immediate vicinage of their 

native villages. The nearest village to the river was ZiUee, about nine 

hours' march, from which Maboom was half a day's journey distance. 

The undivided course of the stream, above a small hill, a short way above 

the spot where Captain BEDFORD had moored, and round which the Dibong 
winds into the low country, was ascertained by actual observation. 

In  reply to Captain BEDFO~D'S expreseed wish to proceed, the Metsh- 
mew, who gradually increased in numbers, coming in from the different 

villages, insisted on his waiting the arrival of the Gaum, or Chiefof Alssga, 

to whom, the interpreter pretended, the others looked as their head : while 

thus delayed, bees' wax, honey, rice and ginger were brought for barter ; 

but it did not appear that the Meeshmees were sportsmen, like the Abors, and 

no game was procurable : according to their own assertions, the Mmhmacs 
of the left bank are much addicted to the chase, especially those of BEI&€JU- 
je.eu; whom they describe also as a fierce race of cannibals. The Zillae 
Meeshmees sometime8 kill elephants with poisoned arrows, and after cut- 
ting out the wounded part, eat the flesh of the animal. 

On the afternoon of the 17th, the Gaum of A n d 8 e o r  made his 

appearance, by far the most respectable looking bf his tribe ; those of 

ZiZlee and a village called Atoonur, had previously arrived. I n  the confer- 

ence that ensued, the Chiefs endeavoured to dissuade a further advance, 

chietly on the plea of danger from the rapids, and the unfriendly disposi- 

tion of other tribes ; but they promised to offer no obstruction. On the 

following day, gccordiogly, the route was resumed, when a messenger 
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announced the arrival of the Gaums of M a b m  and Alonga, for whom it 

was necessary to halt. I n  the interview with them, fresh difficulties were 
started, and as there appeared to be some serious intention of detaining 

Captain BEDFORD where he was, as a hostage h r  some of the people 

carried off prisoners by the Suddeecr Gohqn, he thought it expedient to 
retrace his steps, and~accordingly set out on his return on the evening of 

the 18th. The course down the stream wm rapid and disastrous--some 

of the boats being wrecked in the falls. On the morning of the lgth, a 

small stream was passed, called the Sitang Nudi, which appears to be a 

diverging branch of the B h g a  Nadi, and the last point where that joins 

the D i k g .  On  the afternoon, the mouth of the Dikrong wns reached, 

and a Survey of the lower part of its course commenced. I t  is a very 

winding stream, about fifty yards wide near its junction with the D h g ,  
which is about eight miles above the mouth of the latter. I t  flows through 

a denae forest, and itt3 water is thick and muddy. 

On'the 20th, the voyage was prosecuted up the Dikrong, or Gamfim, 

as i t  is termed by the Khmtis,  above Kamjan, on the left bank, half a 

day's journey overland to Suddeya. The water was much more clear, and 
ran in a sandy bottom. The current and depth of water in these tribu- 

tary streams are much affected by the contents of the main stream, the 

B u w ~ p t e r ,  and when that has received any considerahle accession to 

its level, the banks of the smaller feeders are overflowed. The name 

GTarmzira is more properly applied to a small stream that falls into the 

Dikrmg from a jheel near Snd* ; above this, the river is divided into 

two small branches by an island; near which are the remains of a village 

and bridge, and a pathway, opposite to the latter, leads to Buhbajm. 

After passing the island on the 2 lst, the Dikrong became too shallow 

for boats of any burthen, and much obstructed with dead trees ; the diree- 

1 tion was northerly, and glimpses of the hills were occasionally gained. 
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A few inconsiderable falls occurred, and the current of the river was rather 

stronger than it had previously been found. The voyage was continued 

up the river till the afternoon of the 28d, when it became too shallow for the 

canoes to proceed. Some further distance was explored in a slight fisher- 

man's boat, but the progress was inconsiderable, the water not being ankle 
deep, Captain BEDFORD therefore returned to the Dibong. The Dikroug 

contains several kind of fish of good quality, and in the forests, along its 

borders, are found yams, superior to most of those cultivated, and several 

other esculent roots. The orange also grows wild, the fruit is acid, but 

not disagreeable, and the pulp is of a pale yellow, like that of the lime. 

Amongst the trees of the forest, is one called Laroo-bunda, of which the 

bark is used to dye cloth and nets of a brownish red tinge, the wood is 

also used for making canoes. Tlie Dikrong- was supposed to be connected 

with the Koondil, which is not the case : gold dust has been aleo, i t  is said, 

found in the sand, which does not seem to have been the case in thie 

voyage. 

The 24th and 25th of December were spent in examining the eastern 

branches of the Dibong, as  far as practicable, and early on the morning 

of the 26th the Survey was terminated at the mouth of that river." 

To Captain BEDFORD~S account of the Dihong 1 can add little, but as 

the mode of travelling has not been clearly explained I should endeavour 

to describe it. I took with me ten Gwkhas of the Ciramp6ran Light 

Infantry Corpe, and embarked with fifteen days provisions, and my stock I 

of presents in several canoes, each made of a single tree, and the largest 

capable of carrying ten 'men in smooth water. The more convenient size 
for easy management in the rapids is a canoe fit to carry six, which is 

perhaps a safer boat also than a larger. I didnot adopt Captain BPDPORD'S 
plan of making two fast together as a raft, a d  conseqoently, though 

tbrough the awkwardnessof the Sipahis, a loa t  was occasionally overtul'ped. 
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I did not experience any very inconvenient losea\. All those who could 
not aid c&tually in managing the boats were made to keep the shore, but 

even then their help was called for wKen engagedin a rapid, as the exer- 

tions of the boatmen were hardly sufficient to overcome the resistance of 

the stream. On these occasions, the smallest canoes, manned by two 
expert fishermen, are pushed through with very little delay, the larger 

boats drawn up into still water, and forces are joined for extricating one 

at a time. At a rapid, the form of the bottom is always a very gentle slope 

on one side, deepening gradually towards the other, where it would be 
impossible to stop the force of the current. The canoe is run aground on 

the shallow eide, and is dragged up sometimes supported by the water, 

and sometimes its weight wholly resting on the boulders or rounded stones. 

I recollect but one exception where, for the space of four hundred or 
five hundred yards, the depth appears equal in the whole width, and here 

the major part of the river, collected in one stream, descends the declivity 

at the rate of at least ten miles an hour. 

i t  is in coming down the rapids that skill, on the part of the conductor, 
is requisite : his object is generally to bring his boat to that point sutlici- 

ently remote from the shallower side, to secure a sufficient depth of water 

to avoid touching ; but he is almost equally afraid of the violence of the 

current and of its agitated state on the other. 

I t  is a maanent of intense interest, when silence prevailing in the 

boat, no exertion is made, but by the steeraman and his,principal coad- 

jutor at  the head. They too sit almost motionless, yet forming their 

judgment while they have a perfect command over her, in the calm smooth 

stream above, they carefully guide her to the shooting place. The water 

is clear as crystal, and the large round blocks at  the bottom, above which 

she glides with the velocity of lightning, seemed removed but an inch or 

2 Q  - 
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two from the surface threatening our frail bark with instant destruction. 

I n  the case of any accident happening, good swimming would avail but 

little. 

My shelter at  night was such a small paul tent as could be stowed in 

the canoe, and the men either slept without or collected sufficient grass 

and reeds to build themselves a slight protection from the dew or rain. 

. I did not note anything very remarkable in my passage up, unless it 

bebthe state of the left' bank. About six. miles below, where the river 

emerges from the hills, its direction is suddenly changed from E. to SS. 
W., and from that corner the forest marking the ancient bank recedes 
from the edge ; whence, lower down, i t  is seen at  a considerable distance. 

It returns again to the bank of the river, ten miles below the bend. 

Within the extent thus marked by a semi-circle of trees, the ground 

is high-higher by several feet than the river now rises in the highest 

floods, but it is evidently an alluvial deposit, being almost entirely sand. 

Within i t  there is one insulated patch of tree forest. The Miris declare 

that the great flood left it in this state; their villages, which were utterly 

destroyed, were situated within this same space, and certainly the appear- 

ance I have described is highly corroborative of their assertion. I halted 
at  Shiga'ru Ghat, opposite to Captain BEDFORD'S old mooring place. 

The Menbti people had notice of my arrival, and I soon saw two or 

three of their Chiefs, accompanied by another, who was said to have rank 

among the Btw Aborar.* They seemed to be averse to it, .yet gave their 

consent to guide me to their villages, and I felt confident of being able to 

* Abor is an Asarnese word ; they call themselves Padam. A signifies privation, and bw the 
contraction for a verb, signifying to submit to, or become tributary.. Thus there ore Nagor and 
A&r Nagar-i. e. independent Nagoo. Bor M bars, great. 
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start with them, when the P w  Abors made their appearance from the 

opposite bank, renewed the business of haranguing, and, after a long 

debate, turned the tables against me. My Menbti and Bor Abor friends 

now insisted that till we restored the Mi& to their former places, a t  the 

mouth of the Dibong, they could not, and would not venture to introduce 

us among their tribes. I was thoroughly convinced of the truth of my 
accounts of the impossibility of navigating the river more than one or two 

day's journey within the hills, and thought i t  would be folly even to 

attempt this, with the small guard I had, against the wishes of the A h s ;  
it might be the means of defeating all future attempts. 

I was now some time inactive a t  Sudiya, doubtful whether i t  were not 

better to return to Su'banshiri, even with the poer prospect I bad of success 

there. 

I n  the S .  E. quarter, Captain BEDFORD was present, with the Rang- 

pur Light Infantry, to pursue his researches wherever practicable. I had 

communicated with him, and found that he considered me as interfering 

in  some degree with his researches, and as he expected to return imme- 

diately, I thought I was obliged to accede to his requer~t that I would leave 

the eastern branch of the Lohid, the Brahmapactra, and the far-famed 

Kwd for his investigation. 

Amongst other visitors who were attracted to Sadiya by the good reports 

which began to be spread of the English character, waa the Luri Qohyn ,  

brother of the Sadiya Chief. H e  had taken alarm on Lieutenant BUBL- 
TON'S first visit, and fled from his flourishing villages, in the neighbourhood 

of  Sadiya, to take refuge in the wild jungles below the eastern hills, from 

the  anticipated ill treatment of the Europeans. I found this man more 

communicative .and better informed than the natives with whom I had 

had intercourse, and I. soon arranged a plan with him far visiting hie 
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village, with a view of learning from the neighbouring Mishmis something 

more definitive about the Lama country, or, in short, to extend the field 

. of our knowledge, and turn to account any new opportunity that might 

offer. 

I n  this excursion I was accompanied by Lieutenant BURLTON. He 

had, on a former trip, reached Smpura, about twelve miles east of Sadiya, 

where h e  had found an effectual bar to his further progressin large boats 

in Qhe shallows and rapids. 

I n  the following passage, which appeared in an extract published in 

thesGovernment Gazette of 21st September, 1826, from Captain BEDFORD'S 
Journal of a Voyage up the Brahput ras ,  the Editor, and perhaps the 

Public, seem to have formed notions of this river not altogether correct. 

The Brahmuputra, although of considewble breadth and depth in some 

places, is hence constantly broken by rocks, separated into different 

small branches by islands of various extent, and traversed by  abrupt 

and numerous falls." The nearest hills to Sudiya, by the course of the 

river, are upwards of forty miles distant, whether those near the Kulsd or 

.those on the Digatu, a principal tributary on the north bank, and in this 

extent the river does not intersect any rocky strata, but to the:dktance of 
thirty to thirty-five miles from the first ranges, the tomeots of the rainy 

season bring down an immense and yearly accumulating collection of 

boulders and round pebbles of every size, which, blocking up the river, 

are t he  causes of its remarkable feature cf separation into numemua and 
diverging channels, and of the dificulties of navigating it. Many of the 
stone beds have been so long permanent, that they are not only covered 

with grass jungle, but have a few trees growing on them. The extreme 

banks, both of the north and south, are clothed with a dense tree jungle, 

which is  rendered almost impervious .by rank .underwood. The general 

direction of the stream is from E.N.E. to .W.S.W. 
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The rapids are very numerous ; they are invariably situated where a 

large deposit of stones encroaches on the river. The most formidable one 
encountered by us was that a t  the mouth of the Sdhutzi, a branch which 

separates from the main river eight miles below the Kud, forming an 

island of about fourteen miles in length. The fall a t  any single rapid 

seldom equals five feet, which is carried off in a distance of from fifty to 

two hundred yards ; the violence of the current a t  the principal channel of 

the SziRatti Mukh was such that we could not attempt the direct passage, 

but passed by a circuitous route across the main river, with the sacrifice 

of much time, to a small channel on the eastern side. 

The firam, up which our course lay, falls into the StiAatti nearly 

four milee above its mouth. Here though very much disinclined to part 
with our boats, we were convinced of the necessity of leaving some of them, 

and even with such of the smaller as we retained it proved difficult to 

advance up the minor stream. I t  was often found necessary to open a 

passage up a shallow by removing stones from the bottom. Our route, 
while the boats remained with us, was generally through the jungles on 

the bank ; but such a survey as, under these circumstances, I could make, 

I did ; estimating the distance according to time, and taking what bearings 

the closeness of the junglee permitted. A Perambulator would be battered 

to pieces, and the objection to a chain would be the necessity of wading 

across every two or three hundred yards, and the want of open ground 

which frequently occurs. The only sign of population that we saw on our 

journey were parties of priests ( K h m t i )  moving from one village in the 

jungles toanother. We were obliged to relinquish our boats entirely where 

the Karum, being formed of two branches, has scarce any water in the dry 
season a t  places where i t  is cboked by a collection of stones. We found 

the Ldri Qohin's village, of ten or twelve houses only, and their. culti- 

vation scarcely equalling their need ; it was a t  the base of a low hill, which 
R 2 
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is attached to others rising in height. Those on the opposite bank of the 

river appeared not more than ten miles distant, and on the angle a little 
E. of N. we were assured that the Kwnd was situated. All that we had 

added to our stock of knowledge, was the certainty of the Brahupwtra 

leaving the hills, where ib  exit had been poiuted out from a distance, 

and by passing in an easterly direction, south of the weat line of enowy 

peaks, we had ascertained that there is no material break in them ; but 

the weather would not permit the contemplation of the splendid scene 

which is opened in the cloudless ukies of the winter months. 

We learned that the Lamu country, on the baaks of the Brahplzaptra, 

was but fifteen days distant, and the upper part of the Irbwadi (whence 

the Khanatis emigrated to this side,) about the game, but our provisions 

were nearly exhausted, and we saw that we were not likely to procure any 

oupply here. 

We saw several Mfsr'cwrw, wild-looking but inoffensive (ratherdirty) 

people. The dress of the labouring men being as scanty as that occasionally 

wed by Bengalee boat-men, and perhaps not quite so decent, scarcely 

deserves that name. The richer have coats of Thibern coarse woollens, 

generally stained of a deep red, and sometimes ornamented with white 

spots, which are preserved from the action of the dye by tying. The 
most remarkable article of their equipment is the ear-ring, which is nearly 

an inch in diameter, made of thin silver plate, the lobes of the cum 

having been gradually stretched and enlarged from the age of childhood 
to receive this singular ornament. A pipe, either rudely made of bambn 
or furnished with a brass bowl, imported from China, through the inter- 

vention of the Laatas, is never .out ~f their mouths, and women, and 
children of four or five years of age, are equal partakeru of this b u r y .  

The men am g a ~ l l y  armed with a spear or straight sword. 



On our return to Saditja, 1 found Captain BEDPORD ready to depart 
on his visit to the Kund. Affairs with the Abors were precisely in statn 

quo, and the enmity between the Khamtis and northern Mishmis rendered 

the Dibong unsafe. I resolved therefore to return to the Ltiri Gohain's 
village, and thence endeavour to push on towards the E. and 8. and visit 

the I r r i d i .  

On my second visit, and proposition, actually to set out in an adven-. 

ture to the-Bor K h t i  county, which had been talked of before, when 

we were a t  a loss for provisions, as perfectly feasible, the LGri Gohk 

and his people informed me of various obstacles which had not yet been 

alluded to. The snow on the high range of mountains to be surmounted 

in the route, could not be passed 'before the month of April or May, (and 

there wae truth in this objection,) the country was not prepared for such 

a trip-very great risk would be run by venturing amongst the gingjos, 

who were removed from the sphere of our influence, or rather from that 

proximity to  our force which should incline them to dread us. 

Tain Mishmis, from two days journey beyond the K d ,  had arrived, 
and I considered my trouble as partly rewarded by the information deriv- 
ed from them. PRIMSON and GHALUM, the two Chiefs, who afterwards 

accompanied me in my excursion up the river, communicated fieely what 

they knew, and the former enabled me to ley down the course of the river 
as far as the h m a  country. I a lw undertook an excureion to the village 

of the latter. 

On setting out, we continued through the same lreav tree jungle a8 

we had paased through from the Karam, and ekirtimg the base of the 

low hill in a N. Ely. direction, we crossed the Laih under the foot of a - 

higher range. A path can be traced, but is evidently little frequented. 
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Turning more east, we ascended a considerable height up a very steep 

and mgged path, and arriving at a small patch of cleared ground, where 

the trees had been felled, and the underwood burnt preparatory to - 
cultivation, we turned round on the most splendid view I had ever beheld. 

The Brahmputra was visible a t  no great distance on the right, emerging 

from a long narrow chasm in the hills. On its northern banks, the low 

hills, the tops of which had been visible from Chala, were seen running 

along its edge, thence stretching away to the right, and varying in size 

and character from the mere wooded ridge to the towering naked peak, 
, resplendent in its clothing of snow, and glittering in the sun-beams, until 

they gave place to spreading plains. 

Our host for the night was the Chief of Tlretliong, of which village we 
saw but two huts, and imagination can scarce picture a situation more wild 

than they were placed in. The slope of the hill where they were built was 

full thirty degrees ; the huts were of great length, and about twelve feet 

broad-the beams of the floor resting on one side on the hill's face, and 

on the othet upon stakes driven into the ground below. The roof is of 

the lightest materials, in order that the smoke may have free egress, and 
i t  hangs down, projecting on each side to near the floor, to give protection 

against the wind. Within, on one side, rows of bamboos extend horizon- 

tally, the entire length laden with the blackened skulls of all the animals 

on which the owner had, in the course of his life, feasted his friends ; 

cross fences of bamboo mat, divide i t  into' small apartments, in each 

of which are one or more hearths glowing with burning faggots. Both 
thouse and inmates were black with dirt and smoke. Outside the door, it 
is but necessary- to turn the back on the hut to suppose that we are fa i  

removed from the habitation of men, in the depths of some wild forest- 

so little does the immediate vicinity of the dwelling display any sort of 

care. 
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In the evening a storm of wind and rain came on, and the thunder 

rolled in awful peals, echoed by the surrounding wall6 of mountain. On 
the morrow heavy and-continued showera forbad exit from the house, 

and on the third day we were, in the same way, involuntary prisoners. 

I was assured that i t  would be necessary to wait some time after the 

cessation of these heavy rains before the rivulets between us and the 

T ~ b  hills could possibly be crossed, and I was also reminded that if 

they should continue, we sllould very soon find the Luih so swollen as not 

to admit of our fording i t  on our 'return, and as to procuring provisions, 

however hospitable our host seemed, I found that he watched his very 

slender store with great and jealous vigilance. The poor fellow, indeed, 

could have ill afforded to feed my people for one day. Under these circum- 

s t ance~ ,  I felt well pleased that some intermission of the weather permitted 

me to regain my more comfortable habitation a t  Chali on the fourth day. 

Here again I was detained by the state of the Kuram, which could not be 

forded. 

I shall hereafter have occasion to allude to the opportunities I have 

h a d  of acquiring a knowledge of the rivers between Asam and China. I 
will therefore, in this place, merely mention that one of the higher class 

of KrAamtis present, had been a resident at  Ymn for a period of eight or 

. nine y e w .  H e  gave me an account of the stages, rivers, and cities, 

agreeing closely with the account given to Dr. BUCHANAN by the Bhammo 
Governor. H e  did not go to Sgletafm-but leaving Slrammo he went in 
three days to M t i w a n  on the east bank of the Namizln; thence in five 
days he reached a larger town called Mungti, and thence, between that 

place and M-,* he crossed the Namkb, which he describes as equal 

+ Mang, in tlie Sham, or Khamti, means country or town. 

9 2 
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in size to the Irawadi river. The Namklro, he says, divides a S h a  
province from China proper. 

These are most probably the same places with BUCHANAN'S M o m ,  

Maintu, and Momieen; however, either the Doctor's informant was mistaken 

in the Chinese names, or my friend had forgotten the positions of the towns 

relatively to the river (Namkho). I would not venture to hint the possibility 

of the former (which, by the bye, may have occurred in copying), had not 

a Chinese from Yunaga, who was some time with me, called Mungti, Fmgge 

chozl, which would make my friend the Sham perfectly correct. I must 

odd, that till I came down to Calcutta I never had any opportunity of 
seeing anything of Dr. BUCHANAN'S information. The Narnkho, it is . 
scarcely necessary to add, is evidently the Notc Kyang. I cannot quit the 

subject without expressing my admiration of Mr. KLAPROTH'B boldness in 

turning all the water of the Sampo into the B h m m o  river, concerning 

which we can so easily here consult sufficient authority. MUN,GYAH, my 

Burman attendant, instantly answered to my question about its size, 

that it is equal to the Dikho, one of the rivulets of Asam. 

My return by water was very rapid ; the first day 1 reached the 

Suhatu; the second, starting after breakfast, and halting some time to 

take bearings a t  three places on the way, I reached Sadiya in the after- 

noon, having performed upwards of thirty miles that day. The only 

incident I have to mention, and that only interesting as conveying a further 

idea of the nature of the rapid, is my descent of that at SuRatw Mukh, 

where there are three separate channels. As the river had risen consi- 
- derably, I expected to find the declivity in the principal channel, which 

is not interrupted by any shallow, less than when I passed up, and my 

boatmen readily consented to shoot it. I t s  agitated appearance, however, 

when we arrived near the brink, induced them to change their course for 
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the middle channel, which is interrupted and crooked. The first time we 

struck, I perceived a crack in the bottom, under my feet, at least a cubit 

long, and this visibly opened every shock we received, and indeed the 

whole descent was a succession of such shocks, so that with the water 

received by the leak, and that by the waves washing over, we were obliged 

to  stop wme time to bail out and lighten our canoe. 

Captain BEDFORD'S account of his voyage was noticed in the Govern- 

ment Gazette of September 21, 1826, and the extract then given has 

been reprinted in WILSON'S " Documents illustrative of the Barmese 

War," to which I refer for a very interesting narrative. I propose to give 
here an abstract of the Geographical results. 

On the loth March, the course pursued left the main stream, and 

proceeded up the Suhtu ,  a detached branch on the " left" bank of the 

B A p t r a ,  and, like that, intersected by rapids, and endlessly subdi- 
vided by islets 6 4  formed of accumulations of boulder$." No signs of life 

were observable in this part of the jonmey, and although the banks were 

covered with thick forests, Eew birds or beasts disturbed their solitude. 

The SuR& forms, with the B tahapu t ra  or Bo r  Lokit, an extensive bland, 
the greater part of which is impenetrable forest ; but there is one village 

in it of some extent, named C h t a ,  inhabited by Mishmis, who are of more 
peaceable habits than the mountain tribe (on the Dibong) of the same 

appellation. After a tedious voyage of eighteen days, during which nearly 

forty rapids were passed, the course returned, on the 28th of March, to 

the BOP Lohit or Brahmaputra. The &ides opens above a rapid in the 

main stream, which is pronounced by the Natives impracticable, and 

i t  has every appearance of being so. And at this point, the river, now 
confined to a single branch, takes a northerly direction and passed under 

the first range of hills. I t  runs in one part close below a perpendicular 
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cliff of thk rnnge from sixty to eighty yards high, and covered from base 

to summit with soil and forest. The current at  this point is strong, and 

its vorume considerable; large rocks (stones) project, from four to six 

feet above the current, which have evidently been rolled down from a 

distance, as the hills near a t  hand, from two .hundred and fifty to four 

hundred feet high, are composed of earth and small stones. The banks 

are every where clothed with forest, in which the D h k  or Kinsuka - 
(Buterr F r d o s a , )  is conspicuous. The left bank of the river, below 

where it issues from the hills, is composed of loose granite blocks, occa- 

sionally resting on a partially decomposed rock ; the strata are in some 

places horizontal, but in others they am much broken, as if undermined 

and fallen into the stream. I n  a .dry stone bed was observed a large 

detached block, twenty-five feet long, eighteen high, and nearly the 

same breadth. It is difficult to conceive by what means so ponderous a 
body could have been precipitated into its present position. There are 

several other large rocks immediately below where the Lohit iseoes from 

the hills, by which it is separated into several small channels; but at 

(above) the point where these unite, its general breadth is two hundred 

feet, and it flows with great force and volume; the course of the river 

behind the first range is concealed from view by a projecting rock jutting 

into the river, beneath which jt rushes, as from a fall, with much fmm 
and noise. ~ e h i n d  this, the river is said to be free from rapids, and to 
flow more quietly : the river is also said to change its course behind the 

first range, and to flow from the south-eaet under some small hills, behind 
which a higher range appears with the snowy mountains in the distance." 

66 After some ineffectual attempts to open a passage to tbe supposed 

head of the river, the Deo Pdni, or Brahma Kud,  the divine water, or 

well of BraRmu, which it was known was not remote, and after some 

nnauccessful efforts to reach the villages, the smoke of which was 
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perceptible on the neighbouriag hills, a communication was at  last effected . 
with the MhRonis of DiZli,* a village of about a day's journey froin the left 
bank, as well as with the Gum, or chief of the village near the Brahma 

K d ,  in whose company a visit was paid to. the reservoir on the 4th of 

April. This celebrated rqservoir is on the left bank of the river; it is 

formed by a projecting rock, which runs up the river nearly parallel to 

the bank, and forms a good sized pool, that receives two or three small 

rills from the hills immediately above it. When seen from the laud side, 

by which it is approached, the rock ha8 much the appearanoe of. an dd 
gothic ruin, and a chaam about half way up, which resembles a ca rvd  

window, assists the similitude. At the foot of the rock is a rude stone 
seat : the ascent is narrow, and choked with jungle ; half way up is another 

kind of seat, in a niche or fissure, where offerings are made ; still higher 

up, from a tabular ledge of the rock, a fine view is obtained of.the K d ,  
the river, and the neigbbouring hills ; access to the summit,T which resem- 

bles gothic pinnacles and spires, is utterly impraaticable ; the summit is 
called the Du, Bbrd, or dwelling of the Deity. From the rock the desl~a~t 

leads across a kind of glen, in the bottom of which is the large reuervoir, 

to the opposite main land, in the ascent of which is a small reservoir, 
about three feet in diameter, which is fed by .a rill of beautifully clear 

water, and then pours its'surplus into its more extensive neighbour below. 
The large Ku d  is about seventy feet hag by thirty wide. Beeides 

.&ahma K d  a d  Deopa'ni, the place is also termed Prabhu KutMr, in 

* Dilling, or Dilong, is the only name resembling DiUf among the neighbouring villages, but 
it ir r hud day's journey from the f i n d ,  and when I enquired them they did not know of tbe viait 
of Captain B.'s people. They thought it plight be Zbdmg. Captain BEDFORD places DiUI, 
however, near my filling. 

t Though inaccessible from below, r path above crosses the Deo Pani, which I hare twice 
passed; it might be very di5cult to clamber down ; but upwards, from where I a o m d  it, it 
appeared easy to get up the mountain, even to the head of the rill. 

T 2 
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allusion to the legend of PARABURLMA having opened a passage for the 

Brakmaputra through the hills, with a blow of his kuthhr,. or axe. A - 

Want of supplies prevented a stay at this point, and rendered a 

prompt return to Sudiya indispensable, which was effected by the 11th-,of 

April." , -  I 

The Asamese distinguish the Prabhu Kutircit (the Kund now visited) 

from the holy K u d ,  in which the river has its origin ; but they. have no 

clear idea of the situation of the latter, and they universally declare it to 

be utterly inaccessible to man. , . 

I t  is much to be wished that some one adequate to the t a s k  would 
follow up Colonel WILPORD'S enquiry, now that .we. are posswed of much 

more accurate information. At present there appear so many dkmpan- 
cies between the Hindu legends, and facts, that we are quite at a lms : 
however, Colonel, WILPORD also recognises the famous chasm or pas8 of 

Prabha Kutlrb as  totally different from the Kucdo. The pass, he informs 

us, is, according to the Kshetra Samdsa, sixteen yojans or sixty-four kos 

to the eastward of Go&s,pam, or Gorganh, (it is, in fact, about.one,hun- 

dred and fifty miles distant,) and from the pass to the-Ktcnda is a journey 

of eight days. The continuation of Colonel W.'s diecussion contains. a 

singular mixture of what closely resembles the tmtb, with &her .matter 

which-we cannot reconcile with what xe know.ta.be fact. . .. . . 

* The A s m s e  have no notion that a pilgrimage was ever made beyond 
' 

the Prablrt~ Kuthbr; but if it ever were, I know, from the difficulties of 

* Asiatic Researches, XIV. p. 424. From the paes to the C u e ,  the journey k always per- 
formed in eight days, because travellers must keep together, on account of the inhabitants, who are 
savages, great thieves, and very cruel. There are fixed and regular etages, with several huts of tbe 
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the way, that it would be absolutely impossible to march nineor ten koa 

aday, or indeed more thauone-fourth og that distance, through tho= rugged 
hills. The account of the entire distance to the river's fountain. head, 

however, may not differ materially from the truth, and the Mfshmis are 

not ill described. T iem,  however, are not to be found in their hills, and 

it ha highly improbable that troops were ever sent into,so difficult a country 

to chastkpeeple who,>.in their own haunts, .have so great an advantage. 
, . .  I r . .  . . ! .  

Correct as his information proves of the situations of the Pmbhr 

KutMra and Kamda, Cdonel WILFOBD quite surprises us further ,an by 
telling us that (p. 455) the Kvlda of B R A H M A . ~ ~  acknowledged* to be the 

6 lake Mansarmara. Again, considering the state , of our Geographical 

knowledge when he wrote, the description of the lesser and greater Lohita, 

the former being k.no,wn the BonusA or Rlanasa, and the latter also called 

SaPrra, ewidently to be recognised in the Dihong, inclines us to believe that 

r&anae.may be placedon the authorities quoted by him, although wecannot' 

owercome tbe difficulty of making the Prabhu Krtlicir pass subservient to 

the passage of the Brahmaputra into Asam from the ~ a ~ ~ a a l a k a .  

On my return to Sadiya I found, amongst the numerous visitole there, all 

the  SiPrgfo Gam, acknowledging our sovereignty, and .likewise Ambassa- 

dors. from the tract beyond the Itam&*, in latitude twenty-five tc  rwenty- 
six ; Burnrsns and N h m o  were present--the latter h r n  ikngldrcurg; west 
of the Irwadi, in latitude twenty-five-the former from .varisu paate. .of 

their own empire, a id  from the source of the I m d  we had many IClamdis 

-among the ,population of the place. From Yaman ,we had two Chim~se, who 

natives. The  King of Asam ore sometimes obliged to chastise them, but in general they contrive 
to  secure the friendship and protection of their Chiefa, by trifling presents. Tire cou~itry is covered 
with extensive forests, with a few spots cleared up, with very little induetry and 8kill. Tigers are  
very numerous, and very bold." 
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were taken prisoners with the Burnuzns at  Rangpur, but they were not 

present with the Ambassadors, having been detained by some accident on 

the river.* 

I t  may be supposed that I did not neglect to take advantage of these 

opportunities to investigate as fully as I was able the probability of any 

connexion of the Irawadi with the Sanpo, but though the existence of a 

large eastern branch of the former river, hitherto unknown, was proved, 

there appeared every reason to conclude, both from the information of 

these various tribes, and from the want of magnitude of any of the branches 

of the Irawadi, that the Sanpo could not possibly have its exit to the 

ocean by this channel. 

The Bisa Gum, with the Singfos from Hzikting, constructed several 

maps for me of that valley, and the route to it from Sadiya; and some 

of them who had travelled to the sources of the Dihing, confirmed the 

accounts previously received from the Ldri Goirain, of the route to the 

Kiramti settlement on the Irawadi. 

The season was too far advanced now for an expedition to the mi 
mi hills to the eastward, as the frequent rains made the state of the rivu- 

lets80 uncertain. My scheme of crossing to' the Irawadi was considered 

too hazardous in the present state of our relations with the Singfos. I t  
remained then only to wait patiently at  Sadiya, for the return of the cold 

season, and in the mean time to'undertake what little was practicable in 

the way of survey in the neighbourhood. But the rivers could afford.the 
only means of seeing the interior of the country, the dense jungles being 

Amongst the AmbassaPors were Shams, wearing the Chi- drew, who were in the 
habit of passing the frontier, were acquainted with the language, and dwelt witbin the bounduier 
of Y-, aa they are exhibited in our maps. 
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impassabte, and of the rivers, the Tezga alone claimed interest ; a survey 
of the Diutri, sufficient for practical purposes, having been recently 

made by a Native surveyor of Mr. SCOTT'S, from w h e e  field books I 
protracted a map. 

The Tmga Pdni, likeall the rivers in thie quarter, winds through a 

dense bee jungle: its breadth s t t he  entrance is one hundred yards, dimi- 
nishing soon after to eighty, the first three and a half miles the water is 

perfectly smooth and the current moderate ; beyond this the rapids are 
numerous, and it is no longer possiMe to proceed in any other boats but 

, canoee. 

.Lartao, a Sindo village, of six or eight houses, is the only inhabited ' 

spot we saw : it stands at the angle of a deep b e d ,  and may be seen from 

the distance of half a mile : it surprised by Captain NEUFVILLE'S party 

in 1826, and now, deprived of his slaves, I found the Chief, (a fine old 

man, of a very communicative disposition,) reduced to the necessity of 

guiding the plough with his own hands. Many of the Singfo villages 

had suffered equally with this, and but for the trifling eupplies which we 
' were able to a&rd from our stores at W i y a ,  a great number of the 

ecanty population would,probably have been compelled to emigrate to 

HhJning . 

Fish abound in the rapids of the Tenga; and river turtle, of a very 

large size, are occasionally fbund and eaten by the Singfos, with great 

lelish. I witne~sed tbe capture of one ef these creatures of the Iargest 
size-it was seen entering a little creek formed by a fallen tree, and a 
canoe manned by three Singfos, was instantly planted across the opening. 

One of them watching his opportunity, suddenly leaped on the back of 

the animal which had descended to the bottom of the pool, and a knife 
u 2 
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being handed to him, he dipped his head and arms under water, and cut 

two large notches in its hinder part and made fast to it a green pliant 

cane, with which it was easily pulled on shore ; but cased in a coat of mail 

and armed with sharp teeth, at  least half an inch long, the turtle was not 

yet mastered, and advantage was taken of its attempts at  self-defence to 

secure its mouth by presenting a large bamboo, which it constantly 

snapped at. ' A man sitting on it; next bored the paws, which being bound 

- on the back with cane, reduced the poor turtle to a helpless condition, 

and he was put on board the boat. 

The early.settlements of the Khamtis, when fifty or sixty years ago 

they first crossed the mountainous barrier at  the head of the Dihing, 

and procured the permission of the Asamese Raja to reside within his 

territories, were here upon the Tenga Pcini; but there now remains 

no vestige of the former populous state of its banks : an uninterrupted 

tree jungle continued as far as I could explore it. We passed the 

Bermg, which is a narrow rivulet, branching off from the Karam: 

the Marbar we also passed, on which are one or two small, villages 

of the Khamti Chiefs, who, haying been concerned with the Singfos in a 

plundering incursion, fled from ~ d & a  on the approach of our force, and . . 

latterly, we found the river so much reduced in' breadth, and so chonked 

with fallen trees, that further progress, even in the smallest canoe, was 

impracticable. 

Bearings on the survey peaks to the north afforded means, together 

with latitudes, for correcting this survey, in which, from the nature of the 

banks, no measurement could possibly b6 attempted. 

- 
I have omitted in the proper order of time to notice Lieutenant JONES'S 

survey from Rangpur to Bisa, where the. troops received or'ders to 
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advance towards the frontier. Lieutenant JONES was placed in charge of 

the cattle, with directions to march to BorRatR, and thence either-through 

the Bengmora district to Sadiya, or along the Bon' DiRing to Bisa, 

whichever should be found practicable, and, though harrassed by the 

nature of his charge, he surveyed the route very successfully. 

I have now come to the close of the proceedings of this season. In 
the rains; preparation was made for what appeared to be the most feasible 

proposition for the next, which was to penetrate to the Lamu country on 

the heads of the Brahnuzputra, where, from the Lamas, we might at  least 

learn something definite respecting the course of the Sanpo, whether 

eastward of L h s a  it bends to the south, or whether i t  continues 

eastward, and passes round the sources of the Bralmaputra and 

Irawadi. 

Maps were prepared from the information received from various 

sources. One, of the route to the Lama country and to the sources of the 

fiatoadi; and the other, of the H J k d ~ g  valley and route of the Burmans 

from Mtingkhdng to Asam ; the former has been found as correct as a 

document compiled from similar data could be expected ; and since I had 

greater facilities in preparing the other, in being able to compare the 

accounts of so many people, I feel confidence in its general accuracy also. 

I shall now pause awhile before proceeding with an account of my 

adventures of this season, and endeavour to give such a descripti0.n of the 

tract about M i y a ,  as will enable those who have not the opportunity of 

referring to my large Map, to form some idea of the peculiar features o f ,  

t h e  country and its scenery. 

The termination of the valley of Asam is a spacious level plain, of' a 

quadrangular form, in'the midst of which is the town or village of Sadiya, 
situated on the KundiZ nullah, two miles inland from the Bruhrnaputra, 
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and thirteen miles east from the point of confluence of this stream with 

the great Dihmg. 

The plain is intersected by many rivers, the principal of which are 

the Brahrnaptra, issuing from the pass*of the Prabhu K u t h t ,  which is 

about forty-two miles distant in a direction a little north of east : the 

Noa Dihing, -which emerges from the hills a t  Kasan, about forty miles 

distant in a south-easterly direction, and joins the B~aRmapt ra  about 

seven miles beyond Sadiya : the Dibong intersecting the higher angle of 
the quadrangle, which immediately north of Sadiya, reaches the latitude of 

28" 15', aud the *Dihong pouring its copious supplies from a conspicuous . 

break in the range which skirts the plain running from the same angle 

to the south-west. The Kharam a d  Tmga P h i ,  with numerous other 

\ .  petty rivulets, have their rise in the mountains south of the Prabhu Kuthdr 

and they run nearly parallel with and near the Brahmputra, the former 

falling into the Suhatn, nearly opposite to where the Digam, from the 

northern mountains, descends in a torrent to the northern. branch, and 

the latter having its mouth near that of the Nw Dihing. South of the 

plain, the B m i  Dihing separates i t  from the Naga hills, running nearly 

westward. The quantity of cultivation within this space is very small. 

The villages of S d i y a  do not extend more than six miles between the post 

' and the Dikrang river. Beyond Sadiga, an the north aide of the river, the 

tract is an uninterrupted jungle to the foot of the hills, and on its south 

side the little village of Latao, that  on the SuRcrtu island, of the T i  
Gohain, and a K h h  village near the Dihhg ,  form-mere specks in the 
widely spread wildernees. 

The mountain scenery of Sadiya would form a noble subject for a I 

panorama, though the distance of the hills is rather too great for the 

larger features required in a detached picture. To  the south, the high 
Nuga hills bordering Asam, beyond the Bori Dihing, lift their heads 
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above the 'tree jungle of the opposite bank of the Brahmaputra; to 

the W .  and S. W. the ranges are too distant to be visible ; but in 

the N.W. they rise to a considerable height where the mountain 

Reging of the' Abors towers above the Pasi village ; thence there is a 

sudden fall, and in the opening of the Dihong the hills diminish to a 

comparatively small size-over which, however, a cluster of remarkable 

peaks, clothed in heavy'sqow, are occasionally to be seen in the very clear 

weather of the winter months, bearing about 310e, or nearly north-west ; 

they are evidently south of the Dihng ,  iu its course from W. to E., and 

are very distant. On the opposite side of the bank rises a conical moun- 

tain (which at the mouth of the Diirollg, and in that river, forms a most 

conspicuous object) : the Abms call it Rcgarn, and declare that it is the 

residence of a sylvan deity. The range continues' round to the north over- 

topped near Regam by a high-peaked ridge of six or seven thousand feet 

high, retaining its snowy covering only during the colder months. Nearly 

north, the tops are sometimes to be distinguished of a wnge at  a consi- 

derable distance, which, from more favorable points of view, is seen to be 

a continued line uf heavy snow ; the opening of the Dibong is marked b y  
a corresponding fall of the -hills immediately to the north. Turning to 

the N. E., a more interesting group presents itself; the first and h ighe~t  in 

the borizon is the turret-form, to which we have given the name of Sadiya 

Peak; its base extends to the Dibong on the left, and to the right it 

covers a considerable extent, allowing a more distant class of mountains. 

to peep above its sloping sidea. The next is the huge three-peaked, 

mountain called ThigAtheya by the Mishmis, a magnificent object from the 

singular outline; it is succeeded by a wall always streaked with the pure 

white of ita beautiful mantle, after one or two minor yet interesting peaks. 

Ththutheya, a high round-backed ridge, rises high above the ranges 

near the Kund, or Prabhu Kuthar; there is then a fall, but the gap is 

filled with mountains low in appearance, because they are distant, and 

the channel of the river is not there as has been supposed, though that 
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is the place of its issue to the plains, but in fact winds round the groupe 
situated in this gap and running first to  the'^. W. till it  washes the base 
to Thaththeyey. : it then traverses back to the southward. I m m d i a t e l ~  to 

the east, the ranges, at  the distance of forty-five miles are high, and snow 

is seen on some o[ them throughout the cold season, but thelast  peak in 

that direction is the loftiest to be seen (of those whose heights have been 

ascertained,) and so remarkable and magnificent a tower it is, that it has 

been ever known amongst us by the name of Beucon, and it has been 

seen* a t  the dietance of one hundred and thirty miles. Tarret Peak is  

also remarkable near to Thuthutheyu in the horizon, but dietant, that it 

ought not to be forgotten. Beyond Beacon, or D a p h  BRzirn, as it is 
called by the Singfos, the lofty mountains suddenly retrograde to a consi- 

derable distance, and form a deep basin, the southern and eastern side8 

of which are alone visible ; through the centre of this basin, the Dii ing  

winds, having its sources in the most distant point. 

On the 8th of October, the river had failen considerably, and fair 
b weather had apparently set in when I started. I took with me ten young 

Khanadis from Sadiya, armed with muskets, and fifteen to carry my provi- 

sions, my sextant, and a few clothes, and, to save the labor of building a 

shed for protection from the heavy evening dews, I todk as far as the 

Luki GoIrain's village, a small tent. Lieutenant BURLTON had been 
appointed to join me, but I was not informed of this till I had advanced five 

or six days' journey, and he was still at  B i s h t h .  Even so small an 
accessio~l of strength to our party as his company would have given me, 

might have given my labors a successful termination : for with one staunch 

friend who knew how to use a double-barrelled gun, I should have been 

very ill inclined to suffer myself to be bullied by the barbarian MfsRd: 

By Lieutenant BEDIN~PELD. 
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as it was, I felt confidence only in one point,. which was, that in a case 
' \  of emergency, I should stand the best chance of being deserted by my 

K h m t i  followers. 

I took one Hindustani to prepare my food, and one Burman to supply 

his place in case of hie inability to p r o d  with me. One of the Chinese., 

whom I have before mentioned as taken prisoner at Ruagpur, was readily 

induced to accompany me, by the prospect of reaching Yunm from that 

part of ThiBet which we expected to enter, where, as I had already &suer- 

tained, some of his countrymen are always to be found. 

The Ldri Gokin had left his village, a t  the foot of the hills, to the 

care of. some of his people, a d  had resided with us a t  Sadiya, from,the 

commencement of the rainy season. He  now accompanied me, and to his 

arrangement and good management I looked for success, as be had more 

communication with the Mishna.fs, and possessed more influence with them 

than any of his brethren. A fine young Asamese noble had often 

expressed his wish to take advantage of my escort to pay a visit to the 

holy Brahaknnd, and he had induced the good old Bur Gohain to con- 

sent also to join us. They, with their Brahatun,* who was to officiate at 

the  ptija, for tlie proper performance of which the P u r a w  had been 

consulted, ar~d with their followers conaiderably augmented my party, and 
afforded much entertainment by the difficulties into which they were 

thrown on the journey, (particularly when they encountered leeches i n  the 

jungles,) and the wonder they exhibited at the novelties of the rapide. 

The scenery improved greatly as we advanced easltward, and .received the . 
happiest effect from the delightful clearneat3 of the atmosphere, and the 

1 atrongly surpect that Captain BEDPORD was mistaken in supposing that the MOIhmf Chiefs 
near the Ewnd, have anyrhing mote to my or do with the ceremony, rhrn toking polrersioo of the 
offerings. 
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brightness of an unclouded sky. Proceeding a few miles beyond Sdiya , 
i t  is soon perceived that the Sadiya peak is not a single tower rising high 

into the skies, but has that appearance from its being the end of a wall- 

like ridge running eastward, and indeed, when seen from the Suhtu MukL, 
its lofty peak is no longer to be distinguished with certainty in the long 

wall, which reaches nearly to three-peaked WigNheye. That mountain is 

now finely developed, and the ruggedness of its outline, seen from this near 

point of view, increases its improving effect. From hence, too, the heavy 

snows before alluded to, north of Sadiya, which are scarce seen from the 

station, overtopping the nearer ranges, are beheld stretching far to the east 

and west, filling up the low gap near the issue of the Dibong to the plains, 

.and the direction from the opening of the Diliong affording an uninter- 

rupted view up it to the N.W. affords a fine prospect of its faint and distant 

groupe of snow-clad peaks. But the proximity of the northern mass of 

mouitains does not permit us to form any 'accurate idea of the disposition 

of the further ranges, or of the nature of the country between us and 

Thibet . 

When we reached the -Kharam, we found that the floods of the rainy 

season had re-opened a channel which had been long dry, and known a s  

the Mod, or dead river, by which expression they designate those 

branches which, by the constant changes going on in these violent moun- 

tain streams, have either dried up or lost their consequence. When within 

the Kharamr, the changes in the grouping of the peaks brings forward a 

noble sugar-loaf peak, and those ranges near the K d ,  now grown so 

much nearer, look' more wild and bold. A small telewope enabled me, at 

Cli&l&, to distinguish clearly a solitary pine here and there, stretching its 

black area forth in the midst of the white field. 

The bark of the great deer, and the shrill cry ofthe fishing eagle alone 

disturb the silence of. these wilds. And a large insect, their inhabitant, 
a 
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makes a reiterated whizzing like the sound of some vast fly-wheel buffet- 

ting the air at  every revolhtion. Tigem are numerous. 

The further preparations necessary at Challa, were to give intimation 

of our intended visit to the friendly Tain tribe beyond the Kund, to prepare 

baskets for carrying within the hills, and to get ready for the journey 

the Gum of the Mhlrmis of the village, and two or three of his people, who 

were to go with us as interpreters-I had observations for latitude which 

gave for my house, in the centre of the village, 27' 4.8'. 

Prom the Tains we received an answer, expressing their pleasure 

a t  our approach, and by the 19th October, we were ready to set out, hav- 

ing completed for .each man a small basket, made flat to fit the back, with 

a small supporter of wood for the shoulders, and we had a stock of twelve 

days'-provisions. The only instruments that I carried were, a sextant and 

false horizon, a good compass, a Woollaston's thermometric barometer, 
and a barometer of the common kind; the former of these two I found 
had its thread divided, by inverting it in carriage, and consequently it 

would not give the difference of height from Sadiya, and, though I after- 

wards enjoined the utmost care to the man whose business it was to 

carry it, invariably found on my arrival at  a new station, that some 
unlucky inversion, in the course of the journey, had similarly deranged 

it, nor can this be wondered at, seeing that all a man's care was employed 

in preserving his own limbs from injury by a fall from the rugged precipices 

we occasionally clambered over. The tube of the other barometer lasted 

a very few days. 

The first night we halted in the bed of the Lait rivulet, of little 

breadth, yet'violent enough to bring down stones of enormous bulk. 
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The next morning, when we passed the Kund on the side af the hill 

above it, we 'were entering on novel ground. The Bm Gohin's party 

had returned previously. I had sufficient curiosity to wish to accompany 

them, but was unwilling to tire myself and party by an unnecessary 

expedition. 

Such was the nature of our slippery and rugged path, that, although 

we passed the holy pool about nine o'clock, i t  was twelve when we arrived 

a t  the mouth of the Mtee rivulet, one thousand yards beyond it: the next 
reach was in the direction N. 22 E., but after a debate on our ability 

to proceed by the dangerous path of the river side, i t  was resolved that 

we should avoid it, and cross the hills instead ; a little Mislrmi boy led the 

way clambering up the face of a perpendicular rock, assisted by a hanging 

cane, made fast for the convenience of passengers to some tree above : 

all that I could surmise of our direction was, that we were travelling 

towards the east, but whether north-east or south-east it was impassi- 

ble to say, and owing to the sharpness of the ascent, the distance got 

over was equally uncertain : in the evening, the ThtkastLya moun- 

tain defined the limit of our movement towards the east by the 

help of a bearing on it, but instead of having a ridge-like form, it 

was now a high sugar-loafed peak, and the name only enabled me to 

recognise it. We had crossed one ridge, and to our north, a t  the base of the 

bill, could hear the Brdmputra  rolling along. The view was limited 

to the extremities of two sharp bends of the river, the hills, clothed in black 

forest, rose above us on each side, and FhtRutheya above overlooked 

them.* Although we had advanced but a few miles beyond the K s d ,  
yet it was nearly dark before we halted, not a bit of level ground, large 

* N. B. There ia something appropriate in the term chasm or pass, by which Colonel 
WILZORD distingubhea the Prabhu K&r. 
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enough to spread a blanksi, codd be found, and with great labor and 

perseverance my people scraped away a part of the hill's face, where the 

trunk of a large tree, acting as a support to the ground behind it, favored 

the operation, and over my bed-place, as the 6ky looked theatelling, I 
had a few branches placed as a shelter. 

A new scene opened on us when we surmounted the next ridge. We 

gained a much more extensive view, but much of its grandeur w w  lost on 

the hill side by the clouds enveloping the mountains, depriving us of a 

sight of their summits. On our east we were glad to see low green hills, 

with patches of cultivation, and here and there an assembly of three or 

feur b u s e s  : beyond a deep wide dell sunk, of which the bottom was 

hidden, but on its opposite side a large mountain rose from an eixtended 

baae and hid its head in the canopy of dense vapours. The chasm of the 

Brah~pubrcr could be seen extending to the north-east, but its cmoked- 

ness limited the view and closed it abruptly. 

On the side of Asam, the bird's-eye view was extremely beautiful. 

The mountains beyond the D i h q  ware distinctly visible, yet distant aa 

they were, the undefined horiaon rose far above their level, intersecting the 

plain-the silver river here and there exhibited its bright white light, and 

on the right the bases of the high northern mass were seen one beyond 

another projecting out into the level surface of the wide plain : hovering 

Letween w and the depth b e b r ,  rare white curled clouds in innumerable 

little patches. 

While standing on the ridge, the clouds which had looked threatening 

began to annoy us with a shower, which soon encreased ta a heavy fall of 

rain ; and anxiow as we were to move on, or at least obtain god shelter, 

we were compelled to take refuge in a small field hut, built for the acmw 
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modation of labourers, who come some distance from their homes to culti- 
vate the more favored spots. The thermometer in the middle of t&e day, 
in the plains, had latterly stood a t  83' or 84' ; a t  twelve o'clock to-day, i t  was 
a t  61°, and we found i t  excessively cold. The effect of a sudden change \ 

of temperature to the amount of 20' is felt much more than would be 

imagined, or has often been noticed by travellers. 

The rain continued and confined us to o m  hut, but we were visit- 
ed by  a party of women who had been out with their long conical 

baskets on their backs to bring in a store of grain and roots from a distant 
field, and they promised us assistance from the village in the few trifles 

we required. In  the coldest weather, they are very scantily clothed-a 

coarse thick petticoat of blue cotton, wove by themeelves, is their common 

dress ; i t  reaches to the knee, and has merely a slit in i t  to admit the 

head through. They are excessively dirty, and a t  all times and seamns 
have a short pipe in their mouths. 

. We could perceive one or two large houses at  the distance of but 

half a mile on the face of the next hill, and were informed by our visitors 

that we might there ~hel te r  our whole party as they were empty. The 
next day, the rain still continued to fall heavily; but we took advantage - 
of a slight intermission to go round the hollow to the opposite side, and 
were well pleased to make the exchange for a large house well sheltered 

from the boisterous wind. At  intervale of a few feet, the Misirmis cut a 
square hole in their bamboo floors, and form a hearth there of earth, 

supported by cross beams below. These, to the number of eight or ten, 

were quickly covered with burning faggots by my shivering people, and 

the smoke having no exit through the wetted roof, soon became an almost 

unbearable nuisance. I have remarked that a great number of the Mishtnis 
have their brows habitually contracted, from the cuntom of half shutting 



their eyes against the penetrating gas arising from their wood fires. The 

house we were in had been deserted on account of two or three deaths of 

members of the Gum's family having happened in it. 

The Gum of Dilling, with his daughter, a young damsel, the calf of 

whose leg would have measured more in circumference than both mine, 

came to see the white man : though dignified with rank, their appeatance 

was no better than that of commoners. The lady was highly pleased 

with a string of red glass beads, and not only gave me a fowl in return, 

but by  informing her acquaintance of the beauty of my wares, procured 

me other offem of barter. 

Three days we remained confined to this hovel, and on the fourth, the 

25th October, were well pleased a t  the prospect of a change; heavy 

misses of white clouds .rolled along the' dells below and rising up the hills' 

face,.enabled us to see that on the peaks to the north, snow had fallen in 

considerable quantity. The sun's influence helped to dissipate the mists, 

and discovered to us our situation. On the west, we had a narrow glimpse 

of A m ;  to the north, we saw the Brdmaputra deep in its narrow 

charm and white with foam-the majestic peak Thtbrtlcyo closed' the 
view in that direction, and on the east, we were separated only by the 

m 

deep ravine of the Did rivulet from the large, mountain T ~ t ~ a .  

Snow gathere on the summits of both these in the colder months, but on 

.Thaaticeya it does n'ot remain long. We descended to the bed of the DS, 
b y  a very rugged path, admitting but of slow progress, and traversing 

the base of T h m t l q u ,  we approached the Brahaput ru  ' in  a northerly 

direc tion-several water-fblls were passed, and amorigs t them, one . of 

sin'plgr beauty, though the stream is small : i t  first shoots clear over the 

brink of a high rock, which is nearly perpendicular and quite smooth, 

and then dividing into mist, almost disappears from sight till caught 

again near the bottom. 
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Our path wag generally through the jungle, with now and then an 
intermission of grass in spots which had formerly been cleared for cdti- 

vation with vast labour, We came out suddenly on the Brdnoaputra, and 

saw it  foaming at the foot of the precipice below us, and shortly afterwards 

'we descended to the bed, and halted on a small patch of sand. The rocks 
in the bed are of such enormous size that it is difficult to believe'the river 

can bring them down, even in the rainy season ; but they are evidently 

not id situ, such a variety of species are found. Syenitic granite- 

garnet rock, in which the garnets are found seven-tenths of an iuch in 
diameter-serpentine, of a flinty hardness, and primitive limestone, are in 
larger quantity. The base of Themutheya, on our right, is of the same 
grey carbonate of lime, and perhaps the whole mountain. We had hitherto 

passed only granite gneie and mica slate. 

' The river is here but forty to sixty yards wide. I got meridian alti- 
tudes,of two stars, which gave the latitude. 27' 54I.53, 4I'. DiUillg, the 
point of departure, ia fixed by a bearing on the bend of the river below 

the K u d ,  aud others on T h a  and TAathutllReg(as; and the observations 

for latitude, both excellent, limit the distance made in our day's journey, 
which deviates little in direction from north to south, but a few miles. 

* 
Tha commencement of our march, the Eollowing day, was over a sin- 

gularlj? difficult place, where the river rushes, with great violence, under the 

face of s perpendicular cliff. There is no path, and it is a perfect clamber,. 

in which safety would be completely endangered by any other mode of 

carriage than that adopted, which leaves the hands free. We continued 
along the left bank of the river, to the mouth of the Lting, where we 

found G H A L ~ M ,  who had parted from us six days before to have a bridge 

built; and for this mark of attention we were heartily obliged, when we 
saw stretched between two opposite trees the cane suspension bnidge, by 

which we must otherwise have crossed. The direction of out route was 



still north, and we left -the river where it benda from the north-west, 
round the base of a' hill we were to ascend-that surmounted, we 

again enjoyed the sight of our resting-@&, which had been visible 

from DiUing; but though GHAL~~S 'S  honae WBS now near, in horizontal 

distance, a most fatiguing part of the, journey remained to be pe r fwed  

in descending down the body of the 00 river, and ascending the opposite 
height. I t  was five o'clock in the eveniag when, at laat, our fatigues of 
the day. ceased. While at GHAL~M'S, I had three good observations for 

latitude, two of northern stars, and one of the sun, which gave 2T 56' 

33," 2. Of the direction from Dilling, I could now be quiet sure, se I not 
only had bearings from thence on G w ~ d u ' s  house, but could now recognise 

' 

a low peak very near our halting-place at Dilling. Making every allow- 

ance for the difficultiks of the path, it would appear searcely credible, 

without this best of evidence, that we had been employed the entire day 

in advaqcing lees two milee., After leaving the Bt-a, we 

passed several of the open spats f o m r l y  cultivated, and also through' 
some fields belonging to Ticarm, a village on our left. The acenery was 

more confined, the view being limited to the hills immediately bordering' 

on the river, 'which do not riae hem. to a great height. 

We were most heartily welcomed by our rude friends, particularly 

by old GHALI~M, who seemed delighted with our &it, and. we were (or 

rather I was) surrounded by the inmates of his house, and a few of the 

neighbourn, the whole evening, d l  anxious to satisfy their innocent curi- 

osity, excited by the odd fashion of my apparel, and the magic art of the 

invisible musician of my snuff box. 

The next day at day light, there was a great bustle withaut, with 
mnoh noise, which I found was caused by tb,e pursuit of one of their bill 

cattle called Iklithulr, which was to be slain far a feast in honor of our 

arrival. Cempany began to arrive at an early hour from the neighbonriug 
I 
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villages, and when the feast was ready, we had a very numerous aesembIy. 

A large .quantity of the meat was minced and mixed with flour of the 

Marmu, then made up into cylinders of leaves into which it was press- 

ed. and cooked : these were handed about in trays of plaited bamboos, 

with plenty of rnadh, or fermented liquor, prepared also from the M a m ;  

but .they presented me with an entire hind leg, to cook after my own 

fashion, ' ind to the better Khamtis of my party, they also .presented 

separate portions. The Urn' Gohuin alone forbore to eat of it, think- 

ihg. that it too nearly resembled beef, which not from the maxims of his 

own religion, but from a wish to cultivate the good opinion of Hindus, 

he 'had long discontinued to taste.of. I was .constantly thronged, and 

made t o  exhibit my curiosities, as my gun, pistols and musical snuff box, 

which last was kept in constant requisition. 

The lower classes of the Mishmis are as rude looking as can well be 

imagined. Their ordinary clothing consists of a single strip of cloth, 

which is as narrow as its purpose powibly permits, and they wear, on occa- 

sions of ceremony, the jacket which I have already described as fashioned 

with so little art-it comes half-way down the thigh, and is made of a 

straight piece of blue and red striped cloth, doubled in the middIe, the two 

sides'sewn together like a sack, leaving space for the exit of the arms at 

the top, an&a slit in the middle, formed in the weaving; admits in like 

manner the passage of the head. The hair is :turned up and tied in a 

small knot on the crown, and this custom serves to distinguish them from 

the Dibong Miskde; whom they always designate crop hairedw-a.nar- 
row belt of skin over the right shoulder sustains a large beavy knife with 

its sheath. The knife serves for all purposes of agriculture and domestic 

edo'mmy,- i t  ' ia . applied. in the same- way. with the Sindo Da, to open a 

padage through jungle ; the 'other'apparatns.appertaining to dress, con- 
sists of a broader belt; worn across the left shoulder, carrying both before 

aud M i n d  platm.of brass, which may be termed back and breast-plate&- 
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they are of four or fi've inches diameter, and beaten into a carved or spheri- 

cal form, but they appear to be rather ornamental than useful ; a pouch 

of monkey's skin at the girdle is also suspended to a belt containing 

tobacco, the small pipe, and the case for flint and tinder, armed on one side 
with a strong steel. Both this and the pipe are commonly of Chinese mauu- 

facture, and are frequently engraved with letters. The Chinese of Yunun, 

readily interpreted the characters upon one, .to signify " made at'the shop 

of" - should it prove .bad please to bring it back to the maker, who 

will ex&ange it." A spear is constantly carried in the hand, the head of 

which is manufactured by themselves, of soft iron, procured from the 

' ~ i n d o s ,  the shaft is of a porous and brittle wood, and it  has little 

resemblance of a weapon fitted for war. Their swords are .Chinese made, 

very long and perfectly straight; and of equal breadth, ornamented 

sometimes with a k i d  of red hair. They have,excellent cross bows. 

The Chiefs are Men wrapped in long cloaks of Thibetun woollens, or 

in handsome jackets of thesame, generally dyed red or striped with many 

colonrs. The head dress is not remarkable : in the fields, it is merely ,a 
hemispherically-shaped cap of split cane, and in their homes they prefer to  

wear a red strip of muslin, encircling the head as a turban : their ear-rings 

differ according to their wealth ;.those most esteemed (and when the lobe of 

tbe  ears has been suficiently extended) are formed of a cylinder of thin 

plate silver, tapering in diameter to the center : the latter being often one 

inch, and the former one inch and a half. 

. The w i ~ e s  of the Chiefs are habited -in petticoats; brought from the . 
plies;' they wear a profusion of beads, frequently a dozen strings, and 

when they. are of a sort of white porcelain, their equipment must 

weigh at least ten pounds ; other necklace5 are of colorless glass, mixed 

with oblong pieces of coarse carnelian; and all of Thibetavz or Chinese . 
manufacture. The ornament for the' head is a plate, of 'silver; as. thin as. 

2 2 
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paper, gore-shaped, and long enaugh to cross ore; the forebead ; one aort of 

ear-ring had a remarkable appearance : it is a brass-wire ring, three or foar 
inches in diameter, put through the top of the ear, and having easpended 

to it a triangular plate of silver, which rernaine in the directioo of the 

shoulders. 

Polygamy is dlowed-the limit is only the inability or dieinclination 

of the Chief to exchmge more hill cattle for new wives. My host, 
GHAL~M, had then ten, twa or three in the house; and the remain- 

der, to avoid domestic quarrels, have separate h m e s  as+ them at 

s o w  little distance, or live with their relations. As has already a p e ,  

they suffer m, sort of restraint, but young and old mix with the men in 
the perfbrmance of every kind of labor, except hunting. 

GHAL~M'S riches were evident in the embellishments of one wall of the 

h t e r i ~ r  of his dwelling; there, oii bamboos, extending the whde length, 

were rows of the blackened sku& of Mil&aitre, Z?hibet~cowt3,, and those af 
the plains, some hogs, and a few bears, deers, and monkeys. The eetima- 
tion of wealth is to be guided' by the number of the skull& of the X&ru 

and cattle of the Lanuts, which are of the greatest value. I wits, in the 
EOUISB of my journey, in the house of one man who is accused of the 
shabby trick of retaining on his walls the skulls of his hther's time, 

t h ~ b y  impoeing on all but. those of the neighbourhd. I understood 
that they were generally piled within a little palisade, which marks the 
spot where the Chief lies buried. Of their religion, I only learned that 

they s*rifice fowls or pige to their sylvan deities, whenever i l k s  or 

misfortune of any kind visits them, and on these occasions a sprig of a. 
plant is placed at the d m  to inform strangers that the home is under a 
ban for the time, that i t  must not be entemed. GHAL~M'S home is about 
one hundred and thirty Beet long and eleven wide, raised an posts s&- 
ciently high to give plenty of room below to the hop.  
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The morning aftm the feast, a number of visitors etiU remained, 

curioas t e  aee what I s h l d  produce as  presents, and anxious themselves 

to share, thmgh without pretmions. It had been at  first intended that we 
ahodd d e w  an K a r s o ~ ~ ,  the elder brother of the three Tain Chiefs, 

for amangemeats in furtheranee of my scheme. He is esteemed as being 

the mare martial and decided character, and his influence in his m tribe, 

and with tbe Mixhw a h ,  is consequently greater; but he was absent with 

a party of men, to assist the CHIBONG GAM against an incursion of the 

Dibong MisAmfs, a t  the village of the former, distant two days journey in. 

a northerly direction. Wad thisman been present, and had he entered inte 
our views, success would have &en more probable, from the operation of 

fear with the Mizhtis. 

I n  hie absence, it only remained to engage the services of his brothers, . 

G e l ~ O r  and Knosn*. I presented them whh jackets of scarlet broad' 
cloth, large silver ear-rings, and red handketehiefa, with a few other tri- 
fles, and did not omit to send to Kafso~o's house 'a similar present, 

though of less value. Immediately after the distribution, I oberved a 

number of the visitors pit the honse with a n t h  discontented air. - . 

Those who had rewived gifb mm long busy in admiring them, and while 

disaossiog their merits, I perceived p a t  deferenae was paid to the judg- ' 

ment of RUDINO, a Chief of the blizirG tribe, whose intercourse with 
the Liarnas is frequent, aad uho laid do- ttas law on this occasion with all 

the. dignity and authority becoming so. experienced and enlightened a .  

traveller. 

The W d m G  differ with the other hill tribes in their habit of hilick- 
ing-every man among them i s  a petty merchant. They did not seem tcv 

comprehend why I ~hould  be unwilling to part with any of my stores for, 

an equivalent, and I was a m d  at their exhibition of cunning in attempt- 

ing to draw me into making. a bmgain. 
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I n  the mean time, a good deal of discugsion had taken place between 

the Lu'n' Gohin and Midimi Chiefs about our journey, in .which R d ~ r ~ o  
had joined, and he soon became very. anxious to have the sole merit of 

guiding me, laying great stress on his rank amongst the MizAti tribe, and 

his great influence with the Lamas. I had observed him pretty closely, 

and felt inclined to.hold no very favorable opinion of him. His house is 

so far removed from the side of Asam that he would not have much to 

apprehend from our anger, and the only hold upon him resulted from his 

connexion with the I ' a k ,  by marriage with a daughter of KHOSHA. But 

he was very urgent in representing that the presence of any of the Tainr 

with me would not be at. all advantageous. 

G H A L ~ M  was very willing to set out with me, but was unluckily lame 

from some slight hurt ; and KHOSHA was engaged in the momen tous occupa- 

tion of building a new house, and would not, on any account, dedist from I 
his personal superintendance. 

My detention here for four days had caused an awkward diminution of 

. my stock of provisions, and this was an additional reason to move onward, 

more especially as G H A L ~ M  had not the means of supplying me : i t  was 

therefore resolved to remove to KHOSHAS, whose fields had yielded him a 

more plentiful, crop. On the 31st October, we set .out aud retraced our 

steps down the descent to the 212, and up the opposite ridge, from thence we 

t o r n d  to the east, and passed the summit of a hill, and then mov~d  through 

ultimate cultivation and grass jungle on the face of the hill, in an easterly 

direction, to KHOSHA'S, and found it an easy march. The direction of 

our mute was afterwards more accurately ascertained by, asce nding 

a neighbouring hill, whence GHAL~JI 'B was plainly. distinguished, and 

also the two mountains, .to one of. which, Thema6Aeya,. we, had now 

approached very closely; again two. altitudes were observed here for 

1a;titude. A view in another direction was now. opened to us, but was 
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not extensive enough to be very interesting; we overlooked the Ldd 
river in its south-easterly bend behind Thmutkya, and in the same direc- 

tion could perceive a little snow laying on the peaks north of the 

Dihing . 

As we aeemed now, though contrary to my wish, to remain dependant 

upon R ~ D I N G ,  I had a conkence with him, and admonished him of the 

degree of responsibility in the office he was about to undertake ; on the 

other hand, I warned the Taiits also against assuring me too lightly of 

their belief of R ~ D I N G ' S  good faith. The next day KHOSHA made good 

his promise in a manner more handsome than I expected, and, for a few 

seers of salt, procured me six days' prwisions, with which I instantly set 

forward, with KHOSHA and his eon in company ; the latter wae to proceed 

with us. Our marc11 was in an easterly direction, on the southern face of 

some high hills; first through some cultivation, and then down a very 

steep descent through tree jungle, to the dell of the Indal rivulet. The 

ascent, on the opposite bank, was very steep andmdiBcult, and after nearly 

three hours fatiguing march, we were still in sight of KHOSHA'S h o w ,  

bearings on which with T h a t k e y a  give the distance and direction of the 

day's journey. We halted with a Chief named NAEBRA, who, according 

to the custom of these hospitable people, killed us a hog. I gave him in 

return a pair of large silver ear-rings. Hie house is a ninons hovel, and 
hie consequence can be but small ; but he was very ofiicioua in offering his 

services for my journey, and asserted that he and R ~ D I N O  could ensare 

me against all di5culties with the Mizhor tribe. The rock appeared to be 

the same white talc slate, and lower down in the hollow, mica slate. 

In the mor~ ing  K ~ o s a ~ ~ e t u r n e d ,  and took his son with him, promie- 

ing, however, to hHow me to RU~rloa's, should G H A L ~ M  remain unable 

to proceed. He  went early, without informingme of his intentions. Thus 

defeated in my purpose of having the security of the preaence of a Chief 

A 3 
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of his tribe, I agreed with the Gohain, that further delay was to be prefer- 

red, if we could contrive some more certain arrangebent. 

I left our provisions under the care or a few men, and returned to 

KHOSHA'S, who now seemed really concerned, and promised that if GHA- 
~ 6 ~ ' s  lameness should~continue to disable him, he-would himself go with 

us in his place. We found that G H A L ~ M  had actually set out, and had 

proceeded to join us by way of the Lziri. There now appeared a pros-. 

pect of starting in earnest, and on the 4th I was delighted to advance. in .  

the field of discovery. . The party was divided, first returning by R ~ D -  
ING'S, to bring on the things left there, and the other with me proceeding. 

by a much better pathdown to the Ltlrit banks, where we nwaited the 

arrival of the othere. I t  was now evident that our going to NAEBRA'S 

had been contrived only to give him an opportunity of begging, under the 

pretext of presenting his hog. 

On the banks of the Lliri, we marched at a good pace through 

bamboo jungle on a narrow level strip of ground. The Mishis  informed 

us that, advantageous as the level was for rice cultivation, they were obliged 

to relinquish it from suffering in health in the low grounds. We halted 

in the bed of the Lziri on a stone bed, and posted the sentries as if an 

attack had been expected. The next day we continued to advance up the . 

LQri, sometimes over the large boulders on its banks, and sometimes 

through fields and grass jungle, a little elevated above the river on the 

hill's side. From the mouth of the Tirand, 'where i t  joins the Lkri from 

the north, we commenced the ascent of'a hill by a very ditkult  path almost 

blocked up with tree jungle, we afterward passed through several fields, 

and observed that the crests of the hills.opposite were spotted with culti- 
vation. We halted at  the house of a Mizirh Chief named ~IOSHA, who, a 

few months before, had led an expedition to plunder the Lliri Gokin ' s  
village, but he failed in. his attempt, the accidental firing-of a gun in the 
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course of. the evening giving rise to the supposition' that an alarm had 

been given. The party had been lying in wait for the - approach of night, 
and their cowardice is apparent from the circumstance of their actually 

leaving on the ground some of their weapons, when first struck with the 

idea that the village was alarmed, they commenced a hasty flight. Their 
use of poisoned arrows is in character with their treacherous and dastardly 

mode ,of warfare. 

The boulder8 in a the U r i  are generally of sienitic granite--on the 

ascent of the mountain we fo&d gneiss passing to mica slate. 

MOSHA, as usual, killed a hog, and was rewarded in return with a 

suitable .present : he expressed his readiness to accompany - me if I were 

pleased, and of course he was invited, as I considereda it advantageous to 

throw some .responsibility on a M k h ,  residing near the Tddns. The 
great length of his bouse, and the number of skulls ornamenting it, 

bespeak him a rich man. 

We were joined, very much to my ~atiefactian, by G H A L ~ M  and my 
& m n n ,  who h d  been lame and obliqed ,to halt, by marching over so 

much rock. 

We started early the next morning, understanding that we had a most 

laboriousmarch befole us to the next place, where water could be found- 

our ,course was still east, but we had left 'the U r i ,  which is from the 

aonth-eastern mountains. The ascent of the next mountain we found very 

difficult and fatiguing- for some hours, very steep through, having forest ; 

latterly, it was more in steppes where a sudden aacent is followed by 

a long gentle slope or nearly even ridge; at the summit of our high ridge, 

I got avery good ohsewation of the sun's meridian altitude, and once or 
twice in the way up, we enjoyed partial views of the tract behind us. 
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Our approach to the summit was marked by greater steepness ar~d 
difficulty, and at last by the absence of all larger trees, which gave place ' 

to those of very stunted growth or to low bushes, indicating by their 

appearance, what was asserted by our guides, that snow remains here. It 

may be supposed what interest was excited as each new gain on the 

mountain's slteep face brought me nearer to that height whence I expected 

to overlook the unknown regions through which the Brahaap.rstra has ita 

hidden course, but I suffered disappointment. Another mountain rose 

close to this one on its east, and where the capricious clouds permitted, 

through their casual openings, a passing glimpse of the rugged.conntry 

beyond, all I could perceive was fir-clad mountain or a patch of snow. 

To the south-east the Ih-i was again perceived, alld the snowy peaks 

were partially visible, where it has its source -it was evident that the 
extreme of that valley or glen. was not far distant. To the north this 

peak is mnec ted  with others of greater altitnde, and I was sorry to find 

that heavy clouds, in that direction, coanpletely obetructed the view. 

We had been refreshed, while halting on the top, with numerous berries 

of a peculiar kind, growiug in luxurious branches like currants. They are 
without stenels and juicy : when mripe, they are of a pureor greenish white, 

and when ripened, of a beautiful azure blue. We had not desceadd very 

far before we fouud water trickling down the rock, our path then led along 

the little rill, which, having frequent contributions in its p m p s s  towards 

the base, had h o m e ,  near our halting place, a considerable stream. It 
w u  a wild spot, a complete chasm betwtmn two high moantaims, where we 

built our little huts for tbe night, of s d  poor mater)als as tb mare 
M y  b r a n c h  of,fir trees. 

We reeurued uur d e e d  eady the mxt day, and coatiaued on the 

M t  bank of the glen, fuet d i n g  to the east, and gradually-more to the  

north, in the mat of paths ; tee dyeupport; to which is often the root of 
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some large tree, and in some places this even cannot be f o n d ,  but the 

passage in front of some projecting rock is aided by trees bound together 

with cane, and their extremities eithersburied in the soil or 'fastened to the 

trunks af other trees. 

About one o'clock we found the chasm widening, and soon after we 

came upon .fields. The entire mountain crossed is of granite, in which the 

micais not abundant. At the field I found that a green stone and sienite had 

taken the place of the former granite, and'saw several masses of pure horn- 

blend rock. From the fields we descended to the So, the source of which 

we had seen in the trickling water near the summit of the mountain-it was 

now a large rivulet, and no longer Eordable. . We next climbed up s very 

steep rock, which could not be surmounted but by the help of.  the canes 

which are left tied there, and about three o'clock we'. once more found 

ourselves near the Brahnsdptra, and we overlooked its course from the 

east to the distance of ten or twelve miles. 

The scene has now an entirely new character : the river washes the 

bases of the mountain$, which on both banks rise so high.as to have their 

tops clothed in snow : they are, very steep, but near their bottoms the 

declivity is easy, and has the appearance, when viewed from a height, of 

an undulating plain. This, the Brakmaputra intersects, running at  the 
bottom of a deep channel or chasm, which has much the appearance of 

having been gradually deepened by the action of the water. The outline 
of the hills is vari'ed and. beautiful, and they have no longer the inhospita- 

ble look given by the uniform black jungles' on those left behind, .but 

are covered with alternate patches of grass. and forest, with extensive ' 

in.termixture of cultivated fields reaching to near their summits. A longer 
mountain immediately over the river appeav to be of granite--on this bank 

the great number of large black blocks of hornblend rock and greenstone 

indicate that these constitute the strata. 
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In  ita gaward course the river stretches td the N. W. between eCeeg . 
mountains, and is soon lost to the .view. On our march; we had oae* 

aionally perceived through the u l d  very heavy snow lying on the 

peaks to the north, one of which I conjectured, from its shape, to be the 

turret peak of Sadiya. Descending from the rock we reached extensive 

fields belonging to R~DING'S  village, and travelling some distance through 

them, with tbe river two or three hundred yards off, on our right, we pa& 

several houses built singly, but all ornamented with a small grove of plain- 
tain trees, and about four p'clock we, a t  last, arrived a t  R ~ D I N ~ ' s .  

Much of this man's asperity of manner wore 08, now that k e  had 
4 

become his pes t s ,  a d  he was active in doing whatever he cwld Esr our a 

comfort: a pig was killed as a matter of course, We fouud waiting our 

arrival, my old acquaintance PRIM~ONG, who had supplied uswith the 

earlieet intelligence relative the route to the Lama'e territory. 

- Next day, when I talked of moving on without loss of time, difficulties 

were started, and the M h k &  declared that we must not think of proceed- 

ing till proper notice .should have been given to the Chiefs of the next vil- 

lage, particularly to one DINGSHA, wbom they regarded as the person of 

greatest influence on our route-for this purpose they proposed that 

P n ~ a r s o ~ o  and GHAL~M'S nephew &add a d v m e ,  and receive their repart 

on the road. 

I remarked that our arrival here did not cause tbe like commotion and 

assemblage of people, t h  i t  did at GHAL~H's. We made onr purchases 

of r iaz at a dear rate, and were materially assisted in this by the Lbn' 
G o k i n  and other K ? r t i  ~bie fk ,  who are all skilful mrkmen in silver, 

. and who readily arrrpbyed themselves in  fashioning ear-rings at R~DINO'S 
' ibrge, br the purpose d barter-the workmanship giving a double d w  

to the silver. A couple of hammers and a few prrnohes are all the tOGLP1 
' - requisite, which they carry with them 'in their travelling bag. The silver 
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is melted and p o d  out in .the hollow of a bit of bamboo, then beaten, 

with great patience a d  perseverance, and repeatad heating, into plates 

almost tm thin as paper : by management of the hammer, they make it 
spread i n  the required direction till long enough to bend into a cylinder, the 

edgds are them cat even with a sort of scissors, and the parts to be soldered 

am notched in a castellated form, the alternate projections in.wrted, and 

a liule borax, with a very thin bit of plate laid aver the joint, which the 

application of a little heat Radily anites ; a come h then given to the sicles 

of the cylinder, when the top is only required to finish it. The top is, ofcmrse, 

a circle, and when beat thin enough it is laid on a bed of lac softened by 
heat, and with Munt punches, an embossed pattern is then given, both the 

silver and the lac being repeatedly heated, to pt'event the former from 
becoming brittle, aod,to e d t m  the latter eufiicierntly to cause it to assume 

readily the indentations of the p c h  : in thie way, with the aidof sharper 

punches, and some of small size, a very pretty pattern is given, but it is ngt 

pierced. All the Misimis Chiefs have a forge, at  which they make their 

own spear headq, and mend the implements used in tilling. 

I was very anxious to paeceed the mxt morning, botwlw foiled again 
' 

by the lazy Mi&; they rishal to wait for the nhlr~ of oar emissark, 

or at least to allow. them olae whoh day for a parley with the Chieh : 
with rice to eat and a house to skep in, they could not conueive that cmy 
motive need ouxmim haste. 

In the course of the b y  we h o e d  that we ate t h i e a t e d  by one 

Chief, who dsdaPas that if we oemerear h m  pafcsas, be will roll down stonee 

on us. I begged that he might be invited to see me, but they seemed too 
certain of his hostility to make the -attempt. 

R ~ D I N G  began to talk of his prmud, and to hint that w h  be under- 

took te conduct ua, he expected to be d l  paid, aad he wished to know 
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what I would offer him. I doubted his power to give any material assistance, 

and wished to bargain with him conditionally on his success, but of this 

he would not hear, and in return proposed to give back my present if 

unsuccessful, but in the meantime he must receive in pledge whatever he 

was to have, and I found that his demands would nearly exhaust my 

store. The obvious inference to be drawn from his uncompromising and 

unreasonable demands was, that conscious of his inability, he was endea-. 

vouring to rob me of all he could, and I was very little inclined to yield. 

However, early the next morning, I selected a larger present than I had 

yet given to any Chief, and exhibiting it to him, desired that he would 

decide at  once whether or not to receive it, and give us the benefit of his 

services. I reminded him, that if I should fail in attempting to go with- 

out him, and return in  consequence, he would not benefit at  all by my visit. 
But he had a stronger hold upon me than I then imagined. It alarmed 

the Tu'ins and all the MisRmis of my party, who were very unwilling to 

move without the security of his safe guidance. 

. 
On his declining to receive my present, I ordered a march and started, 

intending to see the Chiefs to whom my messengers had been sent, when 

I should know better with whom i t  was necessary to treat; but we hadnot 

proceeded a mile when e , G ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ,  informed me, that he and his friende 

could not go on without a better *understanding with the M a x b ,  or the 

presence of R ~ D I N G  ; they, in fact, seemed very much alarmed. G H A L ~ M ,  
at his own request, sent back to offer the coat given to him in addition to 

my present, and after keeping us a considerable time waiting, R ~ D I N O  
a t  last rejoined us, and .consented to follow us on the morrow, upon the 

conditions offered. 
, 

We crossed the So by a rude wooden bridge, and traversed the hill'a I 

face a few hundred feet above the Brahmaputra, by a very bad path. The I 
direction of the march was towards the south-east, the irregularities were I 
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only in the unevenness and rockiness of the path : the deviations from a 

right line were not considerable, neither the ascents or descents, and we 

made good way over the ground. Several cane suspension bridges were 

passed, and we had an opportunity; for the first time to-day, of seeing the 

paeaage made by oae of them where we sat to rest, while several men 

pass$ to and fro. Accustomed as these men are from their infancy to this 

mode bf crossing rivers, and confident as they must be of the stability of 

their safety, I observed that each man took every possible precaution before 

submitting himself to the awful situation of &' dangling midway between 

heaven and earth," suspended on three light canes high above a rapid 

river eighty yards broad. 

A stage is erected at a considerable height above the water on either 

bank, and well secured with large stones and canes made fast to the neigh- 

h r i n g  trees, the three canes composing the suspending rope pass over 

well secured supports on the stages at either end, and are separately 

h t e n e d  to trees, so that were one of them to prove not trustworthy, two still 

remain. Before the stages, a number of loops hang ready for use-they are 

made of a long cane coiled like a roll of wire, The passenger inserts his 

hands and shoulders through two or three of these and brings them under the 

small of his back ; he then, or some one for him, secures the loop with great 

care to a kumurbund contrived for the purpose on the instant, and generally 

the spear put through the knot helps the security of the fastening, then 

throwing his heels over the cane, he launches forth on his adventurous pas- 

sap. The weight of the body altering the natural curve which so large a 
cane must necessarily have, however well stretched, causes him to descend 

a t  first with some rapidity, in which the hands are rather used to arrest the 

progress ; towards the middle he is master of his pace, and when hanging 

.there the cane is coneiderably bent from the horizontal line ; now the 
hands are used to drag the body gradually up the inclined rope ; progress 

grows slower as he advances, and when near the goal he appears so 
c 3 
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fatigued, that between each tug he makes a long pause ; accidents are e l -  
dom known, and I understand that they take care to renew the canes at 

@ least every three years. 

Latterly, we descended to the edge of the river, and passed along its 
enormous boulders, rather by leaps than steps. The great mountain-from 
opposite R~DING'S ,  still continued with us, on the opposite banks ; but 

from our halting place it receded where the Ha$ river separates it from 
a new succession of hills of a different character, and the part of the great 
mountain we saw was completely clothed, towards the tap, in firs. The 

green grass-covered hills now succeeding, have many firs growing singly 

even near the level of the water, and they are striped sometimes, from the 

summit to the base, with fir forest. On the rather wide etony sand bed 

where w e  halted, we found drafted pines, and enjoyed the fine odour of 
the fresh turpentine. The river, for one or two hundred yards above the 

HaZi, is so calm, that I was induced to bathe in it, and the consequence 
' 

was, tha;my teeth chattered for two hours, in spite of the bright b u n g  
fires of our fine pine faggots. The rock waa almost inclined enough foryard 
from the ,perpendicular, to save thenecessity of building, and our huts were, 

consequently,very soon erected. In the evening, immedirtteiy after d i n g ,  

all the K h m t i e  were most busily employed iti piling up conical heaps of 

aandfor altars, ronnd eacb of which a little t d  was made. The U r i  

Gohain acting as high priest, advsaoed before the higheet, a d  muttered a 

long prayer forour saccess on the journey, and.concludedby placinga bancb 
' of fluw&rs in the apex of the cone, and' strewing the trench with offerings 

ftom his ready-codred meal. There m a  not the appearance of n village 

on either eide of us. We seemed to be quite solitary, but during tbe 
evening several labourers passed us, who told us their house8 were near 

an the cliffs above. All the rock on our mute waa bornblend a d  

$penatone. 
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The direction the next day was still the same, or a little more aouth, 

and we passed over more level ground : several open spots were met with, 

which admitted of our travelling at a brisk pace. At the deepest part'of 
this bend, to the south, we came on thesteep mountain's face again, and here 

the path was bad in the extreme. About one o'clock we left the Brahma- 

putra to proceed in an easterly direction over the hills, round which the 

river winds. They were here rather low and spreading out into a mow 
even yet undulating surface ; the extent of the open tract was from eight 

hundred yards to near a mile, ahd a great part of it was cultivated : in seve- 

ral directions houses were seen, some of them close to our path. As we 
advanced over this new ground, an evident improvement was observed, 

the houses were built on more commodious spots, each had its grove'of 

plaintains. Mithturs and chowr-tailed cows were grazing in numbers, and 
the men who appeared lazily standing near our path to view the strangers, 

were wrapped in long warm cloaks with sleeves : there were even rude walls, 

built of stones without cement, to keep the cattle out. At one house, GHAL~I . 

was recognized and invited in: be promised to hear the news and not 

detain us a minute, but his favorite M d h  being offered him, he was easily 

detained, and repeatedly I sent in vain to remind him that we'were waiting 

his leisure in the rain. I wished to enter the house, but was given to 

understand that I should be a most unwelcome visitor. Presently we 
met PRIM~ONG and our messengers, who begged, in JINGSHA'B name, 

that we would halt for the night where we were, or in a spot to be 

pointed out, and that,arrangements would be made for our better recep- 

tion on the morrow, he being unable to invite us to his house on 

account of a sacrifice having been offered for his sick brother. We 

were accordingly led to the hill's aide near the village of one G ~ N S H O N G ,  

who appeared and stared at  us, with many more Chiefs, bnt none of them 

appeared at all inclined to shew the ordinary hospitality, but rathkr they 

looked at and examined us to keep aloof from further intercourse. The 

spot pointed out foi our hglting-place was closely surrounded with jungle, 
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and little to my liking as a surprise, if any mischief were intended us, could 

scariely have been guarded against. I found it necessary ho weverto halt 

here, as the people would not show us another place. 

I ordered the people next morning to prepare for matching, and when 

ready, I was informed that JINGSHA would not be ready to receive us till 

tbe morrow, and that he particularly requested we would remain that day 

also where we were. I sent to say that I intended to move nearer to him, 

and intimated my wish, that if he had not yet finished the house which wae 

said to be building for us, he would order a place to be pointed out where we 

might halt, in the vicinity of his dwelling. We set out and crossed the deep 

ravine of the Danh rivulet, and passed inore of the open grouod already' 

described, but were soon met by JINGSHA'S people, who came in haste to 
warn us not to approach nearer to the house, and shortly after we encoun- 

tered other messengers, who told u s  authoritatively to halt a t  once, or to 

return. I selected a convenient open spot on the top of a round hill where 

the jungle was twenty to thirty yards distant on every side, and there, in  

accordance with their wishes, caused our huts to be built. We were now 
told that the Chiefs of the next village could not consent to our advancing 

till some of the influential men of the neighbourhood should be assembled, 

to debate on so momelltous an affair as admitting strangers to pass 

through their country, but they hoped that all would concur in a favorable, 

opinion. This appeared reasonable, and though very anxious to proceed, 

I thought it better to allow time for a meeting of all the principal 

men, when I could meet them, and clearly understand with whom I bad, 
to treat. Amongst other arrivals at  the village, that of LAMAT THAO was 

announced from a distanci: of two days journey, in a south-ea~iterly direc- 

tion. This Chief is in the habit of trading with the Khemti country on the 

Irawadi, and being perfectly acquainted with the S h  or K~mrndi language, ' 

I hoped much from the advantage of communicating so readily with him 

through the ' LURI GOHAIN ; but as my people were afraid to go across to 
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the village, I had no means of sending to him, but through R ~ D I N G ,  whose 

interested motives perhaps prevented him from delivering my message : 

however this was, I only got for answer that LAMAT THAO would not come. 

The Khumtas shuddered a t  the ideahof hia being so near us, for some years 

ago, he tteacherously murdered several families who attempted to cross 

the mountains to visit the L a m  country. I t  is  said that he received the 

.travellem into his house with demonstrations of hospitality and friend- 

$hip, and supplied them with intoxicating liquor, so that they fell a t  night 

an easy prey to  his band of remorseless assassims. Wben I'heard this tale, 

I expressed my wonder that his visits should be still tolerated by the 

Khmti8, and that they had not retaliated ; b i t  was informed that a present , 

of the whole of the muskets of the murdered party had restored him to 

favor with the Khamti Rajah. 

- At twelve o'clock, I got a good observation of the sun, which gave the 

latitude 27' 53' 00"; this large difference from R~DING'S,  with the facility of 

taking bearings along the open river, now d o r d e d  the means of proving 

my scale of rates of progress, without which proof X should have been very 

ill satidled with my data for a map. 
. . 

Opposite, on the hill on the north bank, i s  the village of Samleh, the 

.eighth stage on PRIXSONG'S route given me in march. Snow was seen on 

several peaks a little removed'from the river, to our north. O n  the south, 

the tops of the nearest mountains were all partially covered with suow, 

forming a strong contrtist with the black fir forests on them. In the 

south-east, was' the hollow of the Lar Thi, and nearly east, the wide 

opening of the G h d h  Thi, between which two rivers the ,mountains 

rose high .enough to have tbeir more remote peaks capped with snow. 

North of the Ghalirm, successive snowy peaks were seen stretching 

away to the east, and forming a hi-gh ridge. The, view was not very 

extensive in any direction. We were then in the deepest part of the bend 

D 3 
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of the river. To the south, about four miles from ui, j uat behre it receiva 

the above named rivers, it winds round the base of Sansleic hill. 1 made 
PRIM~ONG and others point out the direction of its course from the Lama 
country, and was informed by them that i t  runs from north-east to eouth- 
west without any material bend, and that the course of the Taltikia, through 

the Lama county, is in the same direction. We could see that the gap to 
the north-eaet extends uninterruptedly a considerable distance. The 

mountains are covered with grass, and have on them large patches af fir 
forest, extending sometimes in ravines from summit to haae. 

The day passed away without our seeing any thing of the Chi&, 

and we had not the usual concourse of curious visitors: my people 
also seeking trifles a t  some houses at  no great distance, found them 
empty, as if the inhabitants were under alarm. This strange beha- 

viour of the Mishmh,, so different to what I have hitherto earperien- 

ced, convinced me that a hostile feeling existed ; but. I still fully 

expected to see the Chiefs, wbo were said to be assembM and asrrem- 

bling, and I did not doubt my ability to talk tbem into perfaot good 
humour. The next morning, however, seeing that another day was 

wearing away without bringing any signs of their approach, I dispatched 

PRIMSONG to them, to ~ e q n e s t  that they would pay me a visit, and under- 

stand from myself what my purpoee was. 1 instructed hint to  inform 
them, that I had no wish to pass through their country without their con- 
currence, but I particularly begged that they would corne,and confer opeolp 

with me on the subject, and freely state their objectione if they had any. 

f RIMSONG returned in great alarm a t  the rough reception he had met with : 
though personally known to, and on previous good terms with them all, t h y  
threatened him as the came of our introduction, He reported, that them 

were about two hundred men amembled a t  JLNGBHA'S, dl furnished with 

arms, and holding a stormy debate, and be feared that tbe qnestian 
was already decided against ur. Neither he nor my o h  of the party 
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r d d  ventrue again, and it appeared necessary that I should make the 

attempt myself; bmmwr, the difficulty of the want of an interpreter, and 
- the admonition of my friends as tp the risk I should run, deterred me. 

I ham since regretted that I did not go amongst them, either alone or with 

my whole party, as I think I might have been successful. R ~ D I N G  was 

often to and fro ; he told us that a great number were hostile to us, but that 
he could, and would do every thing if he received his present. In the 

evening he came again, making a I d  clamour, like a vexed school boy, for 

his present. My present I be said, in reply to all questions. My Mtshmb 
were anxious that I should give it to him, convinced by his assertions 

that he had the pewer yet to produce a revolution in our favor. I, at 
last, oonsented to put the present, precisely the same as had been eelected 

for him ia the morning, into their hands to give conditionally, that if he 
were not successful he should return it. R ~ D I N G  was now highly delight- 

# 

ed and moved off, informing me that all would be right immediately ; but 

he took care previously te come over and examine each article of my giftu : 
when parting, he called his brother-in-law aside (KHOSKAMON) aad told 

him he would act wisely in returning to his home without delay. 

NAEBRA and MOSHA, the two M i z h  Chiefs reaident near the T a b  

villages, who had received my presents, seized an opportunity of passing 

through our camp and told w that they had not been admitted to the 

munfil, becaus they we=' thought trustworthy, but that they strongly 

suspected, from what they Bad observed, that treachery was intended, and 
they advised ue strengly neither to accept a profered invitation, nor ven- 

ture to eleep that night-this much they hastily toM us, and then hurried 

away. R#DING returned immediately with an invitation to J ING~HA : he 

proclaimed that all was vreli, a hog had been slain for us, and we were 

to take up oar quarters in the house that night, and in the morning pro- 
ceed to homes. I excuaed myself from moving at that late hour, and 

R ~ D I N G  did not prew the invitation. He again called hie bother-in-law 

the edge of the jungle, aaad threw out some dark hinte. He wouod up, 
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however, with telling him, that it would be madness in him to remain there 
* 

after his warnings. G H A L ~ M ,  and the rest, were now so decidedly alarmed, 

that they insisted on immediate flight ; but I should mention that they had 

observed many suspicious circumstances which have not been stated. I 
considered that I ought to be guided by the intimate knowledge which they 

must necessarily have of the habits of their neighbours, and as they were 

convinced of the inutility of our remaining, unless we were prepared to 

proceed in hostile form, I consented to take advantage of the night for 

a retrograde movement. I proposed to .start after midnight, when the 

moon would serve to guide us over the good ground to the banks of the 

river, when we should have daylight for the discult path over the rocks. 

The people all cooked, in order that they might uot be delayed in their 

flight on the morrow. 

I lay down to rest early after posting my sentries, but I was not per- 

mitted to enjoy quiet long, the fears of G H A L ~ M  and the other Mishmis 
being so great, that they earnestly begged I would not delay our flight. 

At half-pait ten the party was arranged in marching order, and enjoined 

to be very careful in  avoiding noise when passing the house which 

lay close to our path. The Chinese prepared, in  admirable style, a 

train of wood to go on burning through the night in the midst of our a 

ellcamping ground, and then, after seeing the guides and coolees take the 
. lead, 'I bid adieu, with a heavy heart, to the opening mountain scenery 

urhich, tbr,ee days before, I had hailed as the road to new and most interest- 

ing discovery. I found that my people, thoughgenerally so awkward,needed 

no hints in  managing a retreat : we passed all the  house^ unobserved and 
without noise, excepting that which could not pwsibly be subdued arising 

from tbe heavy tread of so many men. We  arrived a t  the rocks on the 

Brai~rmrputra, with no other accident than the fall of a p w r  coolie, who 

missed his hold while clambering down the perpendicular precipice of a 

ra~ine ,  whose hands and feet were required witb careful use pf both. He 
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fell fall ten feet, but he alighted on some bushes, and escaped unhurt. On 
the bad path we found the want of full light, and indeed, after proceeding 

some time with imminent hazard of broken legs, and finding little progress 

could be made, (the moon was hidden from us by the hill above) we threw 

ourselves on the ground and w& all quite enough fatigued to enjoy sound 

sleep. At day-light we resumed our retreat, and at an early hour arrived 

at our former halting place opposite the Hali: here the men rested tcr 

eat their ready-cooked meal. 

About twelve o'clock there was an alarm from the rear, of a pursuit, 

and the musketeers were assembled together. On our arrival at one of 

the difficult precipices, the alarm whs seconded by the appearance of large 
4 

heaps of stones, ready at the top, for rolling dawn on unfortunate assail- 

ants, but it was agreed at the time that the heaps had been r&ently 

made. I believe that they had been prepared long before our coming. When 

we came out on an open spot in the fields, I called a halt, that we might 

know what sort of enemy we had to deal with, for they must inevitably 

come up with us sooner or later, and there came one solitary man. He 
was R~DING'S son: the information he gave us was, that an hour or two 

before day-light in the morning, the assembled warriors had inveBted'our 

position, and concealing themselves in the jungle while advancing from all 
sides, they at last rushed upon our huts, and to their infinite disappoint- 

ment, found them empty. I do not vouch for the truth of this story, nor 

even my belief in it, for I found that R~DING'S game was now to demand 

a reward 'for his interference to preserve our party from utter destruction. 

We could not collect more on the subject, than that it had been the 

intention to attempt a surprise by night, if we had accepted JINGSHA'S 
invitation to his house, or had that failed, to wait the opportunity of the 

division of our party, a t  the crossing place of the great river. We heard 

also, th& the multitude were inclined to retaliate on R ~ D I N G  when 

enraged at the discovery of our departure, and we now found that eve& 
1 E 3 
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before our arrival at R~DPNG'B, these hostile preparations were making, 
and that this was the reason of our finding his village so thinly inhabited. 

We took possession of his house for the night. 

Principally to avoid the tedious ascent of the great mountain, crossed 

in marching from KHOSHA'S, we adhered, on our return, to the banks of the 
river, and the remaining part of my journey was onlyi nteresting as i t  

discovered the intermediate. line of direction of the river to Thtbutlieya 
mountain, and to the Kund. 

I was very anxious to retrace my steps up the B m b p t c b a ,  with a 

snfficieat hrce, to overawe the Mizhs from attempting any similar 

treachery to that they had prepared for us. I proposed to take twenty 

musketeers, and them, with the acquisition of Lieuteaant B~RLTQN to our 

party, I did mot anticipate aay further shew of o p p i t i o a .  

Though Asoning on the adrantege of doing that which haa been 
le& undone, m r i  be something foreigu to tbe purpose of this memir, 
II think i t  due to m y d f  to mention the objections rid di&icdties which 

have prevented my labors ooming to a swcemful termination, as  an 
Bnswer, a priori, to those wbo might suppose the fscilities d pvceuing 
this .inmtigation greater t h m  they really wew or am. 

Captain NEUFVLLLE, whom ]I found returned to &&a, ia a palitical 
aapacity, Bad brmght up with him, by Mr. SCOTT'S direction, a large party 
of the iUkArnjO, with their Chid,  w h s e  emigration fnna the mouth of tBc 
fihoqq and from SiUni Mor, bad csused such great dissati~fwtkm ta 
the Abo- It was proposed to d e a v o u r  to re-aettk these mea at theit 
old haunts, which measure the Abms had assured us would produce a 
complete .revdution in their keling towards us. The Mi&& were, of 
course, 80 be protected agaiPst any e td ia ts ry  p d o a  of the &bm. 
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My apinion was, tbat merely to shew the APfsAmis, and to promise, 1s 

the Abors that they sbo J d  stay, would not arrtisfy theee abrcewd people, 
who would have required acme bet& proof of the iotent i~n of the h m e r  
to remain. I had completed preparations for my return towards the 

saurees of the Brukmapwtm, a d  it was with great regret* that I deferred the 

completion of my plane in that quarter, h t  I yielded partly. to the opinion 

of Captain NBUPVILLE, the Politictd Agent, and what also greatly influen- 

ced me in my determination to attempt again to advance from the D i h q  
side, was the belief that as tba h r s  were aware of tbs pnesesw ef the 
Misirrri8 a t  S-a, they might now bs better inclined towirsrbs us, and tbat. 

at least so good an opportunity Ipjght not occur a g ~ n  for l~orne years. I 
was to be srssisted also by having to p m e n t  to the A h  a similar prewpt 

to what, it ia said, wae owasionally given by the Are~rcsse Gsvernmsnt ip 
forsser ti-. Another rewen for s gmtw pdability of eucoess now 
than bfh was, that L Bad reueivied axr inritatioa fbsra the A h r s  of 
Hemhi, to pay them a vieit. During the rrins I hsd dispatcbqd tp them 
my active Agent, the L6sf GOHAIN, to talk'on the subject of. their maduct 
towards Captain BEDFORD and myself, and to explain our motives for so 

a~Yiotlaly renewing enp i r im teapecting t h  counse d f h i o r  river, in a 

favorable light : tbey, ia seat iw a round stoae as an e r n  ef. , , 
tbe stability of tbeir . fhcNy  incliaatiea t e w m b  tne : 6r until," they said, 

u'teat cratublm i n t ~  dwt, mar f'rimdsbip Iwt, md firm m it8 

fCtxtum. so firm /8 MLC pbe6~39t resdubion." 

Havirag b d  eaum experienae, h e v e r ,  eE tLak unamtb mananm, 
and of their susceptibility of being suddenly influenced by the strange 

Irpranpee gE their native o m h ~ ~ ,  I requeieted t~ b s  with me asmall party . 
I have regretted it ever since, as of all my plans it appeared the beet calculated to ensure 

succers : certain knowledge would at least have been obtained from the h w ,  whether the Jhmp 
c & w  bcylosd tbc w w e  efrbe 43-(I. 
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of regular troopa ,who might keep the villagers in some awe, while guatdiag 

our boats and effects a t  the Ghat; I had also fifteen musketeers of the 

Khantiis, to accompany us if we should be able to advance. 

We arrived (Lieutenant BURLTON was now with me) at Si~garti 

Ghat, withont any. remarkable occurrence on the way, aud immediately 

, sent A ~ A K O N G  (a MiJhmi Chief, resident on the Diliong) to the d i d  
village, to $how the before-mentioned stone, and remind them of their 

invitation. H e  brought back one of the two influential men of the 

place, with information that we were expected a t  the village, and 

that they should be happy to see us. I n  the mean time, people had been 

, with us from P a d  village, to express the wishes of the Gum and com- 

monalty of that place, that we would remain on the sand-bank where we 
were, and there receive their visits, and hold a grand conference, which 

the Abors seemed to understand as the only reasonable purpose of our 

coming, or, a t  any rate, a8 the only admissable mode of communicating 

our intentions. 

We h ~ l d  to our first resolution, but before we could set out the next 

day, more messengers arrived from Mmbli to inform us, that they were 

aware of the endeavour made by the Padu' people to detain us, and 

begging that we would pay no attention to them. This manmuvring exhi- 
bits the difficulty of treating with people who do not acknowledge one 

common head ; but, on the contrary, are all jealous of one another, and 

united only in cases of general application to the common welfare. 

W e  started, and marched two hours through a dense tree jungle by 1 
a path admitting, as usual, but one man at  a time: we then came out 

upon a fine patch of cultivation, extending four or five miles, and passing 

through a part of it, we entered a path eight or ten feet wide, and per- 

fectly even, which continues in a direction nearly north to the Skih-6. i 
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Near this rivulet, we found a digbt rise in the ground which termhated 

on the river's bank in a perpendicular conglamaate. We were quitc 

awtonished at the skill and labor shown in the cunstnrction of the cane 

and suspension bridge thrown over at  thir point ; it wae such, as would do 

no diecredit to the department for similar works in Calcutta. Group. of 

trees, at either end, are so conveaiently rsit-d for making fast the cants, 

that the idea CKZ- of their having been planted for the purpose-the cwm~ 
are passed over p e p  in tbe supporting poets, and lllsplvatcly stretdmi 

and fastened to the different trees. There.- two good main saaperders, 

and on these hang elliptical coils of cane at intervals of a few yards, 

~uppnciog at ths bottom. of tlrm the footway, which is not more than 

or foartean iaches wide : the elliptics are further wnnected by caneu, 
manning along the sides, pDaoting tbe p m g e r  from the fear of falling ; 
but, t h q #  oonsfdewble stability is thne given to tke whole strwtura by 

oonwtiag its m m l  parts, t h e  ie still a very unpleasant swinging end 

waving during &he pasage. The span between the points of suspension 

is fall ont hundred and twenty hat. 

The mad ftam the bridge to Madti trilhge m o d s  a low hill, and ia 
mtoa y. In ope plruae, wbeje the nakmd fern af the no& with aome artificial 

dsfeaces u a m w  the path, we forrnd a deor-way mamtly built of 

boughs, intanded, as we d r s t o e d ,  to keep out tbone mil @rite wbe 

pigh chance to travel in our canpug .  

OR both banla of the 8 h i G  are cliftis of wngbmerate, the faas 

fm& frmn teaat dips, aamed, pdnpm, by the undermining of the river 

in the rains ( m ~  Che quantity of &bid at  the bhac is  rifling.) The 
peaks ef this carglamerate ridge ace muuukable for their ebarpneerr. 
Approaching the village, we first passed a great number of granaries, 
built apart for security against fire. The village may consist of one hun- 

dred houses, built near each other in the midst of a stony slope of easy 
F 3 
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ascent. In the middle is the " M w a q , "  a large building whiah serves 
rn a hall of audience .and debate, as a place of reception for ebrangere, and 

as a houm for the bachelors of the village generally, who, by their laws, 

are not entitled to the aid of the community for the construction of a 

'separate dwelling. I t  was intended that we sbould lodge .here, but the 

effect upon our olfactory nemes of certain appendages of canmnience, 

was so appalling, that we made good a very hasty retreat from it, and we 

had luckily received hints from the L ~ R I  'GOHAIN on this subject, which 

had ind~ced~us to bring our small tent. 

The houses are not of that great length which I ham described as a 

peculiarity in those of the M i s h f  country. The firat evenmg there was 
no great orowd, and we observed the women and. the people returning at 

, a late hour from their occupation in the fields, .but there were enough 

present to give us no little annoyance from their uncereatonious maMars 

of satisfying their curiosity,. which, however, we edured patiently. One 

Eellow sat down suddenly and proceeded to pluok off my shoe, the stocking - 
excited his astonishment, but finding it not so easy to get that off, he satisfi- 

ed himself by touch that it was absolutely the fact, and then proclaimed to 
, the wondering crowd that I had positively five toesshut up in the narrow 

space of my shoe. At night, we were surrounded and &h plagued by men, 
women and children, whom we only got rid of by promising them that, the 

hext dai,  they should indulge their curiosity to the full ; indeed the next day 

appeared, when it came,* to be an allotted holiday for this special purpose, 

and.our situation was worse than that of unfortunate wild beauts at a fair, 

in as much as that we had not f i e  advantage of cages and. bars to keep 

our annoyers at am's lmgth ; our people were all sdlbring and complain- 

ing, for they could not command that slight portion of wrspect which wss 

The village boys, at the first d a m  of day, are made to go the round of the place, warning 
sleepy folke, that it ie time for labors to commence. 
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paid to us, and but for their extreme good nature and forbearance, blows 

muet here ensned from the impertinenoe of these unciviliaed vagabonds. 

Though I had nothing to communicate, and did not expect to be much 

edified by what I should hear, I acceded tostheir request, and went into the 

b b  Mmang," where the Chiefs had assembled, together with those of Silu'k 

also, (a neighbonring village). They seem wonderfully fond of holding 

these palavera, at which their orators are heard with the utmost patience, 

.and with the most decoroue avoidance of intecference. Three or four- 

pmounoed very loud abd vehement orations, pressing for the return of 

the Sadiya Mkhmis, whom they were msured we retained for the sake of 

pmfiting in revenue. I could only return general answers, and refer them to 

Captain NEUFVILLE, the Political Agent. On other subjects, as the motives 

of our wish to go throdgh their country, they said lee8 than I expected. 

They speak in a remarkably emphatic style, dwelling upon each word and 

syllable, in the midst of their political discussions, to which I thought there 

would be no end. One old Chief, when it came to his turn, uttered a long 

emphatic speech, with great gravity, and made me fear same new dilemma 

from an. lananswereble question-but it wtis interpreted in very few words, 

to be a simple query, how we came from our own.country, and what sort of 

a country that is? I informed them that I was the bearer of presents, to be 

.divided, according to their own custom, amongst the Abor, villages, and I 
requested that they would take charge of them, and give notice to the Ber 

Abors, that the conourwnce of that more powerful tribe might be had for 

an equitable division. They declined the ofiice,, and in return begged that 

I would make my own division. , I had been given to understand, that 

.the influential men would not d m  to accept any thing for themselvee 

in public, but I felt the difficulty of satisfying each in private, not 
only from the numbers, but from my ignorance of the relative claims 

of each to consideration; it was therefore by open dealing, and by 
the magnitude of the present offered to the whole, that I hoped to 

succeed. 
I 
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I t  suffices now to say, that our visit. was not attended with 'any 

advantageous result ; they would not consent'to our proceeding further by 
land, and they assured us of the utter impossibility of our going on by 

water. 

I seized a moment during the conference, when all appeared in 

perfect good humour, to put questions about the course of the Di-, 
and could only learn that it comes from the west or north-west, bur 
the Abors of this place are evidently unacquainted witb i t  beyood a very 
short distance, since their country, or rather that of the Abors, which 
they visit, lies away from tbe banks of the river iu a northerly dine- 

tion. Beyond the BOP Abrs, on the opposite bank of the Ymud river, 

are the Simong tribe, from whom the f e e r  m e i v e  the Ldarar go&. 

The Reiga tribe are on the western side of the great rirer, k o n d  the 

Pad and Mizong tribes. Some ef those present were uf opinion, from 
what *they had understood, that bath Regas and S h a g s .  have but a sbr t  

distance to go to reach the Aamu aountry. All agreed in affirming, that 
tbe Dihag i s  not navigable, and that it would be absolutely impossible 
to pmceed along the banks. 

The M&&i pimple p'dimieed te inform the Bor Abws of our arrival. 
A .hog was 'voted us by the council, and also a supply of rice, but 

neither was g i h  with that hospitable feeling, which marks the friendly 

tribes of the m8~mis. It seemed as if they voted their gifta in the 

wkeshry obserradce of a custom, and aftirnards gave them with great 
relactanbe. The& singular people acknowledge no other authority bnt 

a h t  6f the " R&i,"* Qr people generally, who make lam at the conncile, 
aeeembfed in the morning, where every one has an eqtial votedebut 

* The similarity of this word to Rujkh, renders it very liable to .be mietaken. Captain BEDPOD 
mentione their Rajah. 
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though not acknowledged by them, it is evident that some few, either 

through their superior wealth, hereditary esteem, or real ability, exert a 

very strong influence on the rest, and can readily sway them to any measure. . 
I t  would be supposed that this would greatly facilitate the gaining of any 

point at.issue with the Abors, but the extreme jealousyof the " Raj," and 

vigilant watchfulness to preserve their democratical rights, render i t  a 

matter very difficult to manage to bribe these influential men, and my want 

of success amongst them I attribute entirely to my insufficient knowledge 

of their habits, and, consequently, of the proper mode of intriguing with 

them. I t  is singular to observe in them such different shades of extreme 

rudeness and civilized observance of laws, enacted and allowed by then1 

to be necessary for the good of the community. The purpose of the 

primary article of their clothing (which consists of a triangular piece of 

coarse cloth, six inches long and four or five broad at  the end, by which i t  

is suspended to a string tied round the loins) is  vitiated every time they 

sit down, but of this they seem perfectly careless, indeed, as we discovered 

in the evening, when prompted by curiosity to enter the Morang again, the 

bachelors are in the habit of basking by the side of their wood fires 

without any covering a t  all, and during the day, I had remarked that in 
the midst of a crowd of both sides the men did, indeed, avoid wetting their . 

next neighbour's leg, but observed no other of the ordinary precautions 

of d&ency. However, while many athers of the mountain tribes seem ' 

superior to them in some points, I have not elsewhere seen them equally 

ready for a labor like that of constructing the cane suspension bridge. 

There is more order than usual also, in the regular mode of building their . 

granaries. They have equitable laws to make public burthens (such as 

the presentation of a hog voted us that day, or erecting a new house for 

any member, when assistance is required,) fall equally on all. Of their 

religion, I learned no more than that, like the Mtshmis, they occasionally 
I 

sacrifice to a deity supposed to reside in the woods and mountains. The 

uonical mountain, called Regam, they believe to be the abode of a rather 

a 3 
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malignant demon: for they assert that any one who should attempt to 

pry into the secrets of his , dwelling on the summit, would surely. die, 

as they kdow from experience, 

I I t  was not a little remarkable, that though the Abms are said to be the . 
source whence the strange tribes of the Sri Lohit are derived, we heard 

nothing about i t  from them ; on the contrary, their geographical ideas are 

reasonable enough ; they declare the Diiwng to kome from a very great 

distance, and that it can no where be crossed but by boats or rafts, being 

always too wide for a cane bridge. The Lamu country, with which they 

have intercourse, is situated on the right bank of the river, evidently, 

because after crossing it from E. to N. to reach the Reeg-a tribe, they 

entirely lose sight of it in their progress to the N.W. 

While on the subject, it may be as well to allude a t  once to informa- 
tion derived from other sources, particularly from another tribe more to 

the westward. I t  is said that one route to the L c r ~  country is by the 

Klilapaai (or black river), which falls in beyond Meyong; it is followed up 

to its source, and then some snowy mountains are crossed to the inhabited 

country. Chokis are there placed, and they cannot visit the interior; 

but the town where they exchange commodities, is situated on the south 

bank of a very large piece of water, which, as they speak of a feature 

in it so very remarkable to them, of its 6 4  having no current," must be a 

lake. The Governor of the town is named GENDU, and he wears a shirt 

ef mail, and rides a horse-so they say. They insist that tbe Dihng 
has nothing to do with the lake, and they conclude i t  to be distant from it. 

Here we have, apparently, the origin of the strange reports current in 

Asana, to which allusion has been made, of the large and magnificent 

river ; or what is quite ao likely in my estimation is, that we derive our 

story from those. tribes who are in contact with the Bhoiiyus on the west, 
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and that the Bhotiycu.allude to the veritable Sumpo passing their country 
to the north. All the more wealthy Abors have'cloaks of Thibetan wool- 

lens ; indeed, scarce a man is seen amongst them without some article of 
the manufacture of Titibet. They wear large necklaces of blue beads, which 

they esteem very highly, and they profess that they are not procurable 

now ; they look exactly like turquoises, and have the same hue of greenish .. - 
blue-but a close examination discovers in them minute bubbles,. marking 

the ageucy of fire; they are extremely hard, but the only one I could get 

possession of, I broke with a hammer, and it had exactly the fracture of fine 

Chinese porcelain. 

The very rude tribes, of the existence of which the Asanaese have an 

idea, and mention by the names of Bibors and Barkans, and mentioned 

by the StiZmnsitiri Abors, under the latter name, as residing to their north, 

may, perhaps, be the Sho-ptra of Father G E O R ~ I ~ S , *  whose account of it 

ueed any concurrent testimony, is completely corroborated by a singular 

note in Persian on a map from N@, which I have recently seen; they 

were to the south of Takpo, where the Capuchins had an establishment. 

After our return to our station at Shigam G h t ,  we resolved to trjr 
how far we could get up the banks of the D i h g ,  and ascertain the truth 

or falsehood of the A h  reports. The first evening we halted at the mouth 

of the Skh, in latitude 28" 05', at the end of a long easterly reach of 

the river, beyond the Pasi villagee, and within sight of Padtf, which is 

to the north, upon a round hill. The next day we found that the Pad 
people had taken the alarm, and we had moved but a few hundred yards 

* Quod populi hi Meridionales labia gerant incirm Sho-kaha-ptra vocantur. Sho enim Meri- 
diem, Kha os, and ptra incissum designant. In cissionibus infundunt coloree varios, rubrum, fla- 
rum, ~ ( ~ r u l e u m ,  alios-que. Pingunt ite Parentea indelebili rarietate noatnrum tenellula labia infan- 
tium, tat cum aduleverint ore eemper picti, ac variegati appareant. 
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when we were met by one of their Chiefs, who came to enquire our pur- 

poee. Our conference with him ended by our resolving to visit his village, 

in hopes that we might thence advance to Bor Meyong, and which indeed 

he led us to expect we might do. We found the Pad village a coneider- 

able distance inland, in a south-easterly direction, situated on the top of 

'4.3 a small hill, and defended partially by closing up the narrow pass leading 

to it. I t  is not SO large as MmM, but there are about it similar proofs that 

the people unite for the common good. Very fine clumps of bamboos are 

seen carefully railed round, for their protection and preservation, for the . 

purposes of building-there is no river of sufficient magnitude to require a 

costly bridge, but there is a very substantial one of trunks of trees thrown 

over the Shako. 

Our conference with the men of Pcuf little good. We 
found them willing enough to promise, provided i t  were but pmspectiveIy, 

but they would do nothing, not even dispatch messengers to the Meyong 

tribe, though their reaaon for refusing to guide us in their direction was, 

that they could not possibly do so without permission. They gavean 

admirable answer to our threat of proceeding without their assistance, by 

leading Lieutenant BURLTON and myself to the top of a more commanding 

hill, and asking us how we liked the look of the country which we pro- 

posed to march through without guides-we saw that they were right. 

They behaved towards us here with much greater respect than a t  Membti, 

insisting that we must gratify the Commoners by becoming Zions for an 

hour or two, but restraining these in their familiarities. 

We returned to prosecute our discoveries on the banks of the Dilrong, 
but were accompanied by two or three of the Chiefs, who seemed very 

anxious to watch our proceedings. We soon experienced a marked 

instance of their jealousy, for arriving a t  the end of that reach of the 

river which ia nearly north of Pad, and doubling back towards the 
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east, (after'getting round the base of the low hill intervening,) we found 

that the north face of that hill is - a  perpendicular rock, rising from 

the water's edge, and a smile might be observed on the countenances of 

our friends, as they watched the effect upon us of the sight of this im- 

pediment, for they had no intention of showing us the commodious path 

which we afterwards discovered on our return ! Determined not to be 

deterred so early in our career, I led the way through the brambles up the 

rock, and in spite of the opposition of dense underwood, we continued to 

advance, and we got over the difficulty-but a difficulty it really*was, and 

our people came up very late. In the mean time we missed our friends. 

of Pasi. We encamped on a small sand, bank, which is to the west of 

the Pa& village, on the opposite bank-small hills filled the space to the 

Aver left by the direct continuation of the high Reging range. There is 

generally a small bed of stones under the base of the hills, found alternate- 

ly on either bank, which would add one hundred to two hundred yards 
to the breadth when the river is full. At present the breadth of water 

was two hundred yards. 

The opening of the hills now showed the direction of the river from a 

considerable distance to be from W. N. W. I went forward to have a 

better view of the next reach, and a little in advance I found a well- 

beaten path continuing along the edge. 

At dusk, we were surprised by a rather numerous body of armed men 

puddenly filing down from the hill to our east. We took no notice'of 

them, and they drew up and seated, themselves in a circle at forty or 

fifty yards distance from us, and found that not only the Chiefs but several 

of the Commoners of Pmi were here mixed with the Pad% people-whom 

i t  seems the former had alarmed with the views of our advance. They 

remained perfectly quiet, and built their huts for the evening. Finding 

them not likely to open the communication, I sent to know the intention 

H 3 
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bf their coming " in such a questionable shape," and received for answer 

eimply, that they were there to oppose our progress towards the Bar 
Abor villages-the vengeance of the tribe would fall on them, they said, if 

they dared to permit our advance. 

I do not suppose that they intended to fight; the alarm of tbe first 

aavsket shot would, at all events, have been sdicient to clear the field- 

however, it would m t  do to provoke actual partiality. I therefore inform- 
ed them that we would not advance to the country of the & A h  
withoat having previouuly conferred with that tribe, and that OIW 

intention was only to proceed along the banks of the river ae far as 
'we shb~lld fitrd it practicable, and without interfering with any one, er 

detriating from our path to seek their villages; that if the infmat ioa  
which they hail given as, e h  so many pWwtatione of its truth, h l d  
%e found concect by us, they had nothing to fear, as we must necessaaily 
1 ~ x 1  back, when we should find it impmaticable to advance, but we begged 

for guides to answer such questions as we should put about mame and 

hills or rivers. They thought this reasonable, and putting confidence in 
bdr promises, they withdrew i n  the morning, .leaving two guides according 

to our irequeet . 
I 

We continued to advance from an early ,hour, :to near one ,o'obdr, 

along the left bank, interrupted only by the unevenness of the path, 

whenit passed over enormous 'blouks of stone on the very :base of tite hiU. 

The river was generally calm, and gliding with an easy cucrent. The 

eolitude of the heavy woods was only disturbed by the bud solemn tones 

of the bell-bird, which we now heard for the first time, and not Being 

acquainted with its note, were almost assured that some solitary being, 
perched on the summit of one of the wild cliffs abwe us, was either em- 
ployed in chiming his matins to the Sylvan Deities, or perhap, spreodidg 
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the alarm of our approach; so &y h the note reoemMe that of a 

+ deep-toned W. 

W e  passed tbe mouth of w emall rivulet nuned &hiht, and observed 

that tbe beaten path &ere leasea the great river : our guides soon after 

infocaed ne, that we had arrived at the condueien of our jeumey, and we 

Eound, in fact, that CiPe Bteep~~eas af the mountains much incbeased since 

we had left Wnd us these lower hills ,nearer the iowre of the river to the 

plains, was aow grown very great, and a ern& perpendiculaz rock soon 

presented itselfto n h ,  fairly chtructing furtber progress. There was 

met the sl~.&tmt appearam% af rnarefavonwBle ground in advanue, and if 

we did move on by land, it mnat Be by cutting our way through the 

thickest cane jungles and underwood, in a place infinitely the more difficult 

from its sitnaticm, ar the ateep acciivity of tbct face of the molintain.. 
. .  

The breadth of the river was r e b e d  at this point to one hundred 

yards, and it was still mild and tranquil,* but the form of the hills gives 

rise to the expectation of h e m e  depth. 

We had .brought with .us a small, canoe, thinking it might enable us 

to get past any very difficult place, and now we got on board and set out 

to see .whe&et .the .di&ulties by water were equal to .those presented by 

the land. The river -partook of the same kind af features as we proceeded, 

the water's edge wat3 bounded by 'smooth perpendicular rock, mder whioh 

The queelion immediately ocnu. n& why we did n* take section of the river: we had 

w t  the mane, -and the utility of proriling tbem Rae not no o b d  ZJidR. Bat we bad taken N@ 
of every petty rivulet joining the Di* from its mouth, a few rods, and ware perfectly aware 
that none of them contributed very ~ e ~ ~ a i b l y  to the quantity of water. Whatever the diecharge of 
the Dilrong at ite mouth, we had here the mme quantity nearly--the entire river-a *erg rimpie 
adatlatian shewe us %for the undimbisbed diacbrge of fifty thounand cubic feet per newnd, 
and a eupposed velocity of only three miles, the depth required ie only. thirty-seven feet. Mr. 

KLAPROTE'S objection to the size of the river, appeare then not well founded. 
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we advanced by  poling against the small projections and crevices, but 

after getting over a distance of two or three miles, the foam of a rapid 

became visible as  we turned a corner, and here we soon found our labors 

were a t  an end. A stone bed projected from the east bank, few of the 

rounded blocks of which were less than two or three feet in diameter, and 

many were of much larger size. The rapid could never be ,passed on the 

descent, even were it possible to get the boat up, it, and as to carrying the 

canoe, that was impracticable ,over blocks of stone of such size. We 

advanced as far as  i t  was possible on the stone bed, and from its further end 

climbed up the rock to overlook the river. The next reach was from the 

west, and the water quite smooth to a considerable distance, the hills 

high, and equally steep to the water's edge. 

We had the curiosity to examine the path leading inwards from the 

Shibot's mouth, and after entering the jungle on the hill up which it wound, 

found i t  narrow; but still well beaten. 

After our return to Shigaru G h t ,  we halted to allow time for the 

arrival of the Bor Abors. From the neighbouring villages we had con- 

stailtly visitors, who come to exchange their yams or fowls for salt. 
\ 

The DLAG Chief had been down during our absence, and he now 

made his appearance again, a fine looking well-dreersed fellow, with very 

good manners, and a number of followers. When he stopped in front of 

our tent, he saluted us with a shrill whoop, more like the crowing of. a 
cock than any other sound I can think of, and without appearing to take 

notice of us, he continued a long speech, during which he exalted his 

voice, as if calling to people a t  a distance, and never ceased beating his 

right foot on the ground, but every now and then the extraordinary 

whoop was renewed. When this was over, he good-naturedly informed 

us that he had given us a ~pecimen of the ceremony of meeting at 
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councils amongst the Abor tribes. We were very much pleased with this 
man, but could not get any thing from him either in the way of informa- 

tion or assistance in our project. He refused to take us to his village, 
on the plea that his authority would prove insufficient to protect us from 

the unpleasant familiarities of hie people. He presented some rock salt 
from Thibet, in the shape of large crystals. I think that their possessing 

this article at  so short a distance from our side, is a collateral proof 
that they cannot have to travel ve y far for it. 

We had little more snccess with the B m  Abors when they arrived, 

though they seemed equally well inclined towarb us with the DdkL 
party. They assured us that they could not venture to take us to their 

villages without having prepared the people for our reception, as a very 

hostile feeling existed, owing to our supposed detention of the Miris. 
They promised, however, to exert their influence, and did not doubt but 
they should be able shortly to send us down an invitation. They appear- 

ed to me to be sincere in professing their inability to answer our inquiries 

about the Dibong-they remarked that they were no travellers, and had 

little curiosity about remote countries. Whereas we, on the contrary, 

seemed very inquisitive in such matters-and it would themfore be infi- 

nitely better that we should travel and gain, from actual obsenatim, the 

information we sought, as it could be but imperfectly acquired from those 

who did not understand our purposes. They could oqly hold out hopes 

of aur being able to visit their own villages: they aseured us that they 

Bail no influence with the next tribes, and that we should certainly expe- 

rience much difikulty in treating with them, and should we gain a foot- 

ing amongst the Simmgs or Regas, it would be but one step of moving 

towards the accomplishment of our wishes. 

While the Bar Abors remained, we had a specimen of their skill in 

shooting with the bow, which was not particularly creditable to them; 

1 3  
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the object was a trunk of a tree, a t  the distance of one hundred yards, 
which: they always shot very near to without hitting. Lieutenant BURLTON 

then indulged and astonished them by firing a t  a mark, placed a t  the 

extreme distance to which their arrows would range. 

From that time to the present, we have had no communication of 

importance with the'dbors. T A S S ~ R ,  a Chief of a tribe, removed a few 

miles more west, gave some hopes of preparing the way for us to a 

certain distance, but he himself was of opinion that we should not 

succeed in penetrating far enough for our purpose. However, had I been 

able to remain a t  Sadiya, I should not have failed to make the attempt. 

I have always~thonght that, in the absence of ocular demonstration, 

the' most valuable information respecting the ultimate course of the 

Smpo, or rather the knowledge of the exact spot where i t  leaves TRibct; 

whether. about the ninet y-fifth meridian of longitude, or beyond the 

sources of the Brahmaptra, in the ninety-eighth degree, was most easily 

to be obtained from the Lumas inhabiting the narrow valley, on the 
banks of the latter river, r h o  must know, beyond all doubt, whether 

their territory is or is not separated from Thtbet by a large river, and 

must also be informed of the route of the h s a  Officers, who come down 

to them yearly' to receive a tribute. 

I have now to present the information derived from the L a n r c r ~  by 
M ~ L I ,  a MisM Chief of the Dibong, with whom I had long been acquainted 

by  name, as the most influential man of the D i h g  mountains. He says, 
MESHIP 6 LAMA told him that the Lamas call the Dilmg, Lassa Clumrbo. 
(Tsongbo, he also pronounced it) There are two branches, one from or 

passing Lassa, and the other, the smaller of the two, rising near the heads 

of the Brdmaputra. Below Lassa is a town called Kongbong,* and the 

Cow-pou-y of the Map accompanying Du H A L D ~  ? 



river also goes by that name. The KHANA DEBA'S country is at the 

source of fhe above-mentioned eastern branch. The Lcrssrt people, in their 

way to the Lamu valley, go'up the lesser Ddhng, and cross over snowy 

mountains' from its sources to those of the B r a i ~ p & r a .  They occupy 

one month from Lassa. They do not mention any other large river nearer 
than three months' journey. 

1 

Between the Dibong and the lesser D i h g  is a high range of mowy 

mountains, which prevents the Misbvnis from knowing of the exietence of 

the lesser Dihong, excepting from reports. I muvt add, that this infor- 

mation uras not given in answer to Zeading qwstions. 

This gives a clue which was wanting to the story of an old Astwnese, 

now reeicEent at Ski, who was sold by theMbhzh as a elave to the Lamas 

when young, and had contrived to'make his escape by the route of the 

B.raAmapwtm, hiding in the jungles by day and travelling by-night. As 
evidence of the truth of his general statement, we have the notoriety of 

his captivity which led to his being brought to Mr. SCOTT, his acqnaint- 

ance with the Thibetuu, shown by his knowledge of words which we 

drew from a vocabulary, and his offer to accompany me'as interpreter. 

I twice saw this old man at an interval of eight or ten months, and 

having preserved in writing the names of all the places mentioned by him, - 
Bad a satisfactory proof of his sincerity, by comparing the last with his 

former statement. His recollection, however, was not sufficiently clear 

to enable me to lay down any new positions. 

He says, he resided with a h* and his wife, at the village Aprawa, 

a t  the sources of the Braicmaputra, in the east, beyond the Misirmi country. 

In the Asameee sense-a man of the &ma country, not a prieet. 
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He had repeatedly been on trading excursions to the KEANA DEBA'S 
country, distant ten days' journey over snowy mountains the whole way, 

there, he says, on descending from the height, the sources of two rivers 

are found, one running to the west, which he was informed is the Ddhg, 
and the other to the south. The KHANA DEBA'S village is called Powa. 

The old man always persisted that he travelled eastwards over the 

snowy mountain8 ; if, however, he were mistaken-and that, in fact, he 

went nearly north, there would remain no difficulty in reconciling this with 
the former statement. ~ 

I now prepared to accomplish my long projected expedition to the 

K-i country, on the Iruwadi, and looked with anxiety at  the snow 

on the mountains whenever a fair day permitted a view of them, waiting; 

till the quantity should be so far reduced that they might be pronounced 

practicable. I t  must 'be recollected that the time of rapid thaw is not 

that for crossing in safety, and that the scanty clothing and naked feet 

of the natives of the plains, make them very unfit people to encounter the 

hardships of a passage through very heavy or extensive snowa ; both these 

reasons probably influenced my Kkamti and SLi(gfobacquaintaaces to urge 

my putting off the trip to the proper season. 

I had lek it  to the Leal GOHAIN to meke such arrangements es 

appeared to him necessary to insure sacass, and he coosidering it only 
proper to have with us some Kfuihw(Siqf0,) Chiefs of responsibility, 
who might become our guarantees in case we should move through 

any part of the independent territory of that tribe, fixed on the son of 
the Gum of Latora, and a relation of the same family, named TANSAN- 

I 

I 

 NO, as both well fitted for it, and willing to undertake-the office. These ~ 
two, with their followers, were to add about fourteen to our number: the 
TAO GOHAYN, and one or two more Khmtis  of rank from Sad&a, with 
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,their followers, numbered as many more, and for a guard we had ten 

fwileers of the KRaPllti militia. But strong as was our party with this 

accession, Lieutenant BU RLTON and myself derived, little advantage from 

i t  in our personal comfort. We had but sixteen coolies to carry both 

our own light equipment of necessaries, and several bundles of presents, 

besides the few instruments I took. . 

- We embarked our stock of rice and our own followers on the 15th 

April, in canoes covered over with a thin bamboo mat : the temperature 

a t  this time varied from sixty-nine degrees a t  sun-rise, to eighty-seven 

degrees a t  four o'clock, and in the sun it was as high occasionally as one 

hundred and seventeen degrees. The navigation of the Dihing, which 

we entered on the second day, proved very tedious : we were ~ b j e c t e d  

both to delay and inconvenience by the frequent occurrence of storms, 

Some mention has already been made of the Dihing, (Nw Dihing), 

and an account given of the gradual formation of this river by the 

natural enlargement of previously existing streamlets, in consequence 

of the ancient channel having become choked with stones. I t  is nar- 

row, being seldom more than one hundred yards broad, and its course 

is tortuous, as might be expected from the equal level of the plains 

which i t  intersects. Above Seyong, where the rapids commence, its 

character resembles that of the Brahmaputra, beyond Sadiya, in simi- 

lar sub-divisions into small channels. The entire difference of level 

from Sadiya to Kasan, (which may be said to be a t  the extreme limit of 
the navigable part of its course) is four hundred and nineteen feet, 

of which upwards of four hundred feet are due to the twenty miles between 

Kmgr and &mg, and of this again, the lagt eight miles below Kasan 

must claim a large proportion: without the aiduof a party of Singf08 

from this place, we could scarcely have dragged the canoes up the vio- 

lent rapids, immediately below it where the river, just before throwing 

off the Bod Dihing branch, washes the base of a perpendicular cliff, 
K 3 
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and is cooped in width. The latitude of KM, at our halting place, 

where the Pen rivulet falls into the Dihing, is 27" 30' 25." Between 

Kasan and Lugo, which was our first stage of lsnd route-the Dihirrg 
winds in several channels in a stmy plain, occasianally meeti~g the 
base of the low hills on either side. On the north bank two or three 

rivulets fall in, the principal of which is tbe P u b  The bille on that 
side are low near the rivers, and are spotted with patches of cleared 

grounds ; on the south side they are at first two hundred feet, and gra- 

dually rise till oppasite h g o  they are five oz six hundled feet high, and 
are dl clothed in beavy tree jungle. We pawed the river twice by fording, 

though with difficulty, and opposite the little village of G u k b  we hsd 
to e m s  from the wuth to the north bank in o came, osd there being but 
one, we were much delayed. We next ascended ta the tepsof a cliff over- 
hanging the river, and w e e d  thmugh a fen U d s  and mmh jungla to 

L g a ,  a village of five or six h o w ,  and thence we deroemled fmm tbs 
eliff to the mouth of the 2' ;xg-o~ Topon rivulet. At this point the plain 
terminates, aud the river is seen to i4ew from a nrtrmw epeni~g  ia the 

norch-east. 

F r ~ m  Lug0 them me two routee, one over tbe Ilsro~g bill, directly 
east, which, by disues, is said to have become nearly impaer~oble ; and ano- 
ther which was recommended to w, though not so direct, leading ovw a 
lower part of the hilh, a little more north, The banks of tee Dihing 

are said to be impractiable. We went up the .Tuagm, which is one 
continued rapid, and after p-ding some distance northward, tur& 
to 'the east., nbere the hill is nearly flat, md cove& with heavy bamboo 
jangle. To the north we saw a very high wall o f  hill csanacbd witb. 
Da* Bllim. 

We passed clam to the village of Pishi, rrad were i n c W  to U there 
where some sort of hut mlght he had for shelter, but a jealous feeling 
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prompting the Singfos of the place to deny that we a u l d  get water 
near at hand, we were obliged to follow their advice and move on to the 
Tomghoot rivulet, where the jungle was so thick that it was necessary to 

clear a space for OUT encamping gmed. We found by the barometer, 
that we had wended considerably during the day, as we were aow oas 
thousand and seventy-one feet above &m, (one thousand n ine-hunM 

and eleven feet above the sea) 

The path led through much jungle as before, and the ascents and 
deseents were inconsiderabk, till we arrived at the brow of the ridgm 
overlooking the Dapka. The height commanda an extensive view, but 
heavy clouds hung low in the atmosphere and hid the summits of the 

Bills. Tbre was a very steep dement, hllowed by steppes of narrow 

plains, where the fields are of tbe D+ villages. We halted at Klinbkri, 
a village of eight or ten large houses, om of which we wer; permitted 

to oecupg. The hills crossed appeared to be sandstone. We passed 

during the day, one of those beds of white mud of which there w e  
several of frequent occurrence in this neighbourhood, resorted to by 

cattb aud wild beasts of all kinds, which eagerly devour it. The most 

remarkable one is at S + h g ,  on the Bari Dihing, where there ics a bed 

of coal in the middle of the rivez, d the jungla am full of an odor of petro- 

leum. I went to see it. There were two beds, a r w ~  at a little higher Level 
than tbe other, but both on the plains, filled with liquid mud of various 
degrees of consistence. One was twenty or thirty feet across, and the 

other hge r .  In the middle, where bubbles of air are aeen cooetantly 

' rising to the sarfaw, the mud ie nearly white, and is h r e  in a more liquid 

state--on the e d g a  green petroleum is seen hating, but it is not put 
to any use by the Singjios-neither is the coal. 

Heavy rain c&@led as to halt the next day, and we received 
a supply of rice, amounting to twenty or thirty seem, which the 
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Bums of the neighbouring villages said was all that could possibly be 

collected. 

I t  now appeared that we were in an awkward dilemma, for the L6sr 
GOHAIN and his friends, who were to have been instrumental in 

procuring supplies for us,' now depended on me to be furnished with 
a sufEciency for the journey. I offered triple payment, in kind, a t  Sadiya, 

or a large price in money, but they seemed really unable to supply me, for 

their poverty would have inclined them to accept my offer, though amongst 

the SingSos, i t  would be considered barbarous inhospitality to suffer a 

traveller to pay for his food. 

In  the mean time the Daphu was beginning to rise, and we were 

advised that i t  would soon become unfordable (as it actually did), but we 
had dispatched a large party of the ~ h a k t i s  to a distance to seek for rice, 

- and while uncertain of the rwult of their search, we could not venture to 

cross, 

The barometer gave the altitude of KrimM, above the level of the 

sea, one thousand five hundred and twenty-three feet, the fall of the river 

between this and Kusan is, therefore, six hundred and eighty-three feet. 

It rained again on the morrow, but the glad tidings having reached u s  that 

the Khamtis had met with unhoped-for success, we set out forthwith. 

The bed of the Daphu, from the base of the high group of mountains, 

to the junction of the river with the Dihing, has some very remarkable 

features. I t  varies in width from half a mile at the mountains, to one and 
a half mile where it terminates ; the bank of the valley, on the east side, is 

a range of conglomerate hills riding in steppes, of which the lower one (of 

sandstone), two or three hundred feet high, runs nearly straight and pa- 

rallel with the river, with generally a perpendicular face. On the west 
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1 
side there are also steppes, but the rise is gentle and the direction is 

not so straight. The extent of this valley appeared to be six miles in 

length, but as the river winds round a hill from the eastward, I did 

not see the 'nature of the bed beyond this distance. The whole of 

i t  is a stony inclined , plain, not very uneven.; and vegetation has 
made but little progress in covering the nakedness of the large round 

boulders of which it is composed. The immense force of the current has 
worn for the river rather a deep bed, and it is reported, that the suspen- 

t 
sion bridge, which is nearly equi-distant (half a mile) from each bank, is 

not liable to be carried away by the floods of the rains, yet it would 

appear, that in its various changes in the course of time, the river muet 
have alternately washed the base of the perpendicular cliffs on its east, 

and traversed over to the foot of the easy slopes on the west-how, other- 

wise, is the existence of so large a stone bed to be accounted for. The 
idea on first beholding it is, that it must have been caused by some extra- 

ordinary convulsion, and the destructive ahd overwhelming rush of a 
torrent of waters. The Di-qaru' falling into the Bralimaputra, opposite 

Stillatu Mhkh, presents another instance of similar remarkable feature, 

, excepting that the wide part of its bed is not through hills. The extent 

of its open stone bed is represented in Captain BEDFORD'S Map as twelve 

miles long, and i t  has a breadth of nearly one mile, the sides nearly 

straight, as if the current in its rush from the mountains admitted of no 

impediment or delay. Indeed, I was informed by the natives, that both 
these rivers are notable for their sudden and violent floodu. 

. I may be excused dwelling on this subject a little longer to mention 

a ~ingular occurrence : while the fleet, under Captain NEVFVILLE, was 

moored opposite to the mouth of the Nou DiRing in 1835, the party 

mention that they were startled one evening by a gust of cold wind from 

the eastward, which was immediately followed by a violent commotion in 

t h e  water and sudden swell. Its effects were not severely felt, excepting 
L 3 
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in the very last boat of the fleet, which happened to be a Saugor row- 

boat, mounted with a carronade, which was whirled round and sunk 

instantaneously, while an immense portion of the bank was as suddenly 

cut away. This appeared to be a flood from the Nuu DiRilrg, the im- 

mense force of which was not exhausted in crossing thrm,gh 6ke  volume of 

water of 2he Brahmapufra, upwards of one mile, at an angle of forty-five 

degrees, with the current of the latter. The gun-boat was never recovered. 

The common bridge for foot passengers, which is re-built yearly, 

had been broken up in the night by the rise of water, and, though 

with some difficulty the elephant forded at  a favourable place, the current 

was Eound too strong for our ponies, which we had brought thus far. 

The suspension bridge, or S&, consists of two strong canes, stretched 

between stages of bamboo, which are secured in piles of the largest 

portable stones heaped up around them. Whenever the passengers were 

few, and a cheap bridge were needed, this would answer admirably. A 
cradle, or long basket, in which a man may sit or 'lie, is hung on the,eaaes 

by two loops, qnd the exertions of two or three men easily pull i t  across 

when loaded. The " rushing" of the " arrowy" river below, with its loud 

roar, cause not perhaps the most pleasing sensations to the novice-but it 

is perfectly safe. The distance between the points of suspension is eighty 

yards. The view from the bridge is fine : its features are grand, the moun- 

tains are very lofty and bold-their summits were all hidden in dense clouds, 

but we could see some of the snow, and vith the telescope the little 

threads of bright water trickling down from it in the ravines and chasms. 

There is a large gap, where the Inkt falls in from the north between 

mountains, which we distinguished by the names of ' needle peak,' and 

brown hill.' The gap is filled in the rear by a snow-oapped ridge. We 
had gone some distance up  the river to the bridge. We now returned to 

within half a mile of the Dikng, and asceuded the sand-stone hills to the 

village of Patila, on one of the steppea. I t  is  a new village, of six or 
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eight houses, There is excellent grqund for rice cultivation on the per- 

fect flats of the steppes, and for grain requiring a drier soil, they hare clear- 

ed a part of the hill where the slope is full thirty degrees. A very good * 

obeervation gave the latitude of Pm'h twenty-seven degrees. 

We continued our march the next day, proceeding over the .hill east- 

ward, with. the Dilhing on our right. We descended in the same direction 

and came again upon the banks of that river, where the little,I&d falls in. 

Here, on the north bank, a narrow strip of plain stretches along under the 

low hills to Lujong village. We halted a while to beg for a supply 

of rice, which was given, and then entered the jungle where the 

river winds at the bottom of contiguous hills, and does not admit 

ef paesage along its edge. Opposite to the PJwkong rivulet, we found 

a perpendicular 'cliff of sandstone, and were obliged to cross on rafts of 

bamboo. On the south bank we passed Im&ng Kmsar, situated in the 

mid@ of a fine little cultivated plain, and proceeded to Ttsmong Tikrang, 

where a miserable hut was pointed out for us remote from the village. 

* 
We found that a certain degree of ,enmity existing between the' 

Kiccrmtis and Sirrgjfos, made the latter a little shy, but having made good 

our entrance into the G a d s  house, we experienced afterwards a very 

kind reception and-much attention. He  promised a sufficieot supply of 
rice to enable us to go on, and he fulfilled his promise the next morning, 

moet handsomely giving us a small surplus, and men to carry it two stages. 

We yere now to take leave of the inhabited district, and enter a wild 

region, where no paths exist,' but thoee made by the constant passage 

through the jungles, of elephants, rhinoceroses, and buffalos. 

For the last two years none had traversed the wildernem, excepting 

tbe two M i s h k  who were noa'our guides, and their only me- of finding 
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their way through it was to hunt for the notches left on the trees by them- 
%elves last, and by occasional travellers of old before them. Our coolies 

bad each of them to carry twelve seers of rice for their own use, besides 

their shallow cooking pot and clothing : what they could carry in addition 
for us, was a mefe trifle each man. The elephant was sent back as no 

longer useful. The perambulator had been left at  the Daplw with the 

B u m n  who wheeled it, who had already fallen ill. I had offered in 

vain a handsome reward to any oue who would undertake to convey i t  on, 

and afterwards found that i t  could not possibly have been used. 
8 

The next march was entirely along the banks of the Dihing, the 

plains terminating a short .distance beyond the village, where a boat cou- 

veyed the party across to the north bank. I n  the plains, the river is 

occasionally fordable, but never so up here. We kept upon the edge, 

making very slow progress over large blocks of rolled rock. Lieutenant 

BUBLTON discovefed a sycamore tree amongst the jungle, and we observed 

ihin strata of coal alternating with blue clay in the 'sandstone mck. 

About half way to our journey's end, we encountered every now and then 

a perpendicular cliff, which we were obliged to clamber over with much loss 

of time. The rapids here frequently deserve the name of cataract. 

We halted on' a small stone bed. The thermometer stood low for that 

season of the year, (3d May) much lower than a t  Sadiya at the same time. 

At sunrise it was sixty-two and a half, and seventy-four and a half 
a t  five in the evening, when the state of the barometer was noted. 

We were then one thousand seven hundred and fifty-nine feet above the 

level of the sea, and two hundred and thirty-six feet above Ktimkb. 

A midge, called D a m  Dhm, common to the hills, began now to trou- 

ble us. It flies on a noiseless wing, and has no hum. like the muskito to 

announce its treacherous attack, neither is the bite immediately felt, 
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but little blister is soon after seen, filled with extravasated blood, 

the itching becomes so intolerable that i t  defies the utmost exertion of 
Our friends, with the " bottomless breaks," were infioitdy 

m r e e  oiT thap we were, whose hands and feet only were exposed, and 

indeed those of the plains were, in a few days, almost disabled, by the 

inveterate sores caused by these abominable pests. I had seen them before 

in the MisR~ni hills, but i t  was then cold weather, and the annoyance m 

not be campared with what we now found it. , 

On the 4th May we left the Dihsng entirely, ascending the hill 

immediately oa starting. Our guidecl trusting too much to themselves, on 

first entering the jungle, eoon betrayed signs of doubt, and informed us 
that they had ~niglsed the way and must search back for their notchee. 
In this seanch they were occupied two gmd hours, and a most unpleasant 

anticipation it gave us of what we W h t  expect when fairly advanced 

into the wilderness, but our guides received the occurrence as a k m n ,  
and invariably afterwards proceeded with the utmost caution. We had 

either tree or bamboo jangle the whole way, in wh'ich the leeches are 

innumerable, every ten minutes a cluster of eight or ten might be knocked 

off from each ancle. The direction was nearly north-east, and we were 

proceeding obliquely across spurs of a high range, the ~ n m m i t  of which 

lay to our north : we were for ever ascending or descending, and at our 

halting place the barometer indicated an elevation gained in the c a m e  

of the day, above the level of the Dihag, of two tho- eight hundred 

and  tweaty-one feet. 

The temperature, at sunrise the next morning, was much l m r ,  

being only fifty-seven degrees. The men lent us from Tufilong Tikrang to 

c&ry rice, now took their leave. We could not induce tbaa by arry offer 
to proceed further into the hills: two of Lieutenant BURLTON'S men 

were  attacked witb fevers, aad we very anxiously endeavored to - 
M 3 
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persuade them to leave us and return to Sadiya, but they would not. 

They were probably afraid of being seized as slaves by the Singfos. 
We.  first had to descend considerably by a steep and winding path I 

to the Mob Pani, which comes through a cleft from the north-eaat, 

and immediately commenced a most laborious ascent at the opposite 
mountain. The rock appeared to be gneiss and mica slate. About ten 

o'clock our guides sat down by a little pool of muddy water, which they 

warned us might be all we should see that day; they laughed, and we did 

not understand them quite so literally as they meant it. Again we set out 

on the ascent, and surmounted one height after mother, each of which in 

succession appeared to be the summit of the mountain. We had left the 

bamboo jungles, and were amongst dwarf moss grown trees, which spread 

their crooked branches in wild irregularity, when showers passed u 
every few minutes and made it very cold. Our guiders darted on at-an 
increased pace, and though our eagerness to arrive at  the end 'of our toil, 

made Lieutenant BURLTON and myself outstrip the rest of our party, we 

were much behind our guides. One large peak a t  last long deceived us 

with the expectation that it must be the last. Snow is said to remain on 

it to a late season. But the top of this, when reached with many a weary 

aod slow step, gave us only a commanding view of the next still higher 

ridge. At four o'clock, after being often in danger of losing our way, we 
came up with our merry guides, who were sitting, cooking their rice under 

the hollow of a large fallell tree. We asked eagerly for water to quench 

the thirst now become painful, and were answered by taps on the tree 

above them, and a nod of intelligence. In  fact, this " Diamond" of the 

mountain-this old hollow trunk, contained all the water that we could 

expect to meet with that day. I t  is torn from its roots, and it did not 

appear how water could collect in it, except from drippings from over* 

hanging branches ; however, our guides asserted, that it gradually fills 

again within a few hours after being emptied. We had already learned 

to cook for ourselves, as the only means of securing a dinner, and we 
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had that day one fowl left, on which to display our talents, which were 

ever after degradingly employed, in merely boiling our pot of rice. The 
people were much fatigued, and arrived late, and it was with difficulty 

that we got a miserable hut built to shelter us from the rain, which 

continued all the evening. The thermometer stood at sixty-five, a t  

five o'clock, and the barometer informed us that in addition to the 

height of our last halting place, above the Moha, we had climbed up 

three thousand eight hundred and forty-nine feet, and were eight thousand 

four hundred and twenty-nine feet above the level of the sea. 

A t  day light on the 6th, the thermometer was at  forty-six. The 
water of the " Dianiond had been fairly expended the night before, and 

I had placed a sentry to secure a proper distribution in the morning, but 

it was nearly empty, and what little had collected was too dirty to use, 

we therefore marched before breakfast, contrary to our usual custom. 

A f t ~ r  climbing one more peak still higher, we did at last perceive the 

summit of Wangl~?o Bhtim, but as it  is a hrge  cone, the path led round it  

as less laborious than clambering over, and after two hours makh we 

found a smalk rill, of water, trickling dewn one of its ravines, which barely 

sufficed for our morning's meal. We noticed . a new description of bamboo, 

a little below the summit on the north face of the mountain; not growing, 

as usual, in clumps, but singly, and having a coronet of sharp thorns 

round each joint. They follow the moss covered trees of stunted growth, 

and  prevail to a considerable distance on the descent, where heavy forests 
l 

and thick. underwood again occur. 
I 

It is now time to convey a better idea of our situation according to 

the knowledge we had then acquired. We were then crossing that 

ridge of mountains which separates the nearly parallel streams of the 

Dihing and Dapira, the commencement of which I have already men- 

tioned as the conglomerate and sandstone uliffs- of Fwila. The highest 
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part of its crest connected with W~N&O, by a suecession of8  peak^, was 

still further east on our right hand. Beyond the D a p h ,  at no great 

distance on the north, the B e a m  now) b e  three hundred and thirty 

N. thirty W., and a high wall of mountains, capped with mowi- followed, 

stretching eastwards to some distance, and then turning south, giving rise 

to the D a p h  and Diking on this side, and to several rivers flowing into 
the Irtiwadi, on the other. 

We passed nothing extraordinary on the desoent, but a beech and fig 
tree, the latter producing very large fruit ; and some sweet scented violets. 

At the bottom, we emerged from the jangle om a beautiful little plain, 

covered with short grass d fern hills, abruptly risirig on either side to a 

majestic height, and some deeply clotbed in snow closing the distance. 

We halted on the bank8 of the Dapira, at a spot frequented by hundreds 

of deer, elephants, and monkies. 'Ih former were too wild te allow us to 
shoot one. 

4 

. We were still five h ~ ~ a n d  fmr hundred and thirty-one fket above 

the sea. Some idea may be formed of the rapid and tnmultuoue current 

of the Dapisu, from the circumstmce of its falling three thoasand 

nine hundred and eight feet, i n  twenty miles of its coarse from 

benoe to Ku*, whele I have already stated the altitude as ooe 
thousand five hundred and fifty-three feet above the sea. We saw a new 

fruit of the plumb kind, with a very thin skin and good flavor; and some 

wild Zichis. A good observation gave the latitude 27" 31' 90". 

. 
The nest march was, for some distance, nearly east along the boul- 

ders of edge, or in the track of wild elephants in the jungle; then 

turning more eouth, after the separatiens of the Dqku into two branches, 

we crossed the left branch by wading, where it is fifteen yards broad, and 

ccmsneaced our ascent up the great pass. We halted a twu o'clock in 
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cold and heavy rain, but our people who were now suffering very severely 

from fevers and swollen legs, were many of them not up till late. I t  

was our constant employment on halting, as soon as we could get a hut 

built, to make a fire in front aad hang up our clothes to dry; had we 

hot luckily been provided -with a piece of wax cloth, which was of 

great assistance in keeping out the rain a t  night, we must also have 

sunk under this unaccnstomed exposure to severe weather. The total 

ascent above our last halting place was two thousand four hundred and 

nine feet-total elevation, seven thousand eight hundred and forty feet. 

When we resumed our march a t  the ascent, early on the morrow, 

we  were, in the space of an hour, on a level with snow, distant two or 

three miles, on the opposite mountains to our right and left. -We could 

plainly trace the wateru from their sources, and in the melting snow, which 

still .  lay in considerable quantity in the ravines. The .whole scene 

possessed, in a high degree, the features of wild and romantic grandeur. 

We-were mend ing  the ridge which separates the two branches of the 

--.ha, and were fast approaching to the altitude where.they have their 

origin : we were near the end of a long but large dell or chasm of which the. 

Wangldo, and the higher mountains succeeding it,, form ,the one bank, and 

.the Beacon with its high wall, of which i t  forms a splendid pinnacle, the 

other. I n  advance,, the pass to be surmounted, formed the connecting 

ridge between the two sides. 

The trees were now growing in  all directions, seldom perpendicularly, 

a n d  all covered with coarse moss, excepting the smooth barked rhodo- 

dendron, which was then in fine flower. Lieutenant BURLTON deteoted 

'bo th  beech and ash in the course of the day, and a t  a great altitude we 

found abundance of the plant-the yellow bitter roots of which constitute 

so principal an article of Mishmi traffic with the Latws .  On our side 

there were no firs, though they abounded on the northern mountain, even 

a t  a much lower level. Towards the summit, there were aome large bare 

N 3 
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blocks of clay slate. About ten o'clock we reached the snow, which d- 
not cbrer the whole apex of the mountain, neither doea it alwaya lie iu the 

deeper or more ehadowed spots, ,but in patches, which we were frequently 

obliged to cross : the ground was sodden with wet, and nnpleaeant in tk 

extreme to walk m r .  We plainly perceived that our difflcnlties would. 

have proved much greater, had we made the attempt earlier in the year. 

A violent storm of hail, thunder, and lightning saluted 8s ae we 

reached the top, and prevented our distinguishing more than h a t  the 

heavy snows on our right extended a considerable distance. I shall say 
no more of the storm than that, a t  such a place, a more unplea~. 

sant and disheartening occurrence could not well be imagined. Our 

guides appeared much frightened, and they went scampering d o r n  the 

moat vil lano~~s ground we ever mw, while we followed sinking to the 
a n k h  in a sodden mass of rotten leaves and moss, and pushing our way 

with difficulty through the thick fern. The lightning set fire to one of tbe 

fir trees on the opposite height, and we could long distinguish it bum- 
- ing. I n  the pass, we found a-sad proof of the truth of the statements 

respecting loss of life, which has generally befallen a party making 

the passage. I picked up a skull said to be that of a Singfo. V e q  
much to our annoyance we learned, from some of the party joined from the 

rear, that two of Lieutenant BURLTON'S men bad laiu down and refursed to 

move on. They were brothers, and one of them, though not himself com- 

plaining, had determined to remain by the other, who was overcome by mere 

fatigue ; to assist them was impossible ; carry them we could not, even 

had we rice suficient to enable the people to bring them on at  a slow rate. 

We haltedon the Pkingan river, near the courseof which we had desceed- 

ed from i ts  sources, but it was of considerable size when we k t  saw it. 

I t  continued to rain very heavily the next morning, and we marched much 
later than usual. We were anxious to  halt altogether tbt the  day, to let 

the unfortunate men come up, aad to recruit the strength and epirits af 
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the whole pm~ty, who gkwatly needed rest. Several h i d  wvefe fevers, a d  

nearly all had swollen anklee a d  dreadful sorw fFoh the bike of the 
doxious ddnrddm E;nd leeches. Onr stock of rice, however, wduld not 

admit of a halt; we therefdre continued on our descent down the Pirtingan 
pass. The ground was sodden as yesterday, but not so bad. I;eechea 
and ddmdtima bchrcely be- : we once took the trouble to count tbe 
collection of about half an hour, and tore thirty-five leeches from one le& 

We went through thick jungles of tree and prickly jointed bamboos, ahd 
occasionally came out upon the Phiingun, but the steepness of t11e hills 

allowed us to eee nothing beyond the deep ravine whioh we were mdving 

down, and the closeness of the trees made it extremely difficult to me to 
Bote any' bearings of the direction we were travelling in. We crowed 
five or eix rivuleta which join the Phtlngata, heviag their origin ia the 

snowe on the right b d c .  We halted sooner than we ought, coueibriug 

our eupply of rice. Amther of Lieutenant BUB~TON's mea, a very fine 
pug lad, had complained at rtarting of his wmk state, but pmmieed to . 
come on slowly ; however, he did not rejoin us. 

The next morning we made such arraqpmente as we could, to learn 
the state of the three now mleing. We left two men at the halting place, 

and sent back two more, with the promise of a reward, if! they sbould puce 
wed in bringing on the unfortunate loiterers. We felt lea8 anxiety about 

the Pint twr, who lingered behind us, a~ tbey had but five days' journey 
to return to the lsrt Sindo village, and if they preEerred caning on, our 
track was ae7~ well marked by the pasmge of so large a party. Our path wad 
better to day than that of yesterday, but the march was equally uninterd 

esting, confined in a narrow ravine between two high mountains : the only 

object we ever got a glimpse sf  beyond it was oome towering enowy 

peak. The directioll of ow jwuney was not easily guessed. We crossed 

the PMqpoc, to the north bank, half way by wadi%, and the remaining 

half by a bridge, which ww speedily erected by the &&m. We t h a  
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left the banks of the Phbngan, and halted early on a, little rivulet 

falling into it. We should have gone farther, but we were told that 

we should find no water until we had crossed the next hill. We picked 
up a walnut in the jungle, but could not find the tree. When the people 

rejoined us .whom we had left behind, they stated that they' had found the 

last lingerer, but that as he was unable to come on with them, they had' 

given him a flint and steel, which he.was in want of, and he promised to 

follow us slowly. 

We set out again early in the morning, and were employed till twelve 

o'clock in a moat fatiguing march over a hill. At  the bottom, on the 

opposite side, .we met with a small rivulet,. and i t  was earnestly debated 

whether we should halt or not. The Mishd guides were the only people 

of the party who pressed for making an attempt to reach the next place 

where -water could be obtained-and their argument being a very cogent 
I 

one, with the small stock of rice remaining, we went on, and, after ascending 

and descending two more hills, w e  halted a t  four o'clock with the guides 

and some of the SinRfos, who appear to have more stamina than the 

Khmtis. The remainder of our people did not arrive till late a t  night, 

and some not till the next morning. Our own pots and rice not having 

been brought up, we got a Singfo to lend from his store, and our hands 

supplied the place of spoons, while the pot lid served for a drinking-cup, 

out of which we could yet enjoy our gin and water. Heavy rain all the 

evening ; but since crossing the Phkngcm, we have always been fortunate 

in halting where wild plantain leaves could be procured for building our 

huts. The hill crossed is of sienite. 

We started in heavy rain again the next morning, and descended to 

the Namsai' river, which appears to rise also in the Pheingan Bhrim, - near . , 
the pass, and runs parallel with the .Phlingan. I did not understand 

I 

whether the cause of our leaving the banks of the latter was the difficulty 
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of the path there, or that this is the less circuitous route. Both rivers . 
low Ento the Namhg,  a d  the distance of their mouths is less than a mile. 
This was a morrt uninteresting day's journey, for we were surrounded 

by heavy fogs and miets, which prevented our seeing thirty yards. We 
went though the usual description of bamboo and tree jungle--on the side 
of the hill, above the N e ,  the mud was ankle-deep, and the leeches 

innumerable-4ne tall nettles too, growing in the most abundant luxuri- 
ance, added to the number of our annoyances. Near the-end of our amarch, . 

the utmost exertion of the strength of our guides was necessary to force 

, their way through the entangled jungle ; no traces of a path existing. 

We halted at the deserted M b A i  \village of &tA, to which our guides 
had belonged, situated at the point of junction of the Namscrll with the 
Nu&%, the people have been chiefly removed to the Tungon rivulet, 
under the influence of the B ~ o s .  We found around the ruined houses 
a great quantity of wild raspberries of a large size and sweet flavor. 

At starting from A&tA, our guides were literally obliged to cut their way 

to the Naltllang, which we soon came out upon ; it was a very pretty little 
river,' thirty or forty yards broad, and running with a slow emooth current, 
excepting when a rapid here and there occurred. Low hills formed its banks 
on both sides. ' We proceeded along the edge, sometimes on the bouldem 
and sometimes knee-deep in the water, to some perpendicular cliffi, and 

then through the jungles above, which are more abundant in leeches than 

any place hitherto seen. Every six or eight hundred paces, a fresh 
d e i t i o n  of thirty or forty might be plucked off the ankles; but the profuse 
bleeding which they cause is not sufficient to reduce the swollen feet of our 
followers, who are suffering eo much that it is only wonderful that they , 

can get on as well as they do. Lieutenant BURLTON wa8 among the rest 
seized with a paroxysm of fever on the march : seveial of the Singfos were 

also sick. I have omitted to meation, that I had again sent people back with 

0 2 
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the hope of bringing on the poor Asamme. They rejoined us this evening, 

and to our great surprise, were accompanied by one of the two men who 

stopped on the Phiingun pass. He informed us that he had remained 

until his brother expired, and that he had been four whole days without 

food or fire. The other poor lad was found very near the place where we 

left him, and was brought across the river, which he could not possibly 
have forded alone, but he crept into the huts of our halting place, and 
there laid himself down to die. We were surprised about ten at night 

by a very sudden rise of the river, equal to three or four feet, accom- 

panied by a rushing and loud noise: it came so unexpectedly, that the 
people who had built their huts rlear the water had not time to remove all 

their things : it subsided almost as rapidly as it rose. 

The next day, the path led -chiefly along the edge of the water and 

over steep and slippery rocks. Still an unvaried aspect of dark jungIe. 

The direction, since leaving Aleth, nearly due north. We crossed while 

the river was one hundred yards broad, by wading, but with great difficul- 

ty, for many, from weakness, were unable to stand against the current 

without help. Lieutenant BURLTON had his fever again at  the time. 

Shortly after, we re-crossed by the help of Sdkos, which, from the rise of 

the river, were nearly under water ; but here the sight of some new faces 

gave us fresh alacrity, and we hailed our approach to a civilieed country 

with that joy, which those only could feel and estimate who had suffered 

from fatigpe and privation aq we had. 

The MiiZiks and Riramtis who met us were extremely civil, and 

welcomed us with every demonstration of good will. Beyond the first 
crossing place, the country opens out into a narrow valley, which leavea 

a small plaiu at each alternate bend of the river; none of these, however, 

yet presented signs of habitation ; but leaving the right bank and passing 

through a narrow belt of jungle, we entered on a cultivated plain of a 
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mile or more in width, (to ns an Eden!) and were delighted with the 

appearance at the hrther end of a nest of comfortable houses. 
I 

We were now met by two Khmtis  of rank, who informed us that 
they came from the Raja with instructions to receive us ; this could not 

be true, as the capital is a good day's journey distant; however, they, 

with great politeness, procured us every thing that could be wished, and 
profadanxie ty  to be made acquainted with our wants, in order t~ gratify 

them. We were recommended by our kind friends to move the next day to 
another .*illage, at  a small distance, where we maid be furnished with a 
better house; but on account of Lieutenant BURLTON'B ague fit, which was 

very severe, and a180 on account of the fatigue of the whole party, we 

were obliged to halt. Rain had annoyed us on the march yesterday, and 

continued again all this day. The village is of twenty or thirty homes, 
built of bamboo and mats on Ma~clrcins, and, contrary to the practice of 

Asam, they are asrembled near together, with only streets between them ; . 
the buffaloes, pigs, and poultry take shelter in the loweipart. The M&rik~ 
are a distinct tribe, and their languege has no affinity with that 

of any other neighhouring tribe. This appears very remarkable, as 
their number is only reckoned at five hundred houses : in former ti- 

they were an independent people, inhabiting the plains of H4pmg, on 

the DiRing river, south of the Phhgan pass. They declare that they 

were plundered and dispersed by the Singfos, and that one-half were 

carried off and made dependent on these marauders, while the other half 
fled towards the Irawudi, and placed themselves under the protection of 

the K h t k .  Their only prodwe is rice, murka, mustard plant (need rtlll 

a vegetable), and a bad species of onion. Their dreas is the same as that 

of the K h t i s ,  excepting that it is of ruder fashion, and of inferior cloth. 

We removed in the morning to N d d ,  another MGEdk viIlage, at 

no,great distance, situated on the Nf#mbak rivulet, and fortified with.a 
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st.rong palisade; The intermediate plain was all cultivated, with a good 

path through it, improved by putting down boards at'all the broken places. 
We passed a third village on the road. A very respectable house was given 

us tp remain in, built to serve the purpose of a town hall, furnished all 

round with a boarded seat, and raised high on strong pbsta. Thefamebf 

our white faces and musical boxes .attracted to us an immense ~rowd 

the moment of our entry, who .disposed t h e d v e s ,  as many as they 

coild, in the hall above, and many more under the Macl7rcin, of mounted 

on the bamboo walls-but they were perfectly well behaved. In the 

evening, the ~ a j a ' s  two nephew0 and brother arrived, in. some state, 
accompanied by a few musketeers, and little Chinese gongs, to announce 

their arrival; they were equally polite with our former conductors, 

handsomely dressed, and fine looking men. Tbey wbhed us to proceed 
another very ,short atage on the 18tb, to the Pahseng Bdain'a village, 

.that we might, after our fatiguing march, suffer as little as possible ' 

in the remaining portion of our journey. They appeared to feel great 
,anxiety in the qtte8tion whether we should be i n k e d  to take part 
in their wars with their neighboan of M h g  X h m t i .  We made them 
presents of scnrkt cloth aad muslin turbans, with which they were much 

gratified. 

We remained the next day, according to their request, and had the 

same sort of employment in entertaining the gmat men with sights of our 

apparatus, of which our guns and pietola most excited their attention. 

Our peopk were still complaining of their soree and swollen l e p  ; indeed, 

several had been kft at the first village, who were actually unable tocome 

bn, and it had become my turn also to fall sick. The mode of pro* 
our party with food wae, to quarter them two together in a family, who 
announced the hour-of meals. To the N.W. we could perceive the mowy 
mountains at the source of tbe Niu~larrg, but thie was the only direction 

in which the view was not limited by high hills. 
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On the 18th we continued our joluoey a short distanue to the P h -  
q ' s  village, beyond the N w ,  .which we croseed by a rude bamboo 
bridge, the river below running at the rate of full ten miles an how. 
On the opposite bank, we passed over some higb ground, aqd theq 
enwed another small plain, surrounded by low hills, eome of which are 

a l ~ o  caltivated. We heard the Cuckoo near us. 'The village called 
g i f q ,  is situated in the middle of the plain on the Namktiartwrg. 

We here received a visit from another relation of the Raja, who came 
with hk eight or ten followers, armed with muskets of all sorts and dates- 
there was one marked G. R., and some fuzees of 1780, marked U. E. I. C. 

, W e  were detained mother day at ~/alb.g, by very beary rains. 

. .Om the 20th it continued to rain heavily ; but as thie was to be the 
laart day's journey eastwade, and we were inolised to enjoy all the rest we 
could wi thout interruption, we set out. After wading through the KzWmg, 
we shortly began the asclent of the hills, separating the N- river 
fmm the plains of the Irorraadi. The path being well beaten, was infi- 
nitely better than any we had traversed, but it was s l i p p y  from the 
rain, and -the eame sort of jungle, with which we had been so long 
rcquainted, covers the hills. From the second, we at last, about t n ~  

o'clock, beheld at a distance the object of oar deepest interest ; the 
Ircitaadi winding in a l q e .  plain, apotted with light. green patches of 
cultivation, and low gram jungle : better eyes than mine could distinguish 
Ilaaeli,. the capital. . To the paw succeeds a lang narrow dell, gradually . 

expading towards the plains; but we sqw no Earthe: qig;as of the residence 
of inen till fm in the aftemopl, when we entered acultivated tract. Soon 

aftei, we passed the tomb of some w a t  man, built of day, whitened over, 
with a vase-shaped gilt top, and surrounded with many tall pole$, which 
are ornamented in the Chines taste, and have long flowing pendants of 
wove silk; theee palee had not a lese tasteful appearance from being 
inclined from the .perpendicular. We ,wwe met at last by the Raja's 

P 3 
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son, with two ponies for our use, and our approach toma* the villages 

was noised by incessant beating on two little gongs. We passed twe 

or three temples, all built of bamboo and grass, but of Chinese design, 

and on our left, the strongly stockaded village Chktep. Near the 

great village or town, we saw two much finer tombs, built of pucka, 
and having griffins and various other non-descript animals at the cor- 

ners and about them. The town is closely built, but large, and forti- 

fied with a high palisade, having pointed bamboos ingeniously worked. 

The first appearance of the houses strikes with great surprise those who 

are not accustomed to the style of building, as the floor on which the 

family live is completely hidden under the low projecting eaves, and all 
that appears to view is the open and dirty ground floor, crowded with 

buffaloes and pigs. The Raja's house is in the centre of the town, 

enclosed within an interior palisade. We passed it about six in the evea- 

ing, and were led to the Town Hall, which is contiguona to it. As scarcely 

any of our people had arrived, we begged the young Prince, who had been 

in attendance on us, to give us a dinner, after their own fashion, which 

he readily did, and it proved a far more sumptuoor, repast than we anti- 

cipated : it was served up in  the lacquered Burman boxes, which had 
several compartments, and trays to hold rice, nicely laid oa fresh plantain 

leaves, and a number of small China basins, containing eggs and meats, 

variously cooked ; and, at least, so far superior to our own culinary produe 
tions, that we hinted our inclination to have a breakfast in the same atyle. 

They most obligingly continued to provide us while we stayed, and we 

'generally had presents from other families also, at the known time of our 

taking our meals. They also'gave us a spirituous liquor, very much l i b  
whiskey, though inferior in strength, which was the more acceptable, rrs 

our own small stock was nearly exhausted. 

At noon, the next day, the Raja, ae he was called, paid us a visit 

in state. He was preceded by four or five small gongs, about fire and 
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twenty musketeem, eeveral sword and shield-bearers, and a giit chatta, 

the last given him by the Bunmu. The shields.are of aubs&tid 

bUfmlo hide, well formed and vatniahed Ldack, with gilt devioea 

on them. The swords were all Burrm. He maintained so mnch 

ieseme, that our conversation was not very interesting. After avoid- 

ing to give Bn ahswer Do sewera1 questions of a trivial nature, on such 

'topics as I coneidemid required neither privacy nor p ~ v i a a s  cooeideration, 

'be hinted that he could be more ' communicative .in the absencez of t b  

crowd. Amongst other questions, I asked whether they had historid 
recolds similar to those kept in Asam, but a& this time I got no direct 

.reply, and afterwards, during our stay, aould newr get the Chiefs to allow 

that they had them, thongh informed by t b  Lliri G o k i n ,  that it is a 
custom in, each village to treasure u p  o record of all.remarkable evenw. 

'He  spoke of the system of warfare and rnntnal qgreseion, which b 
endured for the last fifty years, without either side having gained a 

material advantage over the other : he lamented it, but saw no prospect 
of its' termination. Oar fiends bad, but a few months More  our arrival, 

suffered the loss of the larger village N;f9 K h b i ,  wbich bad long 

been their capital, and they informed us that they were now debating 

measures for surprising and recovering it, in their turn. All our preseats 

were very much admired, particularly a handsane cut glass bowl, k t  
our guns and pistols excited by far the greatest intewet. 

After his departnre, the visit of another Rdtz was announced ! aad 
though introduced with mnch less state and cenemony, I discovered that 

a mistake had been made in attributing to the former, the chief share of 

authority. When the metter was afterwards cleared up, it appeared that 

the aged gentleman now with us; is the Legislator ; while his nephew, as a 
man of action, holds the executive power, in the capacity of War Minister 

and General. The manners1of the old man, the BilSra Rcrja, were 

remarkably mild and pleasing ; he elrprssaed p a t  .curiosity about ue, aad 
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regretted much the want of a ready communication, which alone prevent- 

ed his putting the numerous questions which he would be glad to ask. 

H e  said that the only drawback to the pleaaure he experienced in seeing 

us, was the fear he had of the Bumans  putting misconstruction on our visit, 

and of their taking advantage of i t  to oppress him and the country anew. 

W e  represented the friendly state of the two powers, and endeavoured, 

by such arguments as occurred, to lessen his fears ; however, if there be any 

danger, i t  is yet remote, for a long period has elapsed sioce'a Bunnun 

party has visited the country. Finding him less of the wary politician, 

and of a more frank and commnnicative disposition than hie nephew, I, in 

my turn, made some geographical inquiries of him, but I found his infor- 

mation very limited. The KIrcrmlingk inhabit the lswer mountains, 

beyond the Irawadi, visible a t  the distance of twenty or thirty miles to 

the eastward, and a poorer and more aavage race, the higher ranges. Tbe 
former supply the 2Gbmtis with mlt, and have the art  of forging the Daos, 
o r  swords, so much in request ; the latter are scarcely known by name, and 

.are said to be naked and barbarous ; their habitations are not supposed to 

extend to the other side of a high range, which is in winter snoa-capped. 
T h e  Lrckyung, or other Chinese rivers, are not known. With the h 
country, there is no immediate intercouree whatever, trafbc is carried on, 

a s  in Asm, through the intervention of the Mishmis, who cross from the 
La Th i  (falling into the Brschaputra,) to the N a m q a ,  the principal 

branch of the NamZung. No road exists by the sources of the Irawadi. 

Majestic peaks, covered with' perpetual snow, are s e n  from hence, in 

which the Irawadi and one branch of the J 3 r a b a p t r a  have their rise, 

I was lame from an unpleasant sore in  the foot, contracted on the 

march, and Lieutenant BUBLTON was not at in order for moving about. 

On the third day of our etay, however, I strolled ant to tbe temple, and 

saw the chief priest, rr fine d d  fellow, who was eempletely delighted with 

the wonders he saw : he  and his attendadts subjected ma and my dress to 
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a very close examination, laughing heartily : the only question they put 

was whether ourclergy take to themselves wivee or not, and on being answer- 

ed in the affirmative, they raised a roar of laughter, and the Chief assllred 

me he was quite shocked. The thatch-roofed temple is neither so large nor 

so elegant, as some of those seen on the way ; nor is there any thing remark- 

able abont the gilt images of GODAMA, or the ornamental work within. 

A gift of a few rupees delighted the whole of them, though the only 

use they have for money is to enrich their temple with new ornaments, or 

to purchase some triflinglnxury. Their custorm3 appear precisely the same 

as those of Ava. Early every morning, we saw three or four of them 

hurrying through the streets of the town, preceded by a boy with a little 

bell, each holding a lacquered box, in which he collects the ofirings of the 

people, presented generally by the women, who stand waiting at  their 

d o m  with a p r t ion  of their ready-cooked meal. 

We took advantage one evening of a requisition for our musical boxes, 

to intmduce ourselves into the interior of the Brira Raja's. house. We 
h d  i t  spacious, the muth end terminating in an open mdtfta ,  or termce 

of bamboo work, and a second enclosure within, divided.the private apart- 

ments frorn,tbw which, a t  all hours, appeared open to the popnlace. To 

,give.space in breadth, two houses are erected contiguously, and a trough 

of wood closes the aperture between the thatches, and serves to carry 
off the water, which would otherwist dewend into the house. The 
women, fkw of them, boasted much beauty, and they were plainly 

thoagh neatly dressed ; they behaved with great decorum, and sat together 

along one side of the room. The h e n  tom up their hair, and form a large 

h o t  with it on the centre of .the head ; but the women, either from the 

mtnral profueion of their tresses, or from their taking more care of them, 
far .excel the. meg in the height of their top-knots, which they wear nearly 

in. the same fashion, but divide it with silver ornaments and small. g h  

a 3 
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beads. Their petticoat. accord better with our notions of f e d e  delicacy 

than the odd dress of Bfcrznan ladies. 

Aceording to previous engagement, we paid a visit to the warrior 
Raja, who resides at PhnM, nearly t b  miles from &ncM. The 
road was over a perkt  plain, partially cultivated, and prettily studded 
with clumps of trees and bamboos. The c w t r y  is net unlike Beam, 

excepting that it is m t  varied with similar undulatioos. It is bhaeded  

by a number of little rivulets. Phunkai is also strongly stockaded, and 

an interior palisade surrounds the Raja'o house. A asparate dwelling 

had been prepared for our m y t i o n ,  bat either through ignorance ar 

want of pditenrns, the Ruja kept us waiting full half aa hour ; and wbea 
he did colllle upon a hint that we were growing tired, be =med to ceasider 

himself quite at home, wearing a very shabby dress, a d  o M n g  
none of that ceremony which had been remarkable in his visit to us. No 

conversation prtrilsed of either moment or interest, for be exhibited uneasi- 

nelns with us, whea quati- were put, even of the moat simple mature. 

We were a a x k s  to make arrsngmwnte for a visit to the I r m d ,  
ubich we could not welrl eodrive at Mancltd an account of ths enemy's 
ntrong bold-Mung K b i  being in the way; They met cwr propositiota as 
d, with a loog list of dif3culties and dangers, and wouM by lip marne 
qoment thnt Ijeutenagt B U B L ~ N  and I &odd moan4 their ponies, and 
trnrt to our own geod rnamqiy3rn-t h r  t?mcounbriag *the =my without 

hoatiliites mdhiag. They objected to every thing, Iwt going in pma by 
the memaat rente, with dm- beating and colors flying, and iladted t h y  
played their part very dl,. toget wr aid in a brawl with the opposhparty. 

When bawlever they k d  us tixed to have a tight of tee h w a d i ,  a d  to 

m i d  fighting w k e  wa had na quarrel, they consentad to humid pOnicB 
and a guide that we might see the river higher up at a pemt snkkntly 

~ ~ a ~ w e d  i h m  danger. A dimmer of i n b i a ~ c o a k q  to -.we had been 
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used to, wae presented, and we were much pressed to remaia k few 

daysAowever we liked our forhei quarters much better. In  the evening, 

the women all aesembled on a large mat extended oo the turf, to hear onr 

musical box. Neither they nor their men were in holiday suits, but they 

looked very clean and behaved w e l .  Their high h d - d r e w  is very 
sinplar,  andlnot altogether inetegant. In the m m i n g ,  we went off at 

an earlf.hour, accompanied by a guide monn*ed on a third home,. and in 
two hours we c r o e d  the plains oblqaeiy to the river's adge, . 

The Irawadi, we were surprieed t s  find but a small river, smallea 

even than we anticipated, though aware of the proximity of its sources. 

It was not mme than eighty yards broad, and still fordaMe, though d m -  

sidemldy swollen. by the meltihg mows,. the bed waa of rounded atones, 

rod both above and below where we stood we could see numerous sbUm 
rapib  l~imilar to those in tbe Dihing. 

Ae to the origin of the I&i, I felt perfectly satishd fmm t8s 
mdment I made inquiries at Sadiya; but since further evidence, founded oa 
the report of the natives, might not have satisfied those who had adopted 

Mr. KLAPROTH'S opinion, that the waters of the Sam.. find an owlet 
through the channel af the Ircxtuadi, I had resolved, if possible, to h a  

occular and incontrovettible demonstratien ; and I codd net help exdtiug;, 

wben standing on the edge of the clear stream, at the sucwsful resalt 06 
our toils a d  fatigues. Behie us, to the north, tom a tuwcring wall, 
stretching f m  W. to E. offeri~g an awkward impediment to the passage 
of a river in a cross directioi, and we agreed on the spot that, if Mr. 
KLAPROTH proved determined to make his Sump pass by Am, he must 

h d  a river Eor hiq purpose considerably removed towards or into C k .  

The scenery was of the finest order, and its effect was heightened by 

the thin miate hovering on the bases of the blue mountaine. One majestic 
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peak to the north, peeping from a mantle of light clouds, was very con- 

spicuous from its superior height, and from its deep covering of pure white 

.snow, and the long ridge leading away from it  to the westward was simi- 

larly clothed, but sireaked with shadows of delicate blue. On the E. 
and W. were peaks heaped on one another in the utmost irregularity of 

height and form, and a t  all distances. Our guide pointed out the direc- 

tions of the two larger branches uniting to form the river, the Namkiu, by ' 

which name the Kiramtis distinguish the I r a w d i  throughout its course to 

the sea, and the Namyen, the western branch. The mountain, a t  the source 

of the latter, bearing 315", and the former 345". We could also perceive the 

snow to the westward, some continuing as  far round to the S. W. as 2400. 

The plain we rode over is covered with low grass and crossed i n  seve- 

ral directions by narrow belts of tree jungle, whicb mark some water 

courses filled in the rains. A great part of this plain is said to have been 

cultivated before the disturbances and dissensions introduced by the 

Burmans; and there were many Khphok villages on it. South of where 

we stood, the river takes a bend inward towards the west, round the base of 

a low ridge, which projects from the hills on that side. 

The climate appears very similar to that of hd iya ,  at  the same 

period. After rain, the thermometer fell five or six degrees, and tbe air 

was delightfully clear, while the sky  was partially covered with thin 

clouds; but within three or four days, the atmosphere thickened, the 

thermometer regained its highest range, and i t  became excessively close 

till another storm relieved us. I n  the morning, a t  sun rise, the range 
was from 72" to 78" in the shade, and a t  the hottest time of the day, 

from 84" to 94'. The nights were comparatively cool and pleasant. 

The duration of the rainy weather is about the eame as  in Asam. 

Three or four months in the year, or from the 15th October to February, 

may be calculated on as clear and dry, and the remainder is  p e r k t l y  

uncertain-however, the heavy rains set in about the 15th June, and 

continue to the 15th September. 
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The elevation above the sea, marked by the barometer, is one thousar~d 

eight hundred and fifty-fivi feet. I f  B h m m  be five hundred feet above 

the sea, which would be equivalent to a fall of the river of eight inches 

each mile, there remain one thou8and and three hundred feet of fall in 

the three hundred and fifty miles between this place and Bhamnw, which 

sufficiently accounts for the greater part of that distance being unnaviga- 

ble, excepting for small canoes. 

Several observations during our stay, gave the latitute of Manchd 
27" 29" 16.5, and that of Phnka i ,  the Raja's place, 27' W f  13.6. 

Confined to the house by lameness, and unable to go abroad to 

make researches, we were generally employed in entertaining a crowd 

of visitors, who, without ceremony, and a t  all hours, mounted the steps 

and sat themselves down in the hall, which was common to ourselves 

and followers. 

I have already mentioned, that I received very unsatisfactory answens 

to my questions concerning their history. I was induced to defer making 

any notes on the subject at  the suggestion of the LURI GOHAIN, who 

reminded me that at  Sdiya,  I should meet with men equally capable of 

giving the information, who would exercise no reserve in their communica- 

tions. At Sadiya, however, my unfortunate illness prevented my prose- ' 
cuting enquiry either on this a r  on many other points, which I bad reserved 

for greater leisure. With respect to their history, I can only notice here, 

that the Khamtis are uupposed to have been in possession of the country 

from about the same time that Asam was conquered by another party of 
their nation. They are Sham, and came from that part bordering on 

Yawn and Siam. Whether or not they are, ae Mr. KLAPROTH supposes, 

of Tartar origin, I cannot pretend to decide ; but if they be, the period 

of their migration into the Sham provinces must be very remote, since 
R 3 
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all traces of their original language have been lost. Here they are 

insulated as a people : a very extensive district, inhabited by  Sin@ 

tribes, intervening between them and the nearest place where the Sham* 
language is known. They informed me that, according to their traditions, 

the country, a t  the time of their arrival, was occupied by L a m s ,  and the 

Xiltaphok: tribe ; however, I could discover no simihrity between the 

languages of any of the tribes of the immediate neighbourhood and that 

of the Thibetians ; and i t  is difficult to imagine that, if intercourse ever 

existed with Thibet, i t  should have been entirely dropped, or that the 

barbarian Mishmis should ever have be& suffered to become the only 

channel of communication with the parent country. 

The Mzilziks have already been mentioned as  having a peculiar 

language. Tlie mass of the labouring population is of the Khaphok tribe, 

whose dialect is closely allied to the Singfo, yet sufficiently different 

to cause embarrassment to both parties in h o l d i ~ g  converse. In  the 

language of the Khanzing, who inhabit the mountains to the N. E. and E., 
a few words are found resembling the Singfo, but it may be pronounced ' 

a distinct language. That of the Khalanq tribe, whose villages on the 

~Vamlang, subject to Manchk, will be spoken of hereafter, resembles the 

' S i n d o  more nearly, aa  also does that of the Nogmiin tribe, who are on 

Nam Disang. But none of these dialects are a t  all allied to the S h m  or 
' Khmt i .  This small tract, perhaps, affords an unparalleled instance of 

seven dialects being 'spoken at villages remote from each other, only one I 

day's journey, which differ so much that the inhabitant of one would n d  
be understood a t  the other. The difficulty which would arise, is got over 

by their all acquiring a sufficient knowledge of the Khamti. 
I 

* It p a y  be proper to observe, that according to the LURJ GOHAJN, the Rhdo speak 
precisely the same language ' ( shams)  with the Shame of Mtingkhting, or those from beyond the 
Irawadi. It has not yet been ascertained, whether the Siarmsc language differs in m y  respect from 
theirs, or is materially the same. 
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The only important Geographical information obtained, was relative 

to the course of the Irawadi to Bhmnw, and the large eastern branch 

falling in a t  about two days' journey above where the road turns off 

to Mdngkhhg. This river had hithertb been a stumbling block in - 

reconciling the accounts of the Singfos and Burmans. The latter appear 

generally to be unacquainted with it, which is to be accounted for simply 

by  their turning off towards M o p n ,  having the Irawadi at  some distance 

on their right; the sin&, on the contrary, know nothing of the river 

below them, and their route towards Asam enters the HzMng valley from 

the eastward. 

Of the existence of the S d h k  Kha, PongtAdi, or Sinmai Kh, 
, (for by all these names it is known) there could be no doubt after 

the  distindt reports of the Singfo Ambassadors, mentioned in an early 

part of this Memoir: the dificulty was to ascertain where it joins the 

Irawadi. The required information was now most satisfactorily obtained 

from CHOW NAN, the son of the last ruling Khamti Prince, and it was. 
fully corroborated by a K h b h  Singfo of my party, who had resided 

many years in that quarter, and some in Yunun. CHOW NAN had been 

twice by the route of the river to 'Amerapura, where he had remained 

several months in the character of Envoy, or perhaps of hostage. They 

gave me a skeleton map, showing the principal streams falling into the 

Zmwadi, on the'east 'bank, and the number of days' journey between 

each from Mancht to Blrammo: They are of opinion, that the S h u ' d  
K h a  rise% in the northern monntaine, at  no great distance eastward from 

t h e  heads of the I r a d i ,  but had no positive information. I t  is to be 

remarked, however, that the Lozr Kyang, bordering Yunan on the W., 
makes it impossible, according to the maps of the Jesuits, that the Shdmai 

can come from China. .And the objections to assigning it a very distant 

. source are, first, its want of magnitude, for it is not described as larger 

b a n  the Xhamti branch ; the direction of the high range which would 
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require it to break through the most elevated ground in that quarter, and; 

in fact, the want of room. 

Curiosity led us to be present at  one of the weekly markets, which 

are regularly held on the plain outside the gate of the Stockade, and we 

were much pleased a t  the orderly manner in which the business was con- 

ducted, without any of the haggling anddin of a bazar in Hindustun. We 

found two hundred or three hundred buyers and sellers assembled in a 

crowd, but separated into groups, for the sale of each particular article, 

so that a buyer could readily take his choice from all of the kind exposed. 

The currency of the country is the thin iron da, manufactured by the 

Khnungs :  for some of these each comer exchanges his uncoined silver, 

weighing i t  carefully in little scales which he brings with him, and the 

das he again exchanges for the articles required.. We observed for sale, 

.dried fish, salt, fowls, eggs, pigs, ginger, onions, tobacco, lead, das manu- 

factured from the former kind for use, and some few things more. The 

salt was of good quality, but excessively dear-about half a seer for a 

rupee'a weight of silver. 

On the 25th May, I paid a visit to the Bura Raja, to talk of our 

return, and was instantly promised a supply of rice and whatever else 

they could furnish for our journey. He  smiled at  my offer of payment, 

and answered, that he should be heartily ashamed to accept an equivalent 

for such trifles. His good will did 'not lead him to oblige so readily in 

another affair which we had to discuss with him. We had been given to 

understand, principally by  our young friend, CHOW NAN, that the upper 

road to the Phzingan pass would be far preferable for us on the return, as 

i t  would save a t  least two days' journey, by avoiding the deep bend of the 

Namlang to the south, and present no more difficulty than the one we 

came, excepting that the trouble would have to be incurred again of 

opening a path through the jungles of the low ground, but that would be 

I 
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fully compensated for by our ascending sooner out of the region of rank 

jungles and close underwood. The old man, when this was mentioned to 

him, allowed without hesitation, that the upper route is by far the best, and 

said he could not oppose our going that way if we were determined to do so, 

but he very earnestly requested that we would not, as he was anxious to 

prevent the Singfos from becoming acquainted with it, and indted our.own 

followeri abo, who might become competent guides to their more mischiev- 

ously inclined neighbours. H e  said he both feared and hated the Sq$os  ; 

and tho= of our party, were they not under our protection, should not 

return through any part of his country. To Singfos, he already owed the 
k s  of the A&h people on the Namhng, and it was because his Kidmag 
villages are so near the foot of the pass on the upper route, that he felt so 

much anxiety a t  the present moment to keep that shut up, and if there 

were to be any intercourm with Asam, to make the high road the way we - 
came. We had to state what appeared a satisfactory answer to his objec- 

tions. That our own guides (and many more) were well acquainted with 

the forbidden path, and consequently that our travelling in i t  would 

scarcely affect the question. We had a sort of horror in recollecting the 
leeches, the &mdLines, and the mud and jungles of the Phingua; but 

we promised to respect the wishes of the good old Raja, if he continued . 
to hold the same opinion. 

It is a singular custom amongst the Khmtis, that the principd 

amusement af their Chiefs is working in metals, in whichpractice renders 

them infinitely more skilful'than the lower classes, who, perhaps, cannot 
spare much time from their labors in the field. Amongist the specimerrs 
ahown us of their h, w saw a ~el l~fauhioned musket lock. Another, 

was a massive pipe-bowl of brass, which had grifins for supporters, very 
boldly deeiped. Both af these were executed by the Bura Ragb's 

brother. Their ordinary silver pipes are of very ,neat workmanship. 

They were very curious about any little mechanical apparatus that 

s 3 
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we had with us, and astonishingly apt in understanding it. At their 

desire, I opened the lock of my sextant box, and drew for them figures of 

its various parts, from which they assured me they should be able to 

imitate it. I also opened and explained to them the uses and connexion of 

tlle separate pieces of a musical snuff box, which I intended for a present 
to the Raja. They were highly delighted with it, but they expressed 

their fear that they scarcely understood it well enough, upon so hasty an 
explanation and inspection, to enable them, in my absence, to detect the 1 
cause of derangement, should it get out of order. I also gave a pair of I 

Magnetic bars, which had excited their attention ; not more by their 

property of giving direction to needles, than that of assisting in the 

detection of iron ores, which I exhibited to them,by driving off the sulphur 

from some pyrites, the nature of which they had been iguorant of till then. 

They expressed great delight when I showed them that sulphur, for 

which they paid a very high price to petty Singfo traders, could be readily 

obtained, at small cost, in their own country. They immediately brought 
me the Galena, from which the Khandngs, by a process which they kept 

secret from them, procure the silver, and they asked me for an explanation 

of this enigma, but ~t was too late to get cupels made, and I failed, from 

exhaustion, in attempting to oxidate it with nitre ; before the blowpipe, 

however, I gave them such instruction as I could. They promised to 
manufacture a still, after my projected improvements, and as they are fond 

of their whisky, I dare say they win. I t  is rather singular, that their 
still resembles very closely the one described by TURNER, as common in  

Biiotan ; it consists of a boiler, cut out of the soap stone, with a cylinder of 

the same material closely fitting on, and having icon bars at  its bottom 

to sustain a small China bason. The top of the cylinder is closed by 
a concave dish of brass or copper, which is kept filled with cool water, 

that the ascending vapour being condensed upon it may trickle down 

towards the centre, and drop into the bason, which is placed there to 

receive it. 
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After the departure of Lieutenant BURLTON to Kumtang, whither 

he had removed to avoid the heat and inconvenience of the crowd, 

which aggravated his fever, I received a message from the Bura Raja 

to entreat me to comply with the wishes of the Mtingkng people, who 

had arrived from their villages at  Na'mlang Mu'kh, and were pressing 

him to use his interest with me to persuade me to visit them. Not 

understanding the cause of his anxiety, I went over, and learned that 

they had threatened him with complaint$ to the Burnaans, and not he 

alone, but all those assembled, prayed me to avert the evil which might 

ensue, by gratifying these people. I in vain urged the length of  journey 

w e  had to perform, and necessity of not delaying our departure, but 

thinking theirmotive might be a more interested one than that of giving 

their people an opportunity of seeing me, and themselves .enjoying the 

pleasure of paying me attention, I tried the experiment of making a 

present, and found their eagerness immediately lessened. The Raja 

hinted his wish, that I would give them all I could' spare. . They soon 

after took their departure, and then instantly I saw some tablets produc- 

ed, and the old gentleman and his council, with better recollection than I 

should have expected, made a list of my present, including every item. 

This,  it was explained to me, was intended as a record to enable them, in 

case of the Chiefs of MingZung accusing them to the Bt~rmizns, to shew 

t h a t  they also had been equal sharers in whatever had been.given-by us. 

T h e  Raja afterwards candidly confessed, that he 'was anxious for 

our departure, and that it was at first his wish to .furnish us with rice, 

and request us to return from the Mhltik' villages, which he would have \ 

done, but for consideration' for his relatives, the Sadiya 'and L m g  
Gohains, whom he might have subjected to our displeasure by such an 

act.' H e  was under great apprehension that the Bumraans, when inform- 

ed of our visit, would suspect him of having invited us over, in order to 

arrange for the removal of the Kicarntis into our own territories. - I was 

happy to find-that he no longer'objected to our returning by the upper. 

route. 
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According to promise, a specimen of the tea-tree was brought to me 

from one of the neighbouring low hills, it was a full grown one, that is, about 

five feet high ; the leaves were coarse and large, and not numerous. Their 

mode of preserving it is to drive the leaves when fresh, by strong pressure, 
into a bamboo, and some salt, I think, was added. Several presents were 

offered me of things which would have been deemed curious, but I could 

not accept them, as I had not sufficient means of carrying even those 

things which were absolutely required. 

On taking leave, all our friends accompanied me to some distance 

from the village, and the Raja's brother, called the PaZanseng Gohain, 

was deputed to see us properly provided, a t  the Moolook villages, with a 

store of rice. 

I observed on the return, that the hills between the Irawadi and 

Namlnng, at  least those on the road, are of mica slate: at the base, near 

the Khokhao rivulet, I saw some of the blocks of soapstone, which they 

employ for culinary vessels ; i t  appeared to be Nmite, i t  is extremely 

sectile, and is said to bear the strongest heat uninjured. 

. At Na'lorbak, on the 31st May, we, for the first time, had an opportuni- 

ty of obseriing some lunar distances, which, however, were not very satis- 

factory, as clouds interrupted us frequently at  the moment, and prevented 

our getting corresponding altitudes in the afternoon for time, also the lati- 

tude of Na'mbak, was obliged to be inferred from that of Khalasg. Plains, 

partially cultivated, extend to the KAalang villages, and about them there 

is an extended patch of fine rice fields. There are two villages, each of 

about twenty houses. The people are short muscular men, dressed in a 

very inferior style to the Khamtis. We were persuaded to halt one day. 

while a party went forward to cut the path. Of Lieutenant BURLTON'S 
men, who had been left at the first MhUhk village,' that they might 
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enjoy m lonq a rest as possible to cnre their sores and swellings, three 

were still in such a state, that their proceeding with us was out of the 

question, and one of mine had absconded, so that we were at  a consider- 

able difficulty in arranging for the carriage of our small baggage, dimi- 

nished a s  it was by the numerous presents given to the Kkamtis, and 

were obliged, after a close iospection, to discard the smallest superfluity. 

As this was the period requiring most attention to'their cultivation, we 

could not induce the Raja to give us men on any terms. The ulcers 
on our own hands and ankles, proceeding from the ddrndLtr and leech - 
bites, would not get well. The former troublesome insect abounds to 

such a degree at  Khalang, that it is wonderful the people can endure to live 

there. There is a very pretty temple situated a few hundred yards from 

the village, surrounded by a square court yard, which is neatly kept, and 

is planted with plum, peach, and other fruit trees. Tbe latitude of Kha- 
kzng, by a good observation of S. Urs. Maj. was 37' 32' 23". 

On the 2d June, at  an early hour, .we were fairly on our way to return, 

anxious enough to see our neat built house a t  S d i y a ,  with such comforts 

as it afforded, but by no means careless about the dismal journey which 

war3 to bring us there. The pretty little valley of the NhnaZung- soon 

closed, and where two equal streams, the Nam~egra and Piiu'ngytiu, meet, 

and form the first-named river, we entered once more into a ravine of the 

mountains, where the eye rests on nought but inhospitabIe jungles, or the 
I 

foaming torrent. At the point of confluence there is a bridge for the 

convenience, apparently of the mAmi* visitors, whose only route is by the 

Nanlseya. The bridge is a curiosity for its lightness and seeming insta- 

bility. Its length is full eighty yards, and it is built of very few canes. 

The principal strength lies in the bunch of supporters above, on which 

The dffohmr route fiom the Lathi on the Bmhmaputra to Klialang. 

T 3 
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are threaded the elliptical rings which sustain the road-way, but this i~ 

of two canes only, and there are two only on each side to hold by. 

- The PALANSENG GOHAIN and his people, in the morning of the next 

day, informed us that we were actually upon the base of the PRl'wcgan 

mountain, and here they left us, warning us that it was very uncertain 

whether we should find water that day unless we could reach the 

snow. I followed the example of some others in filling tbe joint 

of a bamboo, and suspending i t  by a cane to my shoulders, and - 

we provided for our dinner, by wrapping up some ready-boiled rice 

in a plantain leaf. We plodded on up the steep ascent till we were 

heartily weary, resting but little, and guided in our exertion by our 

anxiety to reach the spot, where our guides had, on a former occasion, 

found a small pool,--careless of the advance of our people whom 

we soon left far behind. In  our turn we needed, and found encourage- ~ 
ment from the Sirgfos, whose hardiness enabled them to be always 

in the van, and who very little liked the idea of sleeping supper- 

less. An apple was found on the ascent, of a delightful scent, but 

astringent to that degree, that i t  was impossible to bite twice at  it. We 

saw no other novelty. From eight till past three, we continued our toil, and 
rejoiced to find the pool- i t  was muddy and filthy, but no matter-it was 

not dry. Blit this, with a pot of rice, f& which we were indebted to the 
4 Singfos, and which we knew how to discuss without the aid of spoons, 

were our only luxuries-fatigue taught us to forget that .we had no beds. 

The elevation of our halting place was eight thousand six hundred and 
eighty-six feet above the sea. 

Many of the people had not arrived when we started again in the 

morning. We Hoon left behind us both underwood and forest trees-the 

only remaining plants were the rhododendron, and a bushy ever-green, 

growing about eighteen inches high, which it was very laborious to push 
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our way through : we mounted several peaks connected by ridges 
! 

with the parent height, but from the commanding points, whence we 
ought to have had an extended view, we looked down on nought but 

masses of white mist and clouds. Mists also driving like rain, almost 

always obscured the view of the snows above us. The first snow we 

passed, was lying in small unconnected patches, but about two o'clock 

we came to the foot of a sheet which cvered the whole apex of the mounl 

tain, and found that, since the naked-limbed guides and . Singfoos 

could not endure sinking up to the knee in it, we had to make a cir- 

' cuit to avoid the deepest bed. The very few trees towards the 

snmmit were junipers, but those upon the flat table, which forms the apex, 

were miserable things of four or five feet in height. According to report, 

from this elevated peak* the view includes not only the valley of tbe Ira- 

w d z ,  with the plains of Hu'kkng and Mu'ngkhzing at  an immense dis- 

tance, but also the Lama country to the N.E. ; however, far from enjoying 

these beauties, we only saw the dense mist, which, driven along by a strong 

wind, wet us to the skin. The guides being deprived of a aight of sur- 

rounding objects, became doubtful of the way, and we were detained for 

an hour tryipg the descent on all sides, till they agreed that the direction 

we had first taken must be the right one, and in that we soon found 

ourselves moving rapidly down towards the south, in a ravine filled with 

snow, below the crust of which the roaring of the head of the Phdngan 
rivulet was loudly audible. At half-past four, we had cleared the great 

sheet, and the snow remained only in patches ; but our guides giving us 

no hopes of reaching a halting place having more advantages, we agreed 

to stay, where there was not a leaf but that of the fir, or rhododendron, to 

build our huts of-nor wood for fires, but that which was sodden and wet. 

W e  had luckily a quilt each and a rug. The rugs we stretched to branches 

* The Barometer was set at three or four hundred feet below the summit ; it gave the altitude 
above the sea 13,479 feet. 
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of the rhododendron, as someshelter from the penetrating mists. The cold, 

and novelty of their situation, deprived our people of all energy, and with 

our best exertions of encouragement and threats, we, with difficulty, got a fire 

lighted. One of our good-natured and willing guides agreed in the morning 

to go back, lest the traces left should prove insufficient to direct those in the 

rear, who were yet more numerous than those arrived. One poor fellow was 

found to have passed the night alo*, on the very top-and for the remain- 

der, the precautionary measure of sending back guides seemed to have been 

fortunate, for they were discovered wandering about the spot where our 

devious tracks showed that we ourselves had missed the road. A t  one 

o'clock there remained in the rear only four men, who were so much 

fatigued, that there was no chance of their conquering the mountain that 

day, or of their keeping up with us if they had; and, since the LURK 
GOHAIN was behind us, having halted another day a t  Nhmbak, we consi- 

dered that there was nothing to apprehend in leaving them to follow at 

their convenience. The whole day was excessively cold and unpleasant, 

the heavy mists and drifting rain continuing without intermission. We 

would have removed to better quarters, but were informed that no such 

were within some hours' march. 

Leaving the PRlingan on the morrow, we mounted the wall on its 

right bank, and there, while descending the ridge which divides the waters 

of the Irawadi from those of the Brahmaputra, a transient clearness gave 

us a view of our old halting place on the Dapfia, which we could not per- 

oeive without great delight. A short march brought us back into our old 

path at  the creet of the PhtSngan pass ; i t  ought not to have been fatiguing, 

as it was generally on the descent, but it became so from the kind of 

jungle we had to make our way through, or over-for often the Boughs d 
the rhododendron were so closely interwoven, that we stepped f roqoae  to 
another, four and five feet elevated above the ground. 
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The ' Diamond' of the WangBo afforded us, as before, water for one 

meal ; we reached it with difficulty in one day from the Doplh. Thence 

also to the Dihing, our anxiety to return to a place of rest made us per- 

form the journey (mostly down hill) in one day; but the effects upon us of 

descending so rapidly from a region of cold to the scorching heats of the 

low country was so severely felt, that we passed a miserable night on the 

banks of the Dihing without sleep, and Lieutenant BURLTON has preserved 

a note, that the pulee of one beat one hu~idred and forty-six, and of the 

other one hundred and thirty-five, in the minute, while we were in that 
restless condition. 

We crossed the Daphu, as before, by the   us pension bridge, and there 

we were informed, to our great satisfaction, that the Bfsa GAM had letters 

and a parcel for us. I mention this to introduce an instance of S i n f o  

duplicity. At Kasan we halted an entire day, to send a messenger to 

Bfsa for our letters, and we rewarded him when, in the evening, he 

returned with the answer, that, at an appointed place on the Dihing, the 

Bfsa GAM would attend in person to deliver them. There we stopped, 

and were disappointed ; but we aftelmwards learned that our most worthy 
messenger had done what many fire-side travellers take the liberty of 

doing. He  was contented with performing the journey while smoking a 

pipe in his own hut. 

The river was,pretty full, and the rapids cousequently very boi~terous ; 

but  after descending the first and worst of them, with the precaution of 
lowering our boats gently down the smoother side, we shot the rest with 

immense rapidity, and in one day and a half from Kasan we landedat Sadiya. 

Of those who Bet out with us on the return, all arrived safe; and of 
thoee of Lieutenant BVRL+ON'S men who remained, one also found his 'way 

back with another party. I am not aware whether they have all returned 

to their own country. 
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No. I.-ROUTE FROM GOHATI T O  MURSING GAON :-Sde p. 325. 

1st day. From Darang to Chatghri occupies two,pahars, and the direction is  

nearly north. 

2d. To Kariyapar, direction north, two nullahs are crossed, and the road passes 

through muoh jungle ; this is considered a full day's journey. 

3d. In  a north-westerly direction to Girqaon, the road through jungles abounding 

with wild elephants. 

4th. Anrasrathal, within the hills, is reached in two p d w s  with difficulty ; the road 

is through hills on the banks of a nullah, which is repeatedly to be crossed by a bridge of 

one plank. Amarathal is rebuilt every year. The violence of the rains destroys the 

houses, and renders the roads impassable, and the force of the mountain torrents sweeps 

away the bridges. Direction north. 

5tb and 6th. Bagabaon is considered ohe day's journey, but it was found impocrsi- 

ble to reach it on the fifth day, on account of the steepness of a mountain in the road. I n  
this hill there is a cave, in which fifty or sixty men can find room, and here our travellers 

rested. The remaining part of the distance ornupied but a short time the next day. The 
village is 0n.a hill north of the road, but travellers rest in two or three houses sitnated 

below. They build here of stone, and roof with mats. They eat wheat Bower, which is 

prepared by heating and mixing it with water, rice, either boiled or heated with a kind of 

oil which sells very dear, and kampa gondi, the seed of which, a little larger than that of 
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the poppy, is yellow (the pod black) ; this is made into a paste with water. Goat's flesh 

is eaten-but neither that of fowls,, hogs, or bullocks. Direction north. 

6th and 7th. Narfgaon was also reached in two stages, though i t  might be made in 

one with great difficulfy. The halting place is a cavern in the hill. Thus far the road is on , 

the banks of a river, sometimes on the be$ of it, sometimes on the hill's side; at Narfgmn 

it  is left to the south. The village is on a high hiIl; the direction, during the first day, ie 

north, and, on the second, north-east. 

8th and 9th. Thence in a north-easteriy direction, to the bend of the nullah above 

mentioned, the road passes between two mountains, and the dangers and difficulties are 

many; it is scarcely three feet wide, and is ankle deep in mud in many places ; it is made 

with wood. The stage is not a long one; but owing to the bad state of the road, i t  is not 

possible to advance more than two or three kos a day. 

The direction, on the second day, is first east, and then dhe north to Mirrsinggaon; 

which situated on the north bank of the BhQrulf river. Many villages are seen to the 

south ; their food is the same here as above stated, but' the rice they use, being brought 

from Asam, is very dew ; there is very little cultintian. 

- 
10th. Hence two kos, a little north of east, is Dirmkcigkn, on a nnllah ; and two 

kos again beyond that, the DBB RAJA was found encamped i n a  garden, on the water's 

edge. 'Here and there snow wss seen on the mountain, and water flowing from it. 

Tawang is three day$ johreey from the DEB'S encampment, and respec.$able Tamzng 

people said that S h a - h a t h  is three days further ; thence there are two roads, one towards 

Nepal, the other north to L ' h a ,  under the Ku L ~ T A  RAJA, which is 6fteen days' journey. 

From L'hassa, in fifteen days, a province of China is reached, either by water or by a 

land route. The boats used are of leather, on account of the number of rocks met with. 

A t  the end of a stage the leather boat ia hauled up and dried. By land, it is requisite 

to carry provisions for the fifteen days, as the hills are not inhabited. There are on the 

road elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, and many other animals. 

Tatuang is said to be in the upper part of the B d .  
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c1 I n  1667, (A. D. 1735) two rivers flowed into our country. There were formerly 

two Cmlihri villages at  the mouth of the Senglcri river, near-the Di* D i m .  

Belonging to these villages were two bib, (lakes) the names of which were DiAu Dada 

and D i h g i y a :  the Senya Ssnglai flowing from the DURIYA GO~AIN's  mantry inta 

these two bils, takes the name of Dihong Dipany,. The S e ~ g h i  river flowing from the 

Kulitn country joins the Dibong. Boats cannot navigate the Dihong to the moutb of the 

Senglai on account of the numerous rocks, but by going forty days up the stream of the 

D i b q  i t  may be reached, and thence to Kulita is twelve days' journey. The  &#hi 

is not navigable. 

From Sadiya to Kulita is a j~urney of forty-two days and six hours, in the middle 

. of the way the route lies through hills, where the dense jungles make it very di5cult to 

proceed, 

From the Abors, a dista~oe of nine days, are the Bibors; from the Bibors, a distance. 

of three days are the Jiobarr. From the Jiobaru, distant seven days, are the Barkam,- 

in the whole, the distanoe occupies, as above, forty-two and a half days to Kulita, which is 

three days' journey.beyond the Barkaw. There are, on the whole, twenty-four hills and 

eleveh large torrente, besides innumerable small ones ; but the passage by' the hills is 

impracticable on account of the hoetile disposition of the Bsrtaffar:* tbe pmducb at 
Kulita are elephants' teeth, " birrbar," copper vessels, bor bis and mykiit-6 bis, 

(two kinds' of poison) " Gathiyan', silk, musk -and chowiw tails. 

. North-westwaid from Kule'ta, distant nine days' journey, is the country ofthe KIBONQ 
GOHAYN. The Duriya country is dietant from Kibong five dap '  jouiney. The m n g  

I)rpang flows from betwixt the coantries of Kibong and Docriya." 

Barkmas, large-eared-the Aamrurc are M confident of the exutenee of this tribe as of that of the fabtrlaaa 
Sri Lohit and itr three braoches, (Brahapdrq Dihny, and Zroocldi.) Thore who are not remrkaMy d m -  
loon, represent the ear u merely &aging doam to the wabt, while others are positively informed, that at  dgbt 
the left ear serves as an ample bed to sleep on, with snfficient to spare to wrap the body up in. Limt. W. 

It is curious that lhir notion l o e l d  be  till in exi~tence, being now as old u the days of M e g u a t ~ s :  It 
prove, dm, that he did not invent the fiction, but houertly reported what he Ird beard in India.-EI. IT. W. 
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NO. 111.-NOTE ON M. KLAPROTH'S THEORY OF THE COURSE OF 
THE SANPO. 

Bhce my lrbom hove sot terminated so s u d l y  es to famish absolate proof of 

the idatity ar.non-identiiy of the Saatpo and Bmhmputra,* I might leave it to 0 t h ~  

to farm thsit own opinion upon the data fnrniahed them in. tbe foregobg part of my 

bLamoir; k I do not s n p p o s e t a a ~ y  willinclime to fallow M. KLAPROTH, in claiming 

bhllibility h the C h w  aatherities quotad by him. However, while stating the fea 

Gerrta which I h e  yet to mention, I rh$l embrsoe the op-ty of pointing out, at the 

ssme.time, what c i rcmmaba~~~ h e  sseterially contribnaed to strengthen BB. K L A P ~ ~ T H ' S  
arguments ; and on the other Bencl.1 r M  endeavor to collmt the evidence, (in my opi.ior 

very strong,) whiah, at all events, deserves to be weighed againat the a s m r t b u  of tLe 
C h  Geogrephers. 

With mspeot to the weight to be attached to their opiniorrs, M. K L A P ~ T H  hintself 

says, '* cenr d'entre erur qui ecriveot sor la geographic donnent comhmment deir 

d6Cails ai minutbnr qu'on ne pent donter qu' iki ne connoissent paa le plus grand flenve de 

bur empire." Bat sinm his lW.mok+ oanwt be hd amm to by many, i t  appears in 

every way advantageom to extract fkom it here dte quot.tions by which he eupportu hie 
arguments. He soya :-" voioi an extrait de la grande ghgraphie imperiale de la Chine 

qai fera vain qre le c o w  inf6rior dn Yareu.&mg-bo-toboa dn Tub&, .ou de 1' Irafmaddy 

de.l'Ave Btoit t\spPia long-temps mnnu dee.Chinoia, et qu' ile l'applloient Ti-kin-cb 
tiaog. La gbagraphie de la dy~aetie Thpng I'exprime + :"--it porte aumi le nom de 

Tsang (m Dsang) ; lee h a b k s  do pays du Tinn (le Y oanen) l'eppellent Ta-kin-cha-kiang. 
I 1  vient de la partie la plus midentale dn Tubet. Sdon.19 g6ograqhie dnYunnan, le 

grand Kin-cha-kiang vient dn Tubet, entre dans le pays de Miantian on Ava, B cinq li de 

bargem et va se jeter dam la mer. Euuamptehu-pou,. m i e n  astsar Chinois dit$ 
'- On dit que lea sorvees & grond I ( i n - k k i q  ne rant p a  tres eloignkee dn paya 

dd Ta-wap (La Bactriane). Depnis lea monts Lima et Tehha-chan jwqair l'extrbmq. , 

The name Lohita, might perbapo be mbotitoted dtb adranrage when referring to the &&*a of 
Oeoppherr," olnce it d m  not mppeat that it b properly applied to the Sacred or Emtern Stream. 

t " Snr lea Soorcer do Brahmaprtra et de I'Iraoaddy. 
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frontiere sep ten t r ide  de Meng-yang (dam le YUIIIUUP), on ne c o d t  pas bin son 

mnrs : il passe par le pays d'une tribn des sauvqps nommhs les Cheveux ronx (Toby-fa) 

see bords y sont m eecarpbs qu' on ne pent pas y grimper. La grande ghgraphie de la 

Chine, q d  oife oe passage, ajonte: P a d  be  rivikes qui paaaent per la partie dn pap dw 
Meng-yang (I) herissek de montagnes et presque inacoeseibles, il y en adem tdm-grcmdeb 

qui viennent du nord-ouest, l'me s'appelle Ta-kin-kiang on Ta-LLin-kng, e t  Y a u i r e  

Pin-lang-kiang. Ellee se donissent, et portent awsi le nom de T ~ i - k i q  : de ~ o a  j o m  lea 

kbi6ans dn district de Theng-yne domeat gb&ralement B taPter lee grandee rivibm le 
nom de Ta-i-kiaag. Les gens du pays appellent oe flenve Kin-obluasg (A sable d'or), 

On tronve dane son lit b Yn*on jade oriental, de d e a r  v&, de I'or en groins et  en 

PpiUettes, la pierre pAciense appebG tsing-cBy, dn ndr, du oristal de rocbe et qaelque 

fob anesie du Yo blanc. Anx pieds des monbpes  qu' il traverse, on recueille snsei 

de I'ambre jaune. Les habitans da Tian (Yun-nan) tippellent a tleuve T a  (grand) 

Kin-cha-kiang ; le Siao (petit) Kin-cha-kiang, an contraire, eat celui qui passe B L i - K q ,  

kc. Eu sortant du pays de Mag-yang, oe dealre mule an srd, pame devamt Honang- 

meng, Ma-than, M e b y  et Yeng-tahung, on il reooit u n a r i v i h  qmi vient de 1' ouest: il 

baigne Pho-pha, Teimeng et Momang, villes anciamea, m p e  la frontiere (de ce temps), 

et va h Man mo.-I1 n'y a aucun doute que ce fleave ne soit le Yuou-dmmg bou dn Tubet 

dontent lea 6diteurs de la grande ghgmphe imp6riale." 

The quotation fiom Honang-tohin-yuan an&n a- Chinois is an on &t,-bd 

what does it assert more then that between two dietant points, one s b p d  in Thibet, the 

other on the borders of Yannan-the course of certain riven is imhmn.  The oaas 
probandi still lies with Houng-tchin-yuan, to show that the river lost sight of in Thibet, 

is found again near Yunnan-t.. 

La hographie de Ytuman a i t d  p r o w  no more, nor does the first quotation, .s they 

seem all to rest upon the same grounds, and I need s d y  reraark that the addition of 

A note ir given by M. Klaproth ( I )  and it d m  not appear whetber (U danr la Yunnm") is his addition or 
not " (1) Ce payr 6tuit ritu6 en dehon de la frontiare 1. plw occideatale an Yuomn u t d e .  

t The Ckineue geographers mem to have been in precbely the m e  prsdinrsent with oanelvm in rctpoct to 
this rlver. They loae right of the k p o ,  u, do we ; they find a large river near their own borderr, we find 
larger; and we each declare that we have fonnd that which WM loat. Tbe a m  la very dmilar dro tothe dispute 
between Mr. McQneeu and the Quarterly Review, on the qnention of the Nigcr. One finds a proper and 
reasonable outlet for it, which wonld give i t  an allomble length e l  coons ; tba -rr us no( (or were not) ro 
ewily raLisBed, but conveyed their river circuitou6lp about, contrary to .II m n .  
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b Editears de la Grande Geographic, ' I1 n'ya anona doab,' ixtdaces a m y  great deal of. 

doubt, as it appears that they draw their conclwion from the scanty evidence they plaee~ 

before us. The account, however, of the Z b k n  and Pbkmg, is of a very different 

stamp, and in it we recopbe an aecnrate description of the Iratwdi, as it really exists. 

T o  this day, there ie a OOIE3idercrble trade d e d  on by the Ckke8e of Yunar, chiefly for 

f ie  sake of the articleti enumerated above, as femd in these rivers. The amber mines ofthe 

Kiapuhqn have beea long famed for the quantities of rppsber produced. The g w m  stone 

(yr) is found in mostsof the branohes of the Itawadi-(I bromght a rpeoimm fmm Mum- 

&, which - f-d In the ~ ~ n g & n ) - a n d  & podnoe~ a atone, the natrre of. 

whioh we d d  not aaotly ascertain from the Slbrrs, for which the CAiness pay a  la^@ 

p r i d .  I t  is to be remarked, that Laherto it htrs not been aaserbed that the river of 

mibet enters Yuruur; but to prove tlris, M. KLAPBOTH cites " m e  ordtmumoe de 

Rhang-hi," published in 1121. I give the extract relating to this rim at large. 

I1 y a encore une adre  riviere qai passe par l'extreme frontibre dn Ynn-nan, c'est 

)e Pin-lang-kiang (fleave de 1'Area). Sa so- est lane le Nyvi pr0vkoe.h  Tnbet, h 

I'est dn mont Gangdie sur le mont Bmndjonk-kabal, dsst B dire benohe de cheval. Ce 
fleuve recoit plus baa le nom de Yaron-dmgbo; il 00th. gh6ralement wm I ' d ,  89: 

dkviant an pen an snd ; paese par le pay* de DaanggBe et la ville Be JiLar gounggar; 
remit le Guldjao-mouren; plus loin, ae dirige an sud, traverse une cwmtr4e habi&e par 

clee M e s  now sonnriass, at tmtre dans le Yunnon, pd1.8s d e  I'amcieme ville de Young- 

teheon ; il y poite le aon de Pin-lang-kg. ,I1 qm#e cette p r o h e  an Eert de 'Fhie-py. 

b n a n  et entre dam le royaume de Mh-tian." 

I have already mentioned that this ordonname was pubtiabed iw lml ; berwh~,. the 

Jesuits were employed in Yunan,' in constrncting their map of the province m 1714 and 

Wl5, and they have neither introduced fhe h n p  into Yumr, nor had their inqairieo 

elicited any satisfirotory infondtion concerning ita c o r n  &r letniag ! lWet. P. RHIB 
himself says, (he probably wrote after the yeat 1721,) t" Mais, ou va se decharger 

le grande flenve Tsanpon? C'est sur quoi on n'a riea de certain. I1 est vraisemb)able 

* One epeeiu of elone tbey require to be awn in two, wben they immediately decide to reject it sr wgrth- 
lam, or to pay a large mum for it. 

t DarcripUorr d s  llE.)PIm & la Chins.-p. 686. 
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qu'il code .vers le golphe de Bangale car du ,moms on soait surement q* des hi tea  dm 

Thibet il va Sud-oiiest B la mer, et que par consequent il mule vers Amam, oa 

pres de I'embouchure da Gange dans le Mogul." 

That the Jesuits visited the extreme frontier, we have evidence in their table of 

observed latitndes, in which we fmd Lowghan-kouan, which i in the extreme 5. W., Lt. 

230 41' 40"," " Long. 16' 32' W," (west of Pskir). Sun-ta-fou is not mclrtded in 

this table; but we may infer, from their informing us that its position is the rewlt of eeve- 

ral triangles, that they were within sight of it, if not at the place ; still, however, between 

Sun-ta-fou and Teng-ye-chew, distant from each other about forty-two miles qnly, and of 

which the position of the last waa obrerued (both latitude and longitude?), does M. 
KLAPROTH venture to introduce this immense stream, which, in the words of le P. 
" GAUBIL, is beaucoup plus ameiderable que le Houaug-ho et le grand Kim&'- 
" C'est la plus grande riviere que les Chinois connoissent." 

I t  is the more unfavotuable to M. KLAPROTH'S theory and nrgnmemt, that he haa 

adopted the Bhnma river as the channel for the Pi~r-lung-Kiang, for we have each easily 

, accessible proof .that it is but a rivulet. Perhaps M. KLAPROTH had not seen Dr. 

HAMILTON'S interesting aocounta of the maps prooared by him at Anrerapra: he would 

have observed? tbet the (Burnuam) Mr- distinguish tbe &mmo river as a K h ,  
or small river, in contradiction to Myeet, which is their k r m  for a large one. The C k  

word Aho, (which is applied by them to the Bunnw rivulet,) bPe the same signification, 

according to Dr. HAMILTON.$ I have long been aware, from the acclounte of M r a u w ,  

Shams, and also of the Chinese from Yunnan, mentioned in p. 350 of this Memoir, that the 

h r r o  river is one of very small siae. But I can venture to assert roundly what is more 

to tbe purpose. I rest upon the same authorities, and I have examined, at various times, 

at least a dozen men of the nations mentioned, b e s i b  Singfos, who are in the habit of 

visiting the western part of Y m m r  ; that below the mouth of the Munkhung river, whioh 

I place in latitude 2 4 O  !W, the Iratuudi Q does not either enter or proceed from Yumuw 

They therefore re~nsinad at TCYJ-ye-chew Iome time. 

t Accooot of a Map of the Ronte batween Taterg and Amrppra."-Edirbnrgh Phil. Janwl ,  p. w. 
$ Ditto-page 86. 

5 The Iravdi of Qeogmphen-i. e. the principal rtream. 



'fBoagb perfmtly satirled on this point from having bees eo long and so often engaged 

in the inquiry, I have recently questioned a Bunnan attendant, who has been with me 

since @e capture of Rangpur, and who came from Ameraprra, his native city, by the 

route of the I r a d ,  strikhg off where the M o p n ,  or Miingkhung rivulet joins the 

p t  river. This man,* in anmar to my simple question as to the size of the B h m  
river, immediately replied--as large as the Dikho, (the little stream running paat G b  

py, and Rangput im hum,) and b positively denier that any rim joins the I r u e i ,  

aa far up ar he has seen it. 

8' I was assared by the Officer who gave me the account of the Map hure published, 

and who, as belonging to Paam, on the frontier of C31ina, must have been perfectly well 

informed, that the Iraumuiit or Kiung nga never enters the province of Ytmnan, but keeps 

far to the west of it, the whole principality of P a n m  being interposed." (HAMILTON, 

p. 36 of his ~ c c o b t . )  

In answer to this, lK. KLAPROTH could not again remind ua that thoagb this may 

be true of the Irawadi of the M-, it may not be no of the " I d i  ef Geogra- 
I 

phers;" he would be well aware that the latter was understood and intended by br. 

HAMILTON, who perfectly well recollected the story of the fbnr Chime of the Universal 

Efistory, I do not think it worth while to enter on a dbcmsion of their travels.$ HAMI L- 

TON haa said enough on the subject ; bat indeed it appears ta me that citing such authority, 

or the "renseignemm anthentiqnes" of our great Geographer RENNELL, is wilfaily 
recurring for mformation to a period when much of what is now perfectly understood waa 

the mbje~~t of mere conjecture. 

I was assured by a party of Sham from Yunnan, that there is no river to compare 

with the W i y a  Brahmaputra, within thirteen days' journey of Banmo. The river allnd- 

ed to by them at that distance, appears to be the Lan-tsan, or Kianlong-kiang. The 

Nbu-kyang is, as we are told by HAMILTON, much inferior to the Irawadi at Bhuntao, 

. - 
He hu often &own eo~ridarrbk lsblligqlrs h geegraphid mmltncr 

t It n u t  not be forgotteu, that while Dr. H ~ r l ~ o r  m a  purauiog thedo inqdrim rt hempara, there Were 
tbers rome Cli*crs Ambusrdom from Yanaaa, who Ibo gave him isfornutiao. 

$ They might &re embarked on the B h  river. 

x 3 
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which is described to me as larger than the gadiya Brahmaputra, bat inferior to the p t  

united stream of the Luhit. 
. . 

. I f  i t  were incumbent on me to mention every statement with whioh M. KLAPROTE 

has thought to strengthen his arguments, I should have to quote P. GAUBIL'S (mere) opi- 

nion, that M. D'ANVILLE was right in placing Ava on the great Yarou 9sunpo'u-fhe 

does not say a word about its entering Yunnan)--and the evidence of the maps published 

during the reign of KHIAN-LONG, on which it is written in M u n c h  * characters, 

opposite to where the Dxangbo-tchou or Yarou Dzang-bou-tchon leaves mibet, that 

this river passes through the country of Lokabadja (or H'Lokba), and enters Yunnan ; 

but, as I have proved satisfactorily, I hope, that so important an error has been com- 

mitted on this point, surely that whole mass of evidence will no longer be thought tmst- 

wortliy. 

1 

However, in justice to M. KLAPROTH, I must draw attention to the large eastern 

Branch of the Irawadi, called in my map by its Singfo name, S h i r d  khat-I ask, had 

M. KLAPBOTH been aware of the existence of this considerable river, should we ever 

have heard of the Pin-lung-kiang in Yunnan ? or seen the petty Banmo rivulet magnified 

hto a mighty strew ? I think not ; and those who mspect my map will agree with me. 

With regard to the origin of the S h u d  kha, I have no positive shtements to offer ; 

the Singfos are generally of opinion that it'is something larger than the western branch, 

though not materially, and i t  seems not at all improbable that i t  is the river mentioned by 

the old man who ww captive amongst the L a w ,  as rising in the snowy mountains of 

the Khana Deba's country, and flowing to the south near where he saw the source of the 

eastern branch of the Dihong turning to the N. W.S 

. If the opinion ,of Ma~dcliozcs and Chineus be deserving of confidence, is not &t of 

the Thibetians resident upon tbe Sanpo equally so? 

There mspr have led M. KLAP~OTH into UI error, ncknowledged by himself--far be eorreetr it in b b  Mcrd 
map. It is written rimilarly in Mmuicliou, o p p i t e  the " Moua-tch," that it unit- with the Y m  D b  L. 
Iakeba&~. M. KLAPBOTE cotmiderr it to be our Dihang. 

t The Litphaf Sin&; it M a h  allad B i r d - k h .  

$ Vide p. 411 of thb Memoir. 
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,A party of Bhtiya and L y h a  merchants, one of whom had travelled firom hm 

to Pekin, asswed Mr. SCOTT at Darang, in Asam, (in 1826), that the Brahmaptra,. 
OR the banks of which they then stood, is the lbanpo, or large river of Tiribkt. From 

N+Z, +e understand, thet the Thibrtians always assert the same tbing, and referring to 

T U ~ N E R  for the opinions he derived from them at TerRoo h b o o ,  we 6nd a degree of 

aoaracy in their idea of tha river, w b h  was not to be expected. , 

It passea and penetrates the frontier momtains that divide W t  from 

A m .  In this latter regiop it receives a copious supply from the sacred fountains of 

the Brahnakd,+ before it d e e  to the notioe of Europeans below Rwyc~lwtty." 

The evidexice derived inditectly from the Thiibdanr at the sources of the Brahaa- 

putra, has already been recorded, p. 410 of this Memoir, and this, as I have there observed, . 
deserves consideration mow particularly, since those people mogt be perfectly aware whe- 

ther oi not they are divided from the reat of T&t by a large rivkr. However, they not 

only deny the existence of such river, but idom as paitively thrrt the Lyhaaa river ia  

the asme as the Diirong. 

I shall proceed to examine bov Ear M. KLAPROTH derived adwutqe by eapporting 

hia view with argaments from Physical Geography. 

. . H e  mnoludes that the great perindid rise of the l r d i ,  d ita rapidity of ourrent, 

can only be aooounted ,for by assigning it a distant aowce in the mows of TAW.? 

We had not at  tbat time m y  ,notice of the f i n d .  

+ H e  refen or to "Two yean in AM, p. st." The Author of that clever little work h w r d r  the opinion that 
the.rddrr " riaings of the river are attributable to the melting of the snow, in the moontdns of Tlibrt: for 
although the Irawodi deriveaa vast sopply of water from the numerons stream8 which low from the Ymdmmg and 
other mountainr, yet it is impossible tbey could be ro rapidly rwolien by the rain .(I to create thin mdden i n m w  
of water." Surely a audden increase is more likely to'proceed from riin than from the gradud melting of mow. 
Thlr Author further inforin us, that the periodical rising are generail y three in nomber in one r e w n ,  m d  that 
tha laat b tbe forerunner of the rirer'r ebbing to i b  lowest state. Bucarnrn sap,  that it began to f d  on the 
lltb Beptember. Tben the i a t  radden rirc occun a t  a period d e n  we k w w  that the rnom aoffer very little 
further diminution. Aner the rapid lhawa of May and Jane, them r e m a b  no p e a t  portion of the man of mow 
which L ritmted within reach of the run'r loftuence. 
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I shall show, og the other hand, that analogy furnishes IU with the c~nclnrioll th&k&- 

in the limits presoibed by my researches to the so~roes of the Irauxadi, thereis su&&pt 

space for the formation of a river of great magnitnde, and the qaestion will then a- to 

hinge upon this point. What is the magnitude of this river compared with o h . +  

W e  have certainly been told that, in the rainy saason, it wodd be impossible b maL. 

way against its impetuous current, were i t  not for the strong southerly breeees which then 

prevail ; but to those who are acquainted with the Ganger and BraRnmprtrq-f thb is shying 

no more than that it resembles those rivers in the periodioal difficnlties of its navigation: 

and when we forther recollect that the Ira& ie, in one place, contracted in breadth by 

its high banks to four hundred yards $: (of which we have no similar instance in the others§) 

we oannot consent to allow that the difEculty of stemming its oarrent is a convincing 

argument of its ruperior importance. 

gc Daring the dry months of January, February, Maroh, and April, the watw of tbe 

Iraloadi subside into a stream that is barely navigable: frequent s W s  d banks of 

sand retard boats of bnrth&."ll " I see here," says Dr., BUCHANAN in hie Joornd, 

" some boats poled along in the very middle of the river, where there does not appear to 

be more than six or eight feet witer : It is deeper, however, towards t b  steep bank." 

Dr. HA MILT ON^ says of it generally, that it in e q d  to the G ~ B I  or &hpfta, 

and I am not aware that any one has rated it higher, but Officers, whom I have questioned 

en the snbjwt, who bad epfaoient opportunity of f d n g  a judgment during their long 

sojourn on ita banks, in the conr~e of the late war, compare the Iruwedi, abave it j m o k  

I t  L to be regretted that those who had the opportunity did not give ru a section of the Irewadi, and the 
velocity of itu current. 

t The latter prrliooluly. 
$ Two year8 in Avr. 
4 Immediately below Gohati, hill8 confine the Brdnoprtra to the breadth of o w  tboaslod two L o a d d  

yards, the narrowest in its course through dram ; there, in tbe rainy season, k a t r  are neces8it.ted to be moored 
till a werterly breeze springr op of form sufficient to carry them through the narrow #trait: bot there is often greU 
dificulty even where the river flom in an open bed. When comiog down the river in the latter eud of Octebat 
1826, I law r fleet of Commiaariat boatr (at that time very much rsqoired witb their mpplier for the army) wbiOL 
had been treaty-five days between Gdpara and Naghvrberol bill, a dbtancr of thirty mil- and there w u  me 
temrrkrble wind to impede tlisir progree. 

B Symer' Embrwy, p. 14, ad. of 1800. 
7 VoL 1, Edinburgh Philosophical Joomd, p. 17. 
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with the Kerrduap to the Ganger opposite f i t b e h y h u r ,  a d  consider it generally as very 

inforim to the G a y s ,  where having received its vast supplies from the Goggra and the 

Socrr, it epreads its great breadth over the plains like some'great inland sea* 

But I am not anxious to deny high rank to the Iraumrdi. I am only jealous of its 

taking,precedence, without authority, of its noble compeers. 

I may assume, I believe, that the magnitude? of the rivers of similar countries 

bears always some proportion to the space$ drained, so that knowing the extent of 

country, an estimate might always be formed of the comparative magnitude of its rivers : 

provided, however, that the similarity of the districts compared, extend to the climate as 

well as other physical features. 

For comparison with the district drained by the Irawadi, particularly on the upper 

part of its course, no country conld be more happily selected than As-, similar to it, arr 

fru as we are i n h e d ,  in every partic*. The elevation no6 matmially differing, the 

rains commencing at the same season and equally abundant, the same large proportion of 

hill tract to plain country, and high mountain ranges, supplying in each the distant sources 

of their larger otreems. 

Asam, wit31 its bordering districts, inoluding from the meridian W0 30' of longitude 

on the west, to the heads of the sacred Brahnaputra on the east, and from the omst of 

* Thisevidence would carry greater weight were I at  liberty to name my authority. I wonld not rent 
mucb, however, on what mrut nece-rily be so vague a any persongo opinion of the comparative magnjtnde of 
r ivers wlien formed without sofficient data. 

t Limiting the aenre of magnitude to the more legitimate one aa applied to rivers. 

$ I t  doea not appear of mnch importance whether the extent drained be considered, or the actnal lengths 
of the coeroeo of the riven, aa it will be fwnd tbat these bear a near proportion to each other; for instance, the 
w e * ,  down to Ailahbad, draina 7.0 qua re  degrees ; the Jrmau to the same point, drains Z.1 q u a r e  delrees ; 
the  proportion u 1 to 9.45. The c~om of the lengths of the rivers forming the Gangea to Alhlabad, in two thousand 
t h r e e  hundred and fifty miles, and of the Jnrrmo, ten thouaand and reventy, which give the proportion 1 to4.28. 
1t is not pretended that theae meaaurer are a r k a t e .  They were made on CARY'B large map, and another 
o n  a larger scale, would exhibit more water.connes. For the number of rivers introduced in a map, much m ~ ~ n t  
depenld 06 the mode of surrey, abether detailed or not in thu, probably, the central dbtricb watered by the 
oontributon to the J- have the advantage. 
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the Himalaya ranges,' (which generally deviate between the 2 8 O  and 2D0 parallels of 

latitude,) on the eorth to the line, (which can be traced without the hazard of much error) 

separating on the south the sources of the rivers contributing to the Brahrnaputra within 

tdese limits, from those flowing in the opposite direction, is an extent of about 15-3 

square degrees. 

The Irawadi, according to my map, drains up to the City of Amrapura,  13.9 square 

degrees, excluding, of course, in this estiwtion, the whole tract whenoe the fiyudutayn 

draws its supplies. 

Then, were the S u n p  supposed to contribute to neither of these rivers, i t  would be 

fair to coinpare the Brahmaputra at Godpara, with the Irawadi a t  Amerapwa:-but 

who will venture to do this ? Add, in imagination, the Sanpo to the Irawadi, and then 

by how large a quantity* ought the Iramadi at Amrapura,  to exceed the Brahmaputra 

at  Goalpurac--but who of those who have seen the two rivers, shall we find willing to 

grant the possibility of such excess, or who wiH not indeed aasert the reverse as the 

fact. 

W e  can easily estimate the quantity of water drawn by the B r a l i m p t r a  f m  the 

tract within the limits mentioned, since we know the entire discharge at  Goalpara, and 

also the .discharge of the Dihong, the Dibong, and the Brahmqwtra, separately in the 

neighbonrhood of Sadiya. 

In  January 1828, the quantity of water discharged by the Brahnuryutra 

at  Goalpara, including the Bonash, was, per second, . . . . . . . . .. .Cubic feet, 1,46,188.: 

Thibet and the Sanpo altogether excluded. 

t The quantity to be added is not so great as might without consideration be anticipated. I t  must be recd. 
lected how small a quantity of rain falls in the elevated region of Thilet. We are informed that in parts of that 
co~mtry, neither rain nor anow a r e  known to fall, and that some mountains, of the great elevation of thirteen 
thousand feet (seventeen thoumnd 1)  ?re never covered wiih anow. 

t An account has been given of the manner of taking this Section, and of compntiog thedischarge. 
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Brought forward, ...... 1,46,L88, 
Captain BBDPORD gives the discharge of the Diliong, at the same season 

of thc year, fifty-six thousand five hundred and sixty-four feet, but the sma l l  

rivulet, called the Lali, is here inoluded, say.. ............................. 56,000 

Remain ................ .Cubic feet, 90,188 

- Here then is proof, in an instanceof the fact, that in a country (and climate) similar to 

Asam,+ of the extent of 15.3 square degrees, a river of suoh importanoe as one discharg- 

ing, when at the lowest ebb, ninety thousand cubic feet per seoond, may have its origin. , 

. 
RBNNBLL has stated the entire discharge of the G v e r ,  in the dry season, at eighty 

thousand cubic feet; but he has overrated it since the quantity of water flowing 

past the City of Benures in April last, was found to be no more than sixteen thousand-/. or 

seventeen thousand feet per secend. 

Bat the whole extent drained by the Irawadi, including its several contributors down 

to the head of the Delta, or to the point where it remains an undivided stream, is thirty- 

three square degrees : it follows that, without claiming a larger space for the origin of the 

Irawadi than what appears due to it from the result of my researches, the probability is 

in favor of its discharging in the vicinity of Prom,  in the dry season, upwards of one lack 

and eighty thouannd oubic feet per second, or that it is there larger by one-fourth than the 

Brahmputra at Goalpara. \ 

I regret that I want data for continuing the comparison through the rainy season. 

The only fact that I can state, connected with a rise in the Brahmaputra, is, that on the 

2d May, 1825, when a considerable extent of its sands yet remained uncovered, it discharged 

three lacks and seventy-five thousand cubic feet per second, above the mouth of the Dikho 

river, to which must be added (say) forty thousand feet, for the Borf Lohit, which sepa- 

rates from the main stream a few miles up the river. 

The objection has been made that the Sanpo, where it is lost in Thibet, is necessarily 

a very large river, and on the other hand, that the Dihong, where I last saw it within the 

And the cootlguoas territories. 
t For th iaformatioo, I un indebted to the kindnsu of J. Pnrnrs~,  Esq. 
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mountains, is too small to be the channel of such a stream. The first part of this obj- 

tion has been answered in a foregoing note, but much more might be adduced to prove that 

a river having its rise in and flowing throngh that arid and elevated tract, mnst be very 

inferior in comparison with one draining a co'mtry with a moist alimate ; but, indeed, the 

Sanpo, up to the ninety-seventh degree of longitude, drains a smaller space than the &yes  

to Benares. the former being 33.8 degrees* and the latter 3'7.0 degrees, yet it is consider- 

ably larger. The second objection has also been met in a note to a former part of this paper. 

True, the Dihong was but one hundred yardst wide, yet the steep slope of the mountain's 

sides induced an impression that the bed mnst possess immense depth : but pursue the 

question to calculation, and all appearance of di5calty vanishes. Suppose the discharge 

still fifty thousand feet per second, and the mean velocity of the current at that spot three 

miles per hour, the mean depth required to give that discharge is but thirty-seven feet- 

the m a n  depth in the dry season at Goalpara, where the breadth is twelve hundred 

yards, is twenty-one feet, and the depth of the principal channel there thirty-three 

' feet. And supposing the discharge the same, and the velocity no more than two miles 

an hour, the mean depth required is but fifty-five feet: also, I conceive, far within the 

bounds of possibility. 

I t  mnst not be forgotten, that' to connect the Sanpo with the Irawadi, according to 

M. KLAPROTH'S view, not less than four hundred and fifty miles (by the most direct 

possible rbute) mnst be added to the course of the Sanpo, over and above what is 

necessary to connect it with the Dihong. This is not his only di5cnlty: in addition to 

those I have already stated; his second map still requires considerable alterations in 

longitude to bring in my Surveys, cramping still more the crowded streams;which, with 

most unnatural parallelism, crawl in nearer contiguity than is known in any other part of 

the world, throngh his map, between the sources of the Brahmaputra and China. 

Notice has already been taken, in an excellent article $ on the subject, in the Oriental 

Quarterly Magazine, that M. KLAPROTH was entirely mistaken in supposing that TURNER 

Incl~~ding from tbe l~igbest ridge of the Himalaya to the thirtpfirat degree of latitude, rometimm a little 
more. M. KLAPPOTH'S map would give it less apace. 

) Tbe breadtb ia mid to be greater further within the bills. 1 bare aeen a cane bridge, of eightp yard8 leo@b, 
over the B r h p Y t r a .  The A h 8  dsdrre that the lM& is alwaya too wide to admit of a bridge beiogrbrorm orei. 

t Memoir ou :be Courm of the Great Rirar of !l'hi&t. 
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did not take any astronomical observations for the position of Shiqatze or Teshu M u ,  

and of the consequent error which he has probably committed in altering the latitude of 

-a one degree*. Th6 whole of the lower part of the Sanpo, from Lassa eastward, suffers 

a similar alteration in his map, which has given room (in space) for the 'formation of a con- 

siderable river, called by M. KLAPROTH, Mon Chu, evidently the Om Chu of RENNELL, 

and our Subanshiri, though M. KLAPROTH now considers it to be our Dihong. This 

river has not, however, so much as six square degrees allotted to it; but if the course of 

the Saupo be restored to its former parallel of latitnde, and the Subanshiri introduced- 

no insignscant river, since it discharges, in the dry season, sixteen thousand feet per 

second-the apam far &e growth of the l X h y  will be, in M. KLAPR-QTH'S map, most 

sadly curtailed-reduced, indeed, to nothing. 

I think that I have hinted at the probable came of all the discmssion which we have 

had on this subject in the early part &Chi8 Memob. The Brahmaputra was described to 

us as a diminished stream, "little more than a hill torrent," and it " seemed very improb* 

ble, that such a small body of water could run the distance it is represented or. supposed 

to do." The Dihong, in- which alone we could look for a continuation of the Sanpo,f was 

totally lost sight of,$ and long remained forgotten. Time was given to originate Theories,! 

and'to search for Geographical anecdotes amongst antiquated Chinese documents, and 

the delay which occurred in furnishing information from hence, (from the spot) allowed 

~oqieotwe to p o w  into certainty. 

The h n m  who were rent to snrvey Ilhibet, were mathematicism, instmeted for the pnrpoae: I t  is hardly 
possible that they cao lu re  erred one drgree of latitude in their mrvey of the short diatancs between Lasrcl md 
Terhv hnsbu, (about one bnodred and fitly miles) and their position of the latter agree8 clorely witb that given 
by Tuanxa, from rkennrlon. I would not conteod for their extreme accnracy, or even f a r m  appro*imatian to 
. ceoncy,  excepting in the porition of plncw actually in their mute. They reem to hare porreued very little 
judgment. 

t Thir awM have appeued from the fkst, had L i e u t e n ~ t  B D R L ~ N ' ~  a m n n t  of UIe dbchaae  of the riven 
been published. 

$ I t  wan never adverted to .(I a river of great importance, till a letter of mine to the Editor, appeared in the 
Ooveroment Gazette, about Jpouary lw. 

$ Captain M C L A C ~ L A N ' ~  " Theory" appeusd in the Edinboqh Phlloaopbierl Journal. 




